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THIS CONTRACT IS MADE ON 15TH DAY OF OCTOBER 2019 

(1) The Secretary of State for Education of Sanctuary Buildings, 20 Great Smith Street, London, 
SW1P 3BT ("DfE"); and 

(2) Personnel Hygiene Services Ltd registered in England and Wales under number 00770813 
whose registered office is Block B, Western Industrial Estate, Caerphilly, United kingdom, CF83 
1XH (the “Supplier”)  

Each a "Party" and together "the Parties" 

It is agreed that: 

(A) this contract, together with the attached schedules and annexes, collectively form the "Contract"; 
and 

(B) if there is a conflict between the provisions of the clauses of the Contract and the provisions of 
the schedules, the following order of precedence shall apply: 

(a) schedule 2 (Terms and Conditions); 

(b) schedule 1 (Specification); 

(c) schedules 3 to 9; and 

(d) schedule 10 (Supplier’s Solution).  

The Contract has been executed on the date stated at the beginning of this page. 

SIGNED by the SUPPLIER acting by  

Authorised Signatory…<redacted> .................................................................  

In the presence of…….<redacted> .................................................................  

Witness signature…….<redacted>..................................................................  

Occupation…………….<redacted> .................................................................  

Address…Block B, Western Industrial Estate, Caerphilly, United Kingdom,  

CF38 1XH .........................................................................................................  

Date…15th October 2019 ..................................................................................  

 

SIGNED by DfE acting by 

Position……….<redacted> ..............................................................................  

in the presence of……<redacted>...................................................................  

Witness signature…….<redacted>...................................................................  

Occupation……<redacted> ..............................................................................  

Address…Sanctuary Buildings, 20 Great Smith Street, London, SW1P 3BT…..  

Date  15th October 2019 ...................................................................................  
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SCHEDULE 1 

The Specification 

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 

1.1 The purpose of this Specification is to provide a description of the Goods and 
Services that the Supplier shall be required to deliver through a single contract 
to be awarded by the Department for Education (DfE) to support the provision 
of Period Products in schools and post-16 education institutions across 
England. 
 

1.2 ‘Period poverty’ has received considerable media and parliamentary interest 
since March 2017, with campaigners focussing on the need to fight stigma 
around menstruation and to provide free Period Products. 
Evidence1 suggests that girls in the UK are unable to afford Period 
Products and are therefore missing out on education.  

 

1.3 Missing lessons leaves children vulnerable to falling behind, and those with 
poor attendance tend to achieve less in both primary and secondary school2. 
Poor academic performance is linked to lower wages and higher 
unemployment in adulthood, and so the attainment gap between 
disadvantaged children and their peers is thought to transmit poverty from one 
generation to the next3. For each Key Stage 2 (KS2) and Key Stage 4 (KS4) 
measure, overall absence has a statistically significant negative link to 
attainment - i.e. every extra day missed is associated with a lower attainment 
outcome4. Children missing education are also at significant risk of being 
victims of harm, exploitation or radicalisation later in life5.  
 

1.4 Findings from the 2018 Omnibus Surveys conducted on behalf of DfE found 
that:  

 

1.4.1 6% of female school pupils and 14% of female college students had 
been unable to access Period Products at some point in the previous 
year due to affordability  

1.4.2 83% of secondary school leaders made free products available to 
pupils, with 41% of these doing so because of a reason related to 
pupils’ inability to afford Period Products  

1.4.3 78% of secondary school leaders providing products funded these 
using school budgets, but 26% used charitable donations and 17% said 
teachers funded products themselves.  

                                                      
1 https://plan-uk.org/media-centre/1-in-10-girls-have-been-unable-to-afford-sanitary-wear-survey-finds; 
https://www.opinium.co.uk/calls-provide-free-sanitary-products-schools-across-uk/ 
https://plan-uk.org/act-for-girls/girls-rights-in-the-uk/break-the-barriers-our-menstrual-manifesto 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/pupils-and-their-parents-or-carers-omnibus-wave-1-survey 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-snapshot-survey-summer-2018 
2https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739764/Guidance_on_school_a

ttendance_Sept_2018.pdf  
3 https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Funding-for-disadvantaged-pupils-summary.pdf  
4 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/509679/The-link-between-

absence-and-attainment-at-KS2-and-KS4-2013-to-2014-academic-year.pdf  
5 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/550416/Children_Missing_Educ
ation_-_statutory_guidance.pdf  

https://plan-uk.org/media-centre/1-in-10-girls-have-been-unable-to-afford-sanitary-wear-survey-finds
https://www.opinium.co.uk/calls-provide-free-sanitary-products-schools-across-uk/
https://plan-uk.org/act-for-girls/girls-rights-in-the-uk/break-the-barriers-our-menstrual-manifesto
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/pupils-and-their-parents-or-carers-omnibus-wave-1-survey
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-snapshot-survey-summer-2018
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739764/Guidance_on_school_attendance_Sept_2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739764/Guidance_on_school_attendance_Sept_2018.pdf
https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Funding-for-disadvantaged-pupils-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/509679/The-link-between-absence-and-attainment-at-KS2-and-KS4-2013-to-2014-academic-year.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/509679/The-link-between-absence-and-attainment-at-KS2-and-KS4-2013-to-2014-academic-year.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/550416/Children_Missing_Education_-_statutory_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/550416/Children_Missing_Education_-_statutory_guidance.pdf
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1.5 At the Spring Statement on 13th March 2019, the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer announced that free Period Products would be made available 
in secondary schools and colleges in England, and that this would be fully 
funded by the Government6.  
 

1.6 On 16th April 2019, Minister Zahawi announced that funding would be extended 
to include provision in primary schools and that the Scheme would launch 
nationally from ‘early 2020’7.  

 

1.7 This Scheme is part of a government-wide initiative to tackle period poverty. 
Other activity includes:  

 

1.7.1 Government Equalities Office and Department for International 
Development announcing a global campaign to end period poverty by 
2030. This includes the creation of a UK advisory taskforce who are 
working towards a sustainable solution to period poverty in the UK8  

1.7.2 NHS England announcing free Period Products will be made available 
to hospital inpatients9  

1.7.3 Home Office announcing changes to ensure that police forces are 
providing free Period Products to detainees where required10   

 
2. THE PROVISION OF GOODS AND SERVICES 

 

2.1 Service requirements and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that apply to the 
provision of the Goods and Services are set out in this Specification and in 
Schedule 4 (KPIs, Service Levels and Service Credits) of this Contract.  

2.2 The Supplier shall deliver a national service for the regular provision of Period 
Products to more than 22,000 Institutions within England (including the Isles of 
Scilly and the Isle of Wight). The requirement can be divided into the main 
areas listed in Section 4 – Outline Programme Requirements, below. 

3. MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS  
 

3.1 As part of this Specification, there are a number of mandatory requirements 
that the Supplier must meet, listed in the table below. 

 

1 The Department shall own the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) to all 

resources developed (excluding the Portal) for the delivery of this contract 

                                                      
6 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/spring-statement-2019-what-you-need-to-know 
 
7 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/free-sanitary-products-in-all-primary-schools 
8 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/penny-mordaunt-launches-new-funds-to-tackle-period-poverty-globally 
9 https://www.england.nhs.uk/2019/03/the-nhs-in-england-will-offer-free-tampons-and-other-sanitary-products-to-every-hospital-

patient-who-needs-them-simon-stevens-announced-today/ 
10 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/dignity-of-women-in-custody-ensured-by-planned-law-change 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/spring-statement-2019-what-you-need-to-know
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and agree to the timely transfer of all property upon exit from this contract. 

This shall include (but is not limited to): 

- The branding of the scheme 

- All promotional and/or guidance documentation. 

2 
All processing of data must be undertaken in compliance with General Data 

Protection Regulations (GDPR) where applicable. 

3 The Supplier must conform to the Cyber Essentials Plus scheme. 

4 
The Services must be compliant with Government Digital Standards where 

appropriate. 

5 All Period Products must be fit for purpose and conform to the General 
Product Safety Directive 2001/95/EC. 

6 

The following range of products must be made available to institutions as a 

minimum:  

o Sanitary towels – two absorbencies, with one being a high 

absorbency 

o Applicator tampons – a range of three different absorbencies 

o Non-applicator tampons – a range of three different 

absorbencies 

o Environmentally-friendly sanitary towels - two different 

absorbencies, with one being a high absorbency. 

7 
The Supplier must be willing to co-operate with the DfE in order to achieve the 

Financial Transparency Objectives in Schedule 11 of  this Contract. 

 

4. OUTLINE PROGRAMME REQUIREMENTS 
 

4.1 The Supplier is responsible for the end-to-end provision of the Goods and 
Services to all Institutions across England (including the Isles of Scilly and the 
Isle of Wight).   
 

4.2 In delivering the above, the Supplier shall do the following (each as further 
described in this Specification): 
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Table: List of deliverables 

A 

Development and implementation of user interface(s) 

- Provide accessible and secure user interfaces to allow for simple ordering of 
the Goods by Institutions. 

B 

Sourcing of Period Products 

- Provide a range of Goods, which allow Institutions to meet the needs of their 
learners.  The minimum type of Goods the Supplier shall provide are further 
detailed in this Specification.  

C 

Delivery and logistics 

- Deliver the Goods to the Institutions in a timely manner and in line with Good 
Industry Practice. 

D 

Customer support 

- Provide quality guidance and proportionate customer support facilities for 
outward facing elements of the Scheme. 

E 

Engagement and communication with Institutions 

- Work with DfE in developing an engagement strategy for the Institutions and 
then deliver its obligations under that strategy. 

F 

Service management, quality assurance and governance  

- Provide the necessary governance to maintain an effective and reliable 
service and undertake service improvements where required. 

 

5. PROGRAMME TIMESCALES 
 

5.1 The Supplier must set-up the provision of the Scheme between October 2019 
and December 2019 and be ready for launch of the Scheme on 2nd January 
2020. 
 

5.2 The table below shows the indicative project timings, which may be subject to 
change at DfE's discretion upon notice to the Supplier. 

 

Table 2: Indicative programme timeline 

Output Date 

Contract commencement date September 2019 

Set-up period  October - December 
2019 

Roll-out of programme to Institutions 2 January 2020 
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Initial Contract end date  31 December 2020 

Possible contract extension 1 1st January 2021- 31st 
December 2021 

Possible contract extension 2 1st January 2022 – 31 
Aug 2022  

 

6.       DETAILED PROGRAMME REQUIREMENTS 
 

6.1 The Supplier is required to deliver a high-quality programme by offering the 
service requirements for each function listed below: 
 

Development and implementation of user interface(s) 

 
6.2 The Supplier is required to provide one or more appropriate user interface 

channels to enable the Institutions to order the Goods. Examples include:  
 

 Online ordering platform 

 Telephone lines  

 Email ordering system 

 
6.3 Any phone lines designed to support the Scheme must be free or low cost and 

accessible during office hours.  Office hours are defined as 09:00 – 17:00 on 
Business Days.   
 

6.4 Should an online ordering platform be provided, the service must comply with 
as a minimum with the following key elements of the Government Digital 
Standards: 

 4.Make the service simple to use 

 5.Make sure everyone can use the service 

 9.Create a secure service which protects users’ privacy 

 14.Operate a reliable service 

 
6.5 The Supplier shall deal with all enquiries from Institutions regarding the 

ordering and delivery of the Goods, including but not limited to: queries about 
verification, the ordering platform, delivery times and dates, returns, and issues 
with the Goods.  The Supplier shall respond to such enquiries in a timely and 
professional manner in accordance with Good Industry Practice.  
 

6.6 DfE will provide contact details for queries relating to DfE guidance or issues 
with implementing the Scheme within Institutions. Queries regarding the policy 
intent of the Scheme will be handled by DfE through existing correspondence 
routes and the Supplier will promptly refer any such queries to the DfE (and not 
respond to such queries without DfE's prior written consent). 
 

6.7 To reduce the risk of fraud, the Supplier shall ensure verification of the 
Institutions takes place at the time each Institution registers for the Scheme 

https://www.gov.uk/service-manual/service-standard
https://www.gov.uk/service-manual/service-standard
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and before each Order is placed (this may include, for example, checks against 
addresses). It will be the responsibility of the Supplier to design and mobilise 
the verification process, with DfE having final approval of that process prior to 
launch of the Scheme to the Institutions.  
 

6.8 The Supplier will be required to issue a ‘terms of use’ policy to all registering 
Institutions as a condition of their participation in the Scheme. The document 
itself will be developed during the set-up stage and will be subject to DfE's final 
approval prior to Scheme roll out. 
 

6.9 DfE will provide to the Supplier a complete list of Institutions and the necessary 
data required for verification checks to take place. DfE has the right to 
introduce new Institutions (and remove others) on a termly basis (i.e. 3 times a 
year, terms usually begin in January, April and September).  
 

6.10 There shall be no minimum order value or quantity placed on any order 
submitted by an Institution at any time to the Supplier.  
 

6.11 There must be a maximum Order Limit per Institution per academic year, which 
will be based on the estimated number of menstruating learners in each 
Institution. It is the responsibility of the Supplier to ensure that Institutions are 
made aware of their annual Order Limit in good time prior to the start of the 
academic year.  The Supplier shall also notify the Institution of their remaining 
Order Limit at the time of ordering and shall establish and implement processes 
to ensure that the value of any subsequent order an institution is able to place 
does not exceed the amount of remaining spend available to that Institution.  
 

6.12 The information required to set the maximum Order Limit per Institution will be 
provided by DfE to the Supplier.  The maximum Order Limit per Institution will 
be subject to the prior written approval of DfE prior to being communicated to 
the Institution at the commencement of each academic year.  The notifications 
which the Supplier is required to serve to Institutions under this Paragraph shall 
be made at least within the timescales set out in clause 3 of this Contract.  

 
6.13 The complete service must be available to Institutions from 2nd January 2020. 

 
Sourcing of Period Products 

6.14 The Supplier will offer a range of Goods for Institutions to be able to order, 
including as minimum the following: 

 Sanitary towels – two absorbencies, with one being a high absorbency 

 Applicator tampons – three absorbencies 

 Non-applicator tampons – three absorbencies 

 Environmentally friendly sanitary towels - two absorbencies, with one 

being a high absorbency 
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6.15 DfE is committed to encouraging the use of environmentally- friendly products11 
wherever possible. The Supplier shall also provide (where agreed in Schedule 
10 (Contractor’s Solution)) environmentally friendly Goods such as:  

 Menstrual cups  

 Environmentally friendly applicator tampons  

 Environmentally friendly non-applicator tampons  

6.16 The Goods do not have to be branded but do have to be fit for purpose and 
conform with all applicable Law (including but not limited to): 

6.16.1 Legislation -  

6.16.1.1 General Product Safety Regulations 2005 

6.16.1.2 REGULATION (EC) No 1907/2006 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council concerning the Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals 
(REACH) 

6.16.1.3 REGULATION (EU) No 528/2012 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council concerning the making 
available on the market and use of biocidal products 

6.16.2 National Product Standards 

6.16.2.1 BS EN 12704:2016 - Adhesives for paper and board, 
packaging and disposable sanitary products 

6.16.3 Voluntary Standards (preferred but not mandatory) 

6.16.3.1 UK Code of Practice for Tampon Manufacturers and 
Distributors (as published by the Absorbent Hygiene Product 
Manufacturers Association) 

6.17 Each individual product must be individually wrapped for hygiene reasons.  

6.18 All tampons must be within at least 2 years of their expiry date when delivered 
to the Institution, and the expiry date must be clearly displayed on the outer 
packaging (not necessarily on each individual tampon wrapper).  

6.19 All individual products supplied should be accompanied by clear instructions for 
use and information as to all potential risks arising from their usage, identifying 
signs and symptoms upon which medical advice should be sought. 

6.20 DfE expects the Supplier to have a good understanding of the Period Product 
market for the learners who will receive the Period Products via the Institutions 
(in terms of product type and absorbency) and evidence how the products it 
provides will meet the needs of this market. 

6.21 The Supplier shall be able to meet fluctuating demand in the Goods and 
Services. This will include scaling up and down sourcing of the Goods based 

                                                      
11 For example, biodegradable products 
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on ordering trends and ensuring that the full range of Goods are available to all 
Institutions throughout the term of this Contract. 

 
Delivery and Logistics 

6.22 Institutions shall be able to order Goods at any time throughout the academic 

year (excluding school/institution holidays), The Supplier may propose an 

ordering schedule with designated ordering periods per Institution (or group of) 

but its implementation is subject to the approval of DfE (which it may withhold 

at its discretion). 

 

6.23 DfE will provide to the Supplier information with regards to Institutions’ term 

times and holidays during the set-up phase of the Scheme. 

6.24 The Supplier shall ensure that each Institution may order Goods at least once 
each academic term12. Any ordering schedule must allow institutions a 
minimum ordering period of 10 working days.   
 

6.25 All Institutions in scope must be able to submit Orders when the Scheme 
launches in January 2020. From the next term (Spring 2020), a staggered 
ordering schedule may be introduced but this is subject to the approval of DfE 
(which it may withhold at its discretion).  

 
6.26 The Supplier shall deliver the Goods to all Institutions in all regions in a timely 

manner and in line with Good Industry Practice. The Supplier must 
communicate the planned delivery date with Institutions ahead of time and, 
subject to the terms of this Contract, notify the Institution at least 1 Business 
Day prior to delivery if they are unable to make this date. 
 

6.27 If the Institution is closed or cannot accept the delivery for any other reason, 
the Supplier shall store the Goods and must attempt redelivery within a Good 
Industry Practice timeframe. 

 

6.28 All deliveries should be as environmentally friendly as possible. This may 
include use of eco-friendly vehicles and, subject to the requirements of all 
applicable Law and standards relating to the supply of the Goods, minimising 
packaging. 

6.29 Institutions must be able to return unused products in their original packaging 
within a standard returns timeframe, which shall be at least 28 days (or such 
longer period as the Supplier may advise). In the event that any Goods are 
returned, then the Supplier shall promptly apply a refund to the next invoice 
issued to DfE.  

6.30 The Supplier shall provide to Institutions details of a returns address for postal 
returns.  

6.31 The Supplier shall prepare detailed instructions about how Institutions can 
order the Goods and receive deliveries (including, but not limited to: the refund 

                                                      
12 There are typically three academic terms per year, with the academic year generally beginning in September and ending in July  
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process and the complaints process) during the implementation phase of the 
Scheme, which shall be subject to DfE's approval.  

 

Customer support 

6.32 The Supplier will provide customer service support in an appropriate format to 
all Institutions during term time and office hours (as referred to above). The 
customer service support will cover all stages of the ordering, delivery, returns 
process including the handling of complaints. 
 

6.33 Within 3 Business Days of the end of each month and otherwise upon DfE's 
request, the Supplier shall provide to DfE data and other information 
reasonably required detailing the customer support which has been provided to 
Institutions in the previous month 
 

Engagement and communication with Institutions 

6.34 Subject to Paragraph 6.36, the Supplier must work with DfE to develop and 
regularly maintain an engagement strategy for Institutions, which encourages 
uptake of the Scheme. These communications should be sensitive to and take 
into account the needs of a diverse range of Institutions and learners.   
 

6.35 Subject to Paragraph 6.36, the Supplier agrees to undertake appropriate 

low/no cost and creative communications/marketing strategies. 

 

6.36 The Supplier will adhere of DfE's Branding and Style Guidelines (including the 

use of the ‘funded by’ logo and associated branding) at all times during the 

provision and marketing of the Scheme.  

 

6.37 Any communications and marketing activity planned by the Supplier in relation 

to the Scheme will be subject to the prior written approval of DfE including a 

separate clearance process by DfE's communications team on behalf of DfE's 

Director of Communications, to ensure value for money.  

 

6.38 The costs of the activities under the section "Engagement and Communications 

with Institutions" will not exceed £100k in FY 2019/2013. 

 

7. Service management, quality assurance and governance 
 

7.1 The Supplier must have a clear and appropriate governance structure for the 
Scheme, which must be supported by clear risk management and contingency 
plans. 
 

7.2 The Supplier must seek feedback from Institutions on the provision of the 
Scheme and undertake service improvements where reasonably necessary to 
do so (or whether otherwise required by DfE). Where complaints or queries are 
received, the Supplier must implement a clear process (as defined in Schedule 
10 (Contractor’s Solution)) for handling these within a reasonable timeframe 
and in accordance with Good Industry Practice. 
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7.3 DfE may adjust the product range in line with market changes and/or user 

feedback.  The Supplier must be able to introduce new product lines within a 
reasonable timescale.  

 

8. Institutions in scope  
 

8.1 The schools and post-16 Institutions within scope are:   
 
8.1.1 All state maintained primary and secondary schools including 

academies and free schools.   
8.1.2 All state maintained middle/ all through schools.   
8.1.3 All general hospital schools, special schools, academies and free 

schools.   
8.1.4 All alternative provision institutions, including pupil referral units   
8.1.5 All Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) funded schools, 

academies, colleges and independent learning Suppliers, with 
provision for 16 to 19 year olds (including those with older students 
where these have an Education Health and Care Plan)13.  

9. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS, SERVICE LEVELS AND SERVICE 
CREDITS 

9.1 The Supplier is, as part of the contract/performance management process, required 

to report regularly in progress towards meeting the key performance indicators 

(KPIs) in the following table: 

KPI 
Measurement 
Period 

Performance 
Measure 

 
Service 
Period  

Monitoring 
method 

Performance 
Objective/ 
Service 
Credit 
applied 

A reliable delivery 
service 

From January 
2020 until end of 
the contract term 

95% of all orders 
successfully 
delivered to 
institutions on the 
date provided 
 

Calendar 
Month (except 
August) 

Monthly MI 

1% reduction for 
every 1% below 
the performance 
measure, up to a 
maximum of 10% 

A timely and 
efficient service for 
institutions 

From January 
2020 until end of 
the contract term 

100% of all orders 
successfully 
delivered within 5 
working days of order 
placement. 

Calendar 
Month (except 
August) Monthly MI 

1% reduction for 
every 1% below 
the performance 
measure, up to a 
maximum of 10% 

A reliable ordering 
system 

From January 
2020 until end of 
the contract term 

All reported incidents 
of unscheduled 
system unavailability 
rectified within 3 
hours 

Calendar 
Month (except 
August) Monthly MI 

1% reduction for 
every day of 
unavailability 
longer than 3 
hours 

A positive user 
experience 

From January 
2020 until end of 
the contract term 

95% satisfaction 
rating from 
institutions 

Annually (Mar 
2021 and Mar 
2022) Monthly MI 

1% reduction for 
every 2% below 
the performance 
measure, up to a 
maximum of 20% 

 

                                                      
13 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/16-to-19-education-funding-allocations 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/16-to-19-education-funding-allocations
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10. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
 

10.1 In addition to providing data on performance against the KPIs, the Supplier 

shall provide two tiers of user data which the Supplier shall collect and report 

as key statistics to DfE on a monthly basis, by the 3rd Business Day of the 

month end. 

 

10.2 At an Institution level, the Supplier will report on:  

 Whether there has been an order  

 What has been ordered in what quantities 

 If the Institution has reached their upper spending limit 

 

10.3 At a national and regional level, the Supplier will report on: 

 Total expenditure to date 

 % Institutions that have reached their upper spend limit 

 % Institutions within 20% of their upper spend limit 

 

10.4 The Supplier shall provide DfE with access to any forecasting completed by the 

Supplier upon request. 

 

10.5 With regards to customer relations, the Supplier will report by the 3rd Business 

Day of month end: 

 The number and type of queries 

 The number and nature of complaints 

 The average response time for both of the above 

 

11. SECURITY OF DATA 
 

11.1 The Supplier will comply fully with the DfE’s Data Security Standards and the 

governments Cyber Essentials plus Scheme in accordance with Appendix 1 to 

Schedule 8 of this Contract.14 

12. COSTS 
 

12.1 This is a demand led service, and as such, the anticipated cost of this contract 

is variable. The anticipated maximum product cost is approximately £18m per 

financial year, should 100% of eligible pupils/students take-up the scheme 

100% of the time. 

12.2 The following breakdown is the estimated product costs for the lifetime of the 

contract based on the Department’s best assumptions of take-up. 

                                                      
14 Note to Bidders – also see Document 1 (Instructions to Tenderers) for more information on this.   
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Product Cost 

FY 2019/20* FY 2020/21 FY 2021/22 

£1.7M £5.8M £6.1M 

+ delivery and admin cost 

*Anticipated product costs for 2019/20 are based on a roll-out date of January 2020 (3 months). 

12.3 The funding will support provision in schools and post-16 education Suppliers 

in England. 

12.4 These indicative product costs are based on: 

 Approx. 22k institutions 

 Estimation that 1.7m pupils/students will be eligible to benefit from the 

scheme however, only 1.1m will access the provision. This lower figure 

takes into account that pupils may have reached the age where they are 

eligible to benefit from the scheme but they have not started 

menstruating. 

 Assumption that there will be a 35% take-up by female learners within the 

institutions (mirroring the approach taken by the Scottish government). 

The actual demand is unclear/untested and we will therefore be looking 

for bids that are banded based on varying levels of demand. 

12.5 The supplier is expected to seek cost efficient solutions to both delivery and 

administration. 

13. CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
 

13.1 The Supplier shall provide to DfE a contract management plan within 1 month 
of the Effective Date for its approval which the Supplier shall then comply with.  
If DfE does not approve the contract management plan it shall provide the 
reasons why and, upon receipt, the Supplier shall update the plan to address 
DfE's reasons and re-submit an updated draft to DfE for its approval.  
 

13.2 The Supplier 's day-to-day contact with DfE will be with the Senior Executive 
Officer in the School Food and Pupil Premium division *(Rachel Wilson). 
Ultimate responsibility for the Scheme will sit with the Senior Responsible 
Officer of the same team (Helen Waite).  

 
13.3 The Supplier shall attend, as a minimum, both quarterly reviews and monthly 

progress meetings with DfE to discuss progress and any issues. Meetings may 
be held virtually using Skype or in DfE's offices (as agreed between the Parties 
at the time).    

 

13.4 The Supplier shall adhere to the financial transparency requirements, including 
the maintenance and retention of Open Book data, as set out in Schedule 11 of 
this Contract.  
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14.  SOCIAL VALUES IN GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 

14.1 The Civil Society Strategy sets out a commitment for central government to use 

its buying power to drive social change. The Supplier will throughout the term 

of this Contract work to reduce its environmental impact and become more 

sustainable across the entirety of the Scheme. 
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SCHEDULE 2 

Terms and Conditions 

CLAUSE 

1. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

2. TERM 

3. THE SERVICES 

4. CONSORTIA 

5. TRANSFER AND SUB-CONTRACTING 

6. PERSONNEL 

7. TUPE 

8. CHARGES 

9. TAX AND VAT 

10. PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION 

11. DISCRIMINATION 

12. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

13. DATA, SYSTEMS HANDLING AND SECURITY 

14. PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION 

15. CONFIDENTIALITY 

16. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 

17. OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT AND FINANCE ACT 

18. LIABILITY 

19. WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS 

20. FORCE MAJEURE 

21. MONITORING AND REMEDIATION 

22. STEP IN RIGHTS 

23. TERMINATION 

24. RETENDERING AND HANDOVER 

25. EXIT MANAGEMENT 

26. AUDIT 

27. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 
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28. PARTNERSHIP 

29. WAIVER 

30. CHANGE CONTROL 

31. COUNTERPARTS 

32. CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT 1999 

33. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

34. FURTHER ASSURANCE 

35. NOTICES 

36. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

37. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION 
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1. Definitions and Interpretation 

1.1 In the Contract, the following expressions have the following meanings, unless inconsistent with 
the context: 

Action has the meaning set out in clause 3A.4.  

Area means the geographical area within England in respect of which the 
Supplier is appointed to provide the Goods and/or Services. 

Associated Company means any company which is, in relation to another company, its 
holding company or its subsidiary or a subsidiary of its holding 
company. “Holding company” and “subsidiary” will have the 
meanings attributed to them in section 736 and 736A of the 
Companies Act 1985 and section 1159 of the Companies Act 2006. 

Business Days means Mondays to Fridays (inclusive) in each week, excluding bank 
and other public holidays in England. 

CCN means a Change Control Note in the form set out in schedule 6. 

Change Control 
Procedure 

has the meaning set out in clause 30.1. 

Charges means the fees subject to clause 8 payable to the Supplier for the 
provision of the Goods and/or Services calculated in accordance 
with schedule 3.  

Commercially Sensitive 
Information 

means the information set out in schedule 9 comprising the 
information of a commercially sensitive nature relating to: 

(a) the Price; 

(b) details of the Supplier’s Intellectual Property Rights; and 

(c) the Supplier’s business and investment plans 

which the Supplier has indicated to DfE that, if disclosed by DfE, 
would cause the Supplier significant commercial disadvantage or 
material financial loss. 

Confidential Information means any information which has been designated as confidential 
by either Party in writing or that ought to be considered as 
confidential (however it is conveyed or on whatever media it is 
stored) including information the disclosure of which would, or would 
be likely to, prejudice the commercial interests of any person or 
trade secrets or Intellectual Property Rights of either Party and all 
personal data and sensitive personal data within the meaning of 
GDPR. Confidential Information shall not include information which: 

(a) was public knowledge at the time of disclosure 

(b) was in the possession of the receiving party, without restriction 
as to its disclosure, before receiving it from the disclosing party 

(c) is received from a third party (who lawfully acquired it) without 
restriction as to its disclosure or 

(d) is independently developed without access to the Confidential 
Information. 
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Consortium means an association of 2 or more persons acting together to 
deliver the Goods and/or Services but excludes Sub-Contractors. 

Consortium Agreement means, if the Supplier is a Consortium, an agreement: 

(a) signed by all the Consortium Members as at the Effective Date; 
and 

(b) adhered to by Consortium Members who join the Consortium 
after the Effective Date by signing a Deed of Adherence 

which sets out, amongst other things, how the Consortium Members 
will work together to deliver the Goods and/or Services 

Consortium Member means a member of a Consortium (if any). 

Copyright means as defined in s.1 of Part 1 Chapter 1 of the Copyright, 
Designs and Patents Act 1988. 

Crown means the government of the United Kingdom (including the 
Northern Ireland Executive Committee and Northern Ireland 
Departments, the Scottish Executive and the National Assembly for 
Wales), including, but not limited to, government ministers, 
government departments, government offices and government 
agencies and “Crown Body” is an emanation of the foregoing.  

Database Rights means as defined in s.3A of Part 1 Chapter 1 of the Copyright, 
Designs and Patents Act 1988. 

Deed of Adherence means a deed under which a new Consortium Member shall 
covenant with the other Consortium Members to adhere to the terms 
of the Consortium Agreement in either the form set out in schedule 
10 or in any other form approved by the DfE in writing.  

Default  means breach of the obligations of the relevant Party (including 
abandonment of the Contract in breach of its terms, repudiatory 
breach or breach of a fundamental term) or any other default, act, 
omission, negligence or statement of the relevant Party or the 
Personnel in connection with the subject-matter of the Contract and 
in respect of which such Party is liable to the other. 

DfE Premises means any premises owned by, leased or hired to or otherwise 
controlled by DfE or which DfE nominates as such by notice in 
writing to the Supplier. 

DfE Security Standards means the security standards as set out in schedule 8. 

DfE Trade Marks means proprietary trade mark rights of DfE including those notified 
to the Supplier by DfE from time to time. 

Dispute means any dispute between the Parties in connection with the 
Contract. 

DOTAS means the Disclosure of Tax Avoidance Schemes rules which 
require a promotor of tax schemes to tell HMRC of any specified 
notifiable arrangements or proposals and to provide prescribed 
information on those arrangements or proposals within set time 
limits as contained in Part 7 of the Finance Act 2004 and in 
secondary legislation made under vires contained in Part 7 of the 
Finance Act 2004 and as extended to national insurance 
contributions by the National Insurance (Application of Part 7 of the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voluntary_association
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Finance Act 2004) regulations 2012, SI 2012/1868 made under 
section 132A of the Social Security Administration Act 1992. 

Effective Date means the date of contract signature. 

EIR means the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 and any 
guidance and/or codes of practice issued by the Information 
Commissioner or relevant government department in relation to 
them. 

Employment Liabilities  means all actions, proceedings, costs (including reasonable legal 
costs), losses, damages, fines, penalties, compensation, awards, 
demands, orders, expenses and liabilities connected with or arising 
from all and any laws including, without limitation, directives, 
statutes, secondary legislation, orders, codes of practice, 
contractual obligations and other common law rights whether of the 
European Union, United Kingdom or any other relevant authority 
relating to or connected with: 

(a) the employment and/or dismissal of employees (including their 
health and safety at work); and 

(b) the engagement, use and termination of individuals other than 
employees who provide services (including their health and 
safety at work), 

and all wages, holiday pay and employment benefit costs due in 
respect of (a) or (b) above, including claims for protective awards. 

FOIA means the Freedom of Information Act 2000 together with any 
guidance and/or codes of practice issued by the Information 
Commissioner or relevant government department in relation to it. 

Force Majeure means any event or occurrence which is outside the reasonable 
control of the Party concerned and which is not attributable to any 
act or failure to take reasonable preventative action by that Party, 
including fire; flood; violent storm; pestilence; explosion; malicious 
damage; armed conflict; acts of terrorism; nuclear, biological or 
chemical warfare; or any other disaster, natural or man-made, but 
excluding: 

(a) any industrial action occurring within the Supplier’s or any of its 
Sub-Contractor’s organisation, or otherwise involving the 
Personnel; or 

(b) the failure by any Sub-Contractor of the Supplier to perform its 
obligations under any sub-contract. 

General Anti-Abuse Rule means: 

(a) the legislation in Part 5 of the Finance Act 2013; and 

(b) any future legislation introduced into parliament to counteract 
tax advantages arising from abusive arrangements to avoid 
NICs. 

GDPR means the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 
2016/679). 

Good Industry Practice means the standards, practices, methods and procedures 
conforming to the Law and the degree of skill and care, diligence, 
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prudence and foresight which would reasonably and ordinarily be 
expected from a skilled and experienced person or body engaged in 
a similar type of undertaking under the same or similar 
circumstances. 

Goods means the Period Products.  

Halifax Abuse Principle  means the principle explained in the CJEU Case C 255/02 Halifax 
and others. 

HMRC means Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs. 

ICT means information and communications technology. 

Implementation Plan means the plan and time schedule for the completion of the 
obligations of the Supplier under the Contract as set out in schedule 
5 as the same may be replaced by any subsequent more detailed 
plan and time schedule as the Parties may agree in writing from 
time to time. 

Initial Term means the period from the Effective Date to 31 December 2020. 

Intellectual Property 
Rights 

means patents, inventions, trademarks, service marks, logos, 
design rights (whether registrable or otherwise), applications for any 
of the foregoing, copyright, database rights, domain names, trade 
and/or business names, rights in confidential information and know 
how, moral rights and other similar rights or obligations whether 
registrable or not in any country (including but not limited to the 
United Kingdom) and the right to sue for passing off. 

Institution means the schools and post-16 education institutions who may 
access the Scheme, as more particularly described in the 
Specification 

IP Materials has the meaning set out in clause 12.1. 

KPIs means the key performance indicators in relation to the provision of 
Goods and/or Services set out in schedule 4 which the Supplier 
shall comply with. 

Key Personnel means any of the Personnel identified as such in schedule 7 or 
otherwise identified as such by DfE pursuant to clause 6. 

Key Sub Contractor means any Sub-Contractor identified as such in schedule 7 or 
otherwise identified as such by DfE. 

Law means any law, subordinate legislation within the meaning of 
section 21(1) of the Interpretation Act 1978, bye-law, enforceable 
right within the meaning of section 2 of the European Communities 
Act 1972, regulation, order, mandatory guidance or code of practice, 
judgment of a relevant court of law, or directives or requirements of 
any regulatory body with which the Supplier is bound to comply 

Material Breach  means a breach (including an anticipatory breach) that is serious in 
the widest sense of having a serious effect on the benefit which DfE 
would otherwise derive from 

(a) a substantial portion of the Contract; or 
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(b) any of the obligations set out in clauses 9, 10, 12, 15, 17 and 
33 and in schedule 8. 

NICs means National Insurance Contributions. 

Occasion of Tax Non-
Compliance 

means 

(a) any tax return of the Supplier submitted to a Relevant Tax 
Authority on or after 1 October 2012 which is found on or after 
1 April 2013 to be incorrect as a result of: 

(i) a Relevant Tax Authority successfully challenging the 
Supplier under the General Anti-Abuse Rule or the Halifax 
Abuse Principle or under any tax rules or legislation that 
have an effect equivalent or similar to the General Anti-
Abuse Rule or the Halifax Abuse Principle 

(ii) the failure of an avoidance scheme which the Supplier 
was involved in, and which was, or should have been, 
notified to the Relevant Tax Authority under the DOTAS or 
any equivalent or similar regime; and/or 

(b) any tax return of the Supplier submitted to a Relevant Tax 
Authority on or after 1 October 2012 gives rise on or after 1 
April 2013 to a criminal conviction in any jurisdiction for tax 
related offences which is not spent at the Commencement 
Date or to a civil penalty for fraud or evasion. 

Order means an order submitted by an Institution for the supply of Goods. 

Performance 
Measures/Standards 

means the standards which the Supplier will be measured against in 
respect of the delivery of the Goods and/or Services aligned to 
defined Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

Period Products means the products which the Supplier shall provide under this 
Contract, as more particularly described in the Specification, 
including all packaging, labelling and instructions contained therein.  

Personnel means all persons employed by the Supplier to perform its 
obligations under the Contract together with the Supplier’s servants, 
agents, suppliers and Sub-Suppliers used in the performance of its 
obligations under the Contract. 

Product Recall has the meaning set out in clause 3C.1.  

Portal means the website or other online booking system which the 
Supplier makes available to enable DfE and Institutions to order 
Goods and access other information in relation to the provision of 
the Goods and/or Services (which shall include all source code and 
IPR therein) but shall exclude all DfE IP Materials including DfE 
Trade Marks and content that DfE and/or any Institution may make 
available or upload to the Portal). 

Prohibited Act  means 

(a) to directly or indirectly offer, promise or give any person 
working for or engaged by DfE a financial or other advantage 
to 
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(i) induce that person to perform improperly a relevant 
function or activity; or 

(ii) reward that person for improper performance of a relevant 
function or activity; 

(b) to directly or indirectly request, agree to receive or accept any 
financial or other advantage as an inducement or a reward for 
improper performance of a relevant function or activity in 
connection with the Contract; 

(c) an offence: 

(i) under the Bribery Act 2010 (or any legislation repealed or 
revoked by such Act 

(ii) under Law concerning fraudulent acts; or 

(iii) the defrauding, attempting to defraud or conspiring to 
defraud DfE 

(d) any activity, practice or conduct which would constitute one of 
the offences listed under (c) above if such activity, practice or 
conduct has been carried out in the UK. 

Public Safety Notice has the meaning in clause 3C.1.  

Quality Standards means the quality standards published by BSI British Standards, the 
National Standards Body of the United Kingdom, the International 
Organisation for Standardization or other reputable or equivalent 
body, (and their successor bodies) that a skilled and experienced 
operator in the same type of industry or business sector as the 
Supplier would reasonably and ordinarily be expected to comply 
with, and as may be further detailed in the Specification. 

Regulations means the Public Contract Regulations 2015. 

Regulatory Body means a government department and regulatory, statutory and other 
entities, committees, ombudsmen and bodies which, whether under 
statute, rules, regulations, codes of practice or otherwise, are 
entitled to regulate, investigate, or influence the matters dealt with in 
the Contract or any other affairs of DfE. 

Relevant Conviction means a conviction for an offence involving violence or dishonesty, 
of a sexual nature or against minors, or for any other offence that is 
relevant to the nature of the Goods and/or Services. 

Relevant Requirements means all applicable Law relating to bribery, corruption and fraud, 
including the Bribery Act 2010 and any guidance issued by the 
Secretary of State for Justice pursuant to section 9 of the Bribery 
Act 2010. 

Relevant Tax Authority means HMRC or, if applicable, a tax authority in the jurisdiction in 
which the Supplier is established. 

Replacement Supplier means any third party supplier appointed by DfE to supply any 
goods and/or services, which are substantially similar to any of the 
Goods and/or Services in substitution for the Supplier following the 
expiry, termination or partial termination of the Contract. 
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Request for Information means a request for information under the FOIA or the EIR. 

Restricted Country means 

(a) any country outside the United Kingdom; and 

(b) any country not deemed adequate by the European 
Commission pursuant to Article 25(6) of Directive 95/46/EC 

Returning Employees means those persons agreed by the Parties to be employed by the 
Supplier (and/or any Sub-Contractor) wholly or mainly in the supply 
of the Goods and/or Services immediately before the end of the 
Term. 

Scheme means the scheme established by DfE to provide period products in 
Institutions in England. 

Services means the services described in the Specification. 

Services Commencement 
Date 

means 2nd January 2020. 

Service Credits means the service credits specified in schedule 4 which shall be 
deducted from the Charges by the Supplier in the event that the 
Service Levels are not met in respect of the provision of the Goods 
and/or Services. 

Service Level means the levels of service defined in schedule 4. 

Service Period means the following: 

(a) the first Service Period of the Contract shall begin on the 
Services Commencement Date and shall expire at the end of 
the calendar month in which the Service Commencement Date 
falls; and 

(b) after the first Service Period of the Contract a Service Period 
shall be a calendar month during the Contract save that the 
final Service Period of the Contract shall commence on the first 
day of the calendar month in which the Contract expires or 
terminates and shall end on the expiry or termination of the 
Contract. 

Service Users means those receiving the Goods and/or Services, including the 
Institutions and any end users (such as pupils at those Institutions). 

Specification means the description of the Goods and/or Services to be supplied 
under the Contract set out in schedule 1. 

Staff means all persons employed by the Supplier to perform its 
obligations under the Contract together with the Supplier’s servants, 
agents, suppliers and Sub-Contractors used in the performance of 
its obligations under the Contract.  

Sub-Contract means a contract between 2 or more suppliers, at any stage of 
remoteness from DfE in a sub-contracting chain, made wholly or 
substantially for the purpose of performing (or contributing to the 
performance of) the whole or any part of the Contract and “Sub-
Contractor” shall be construed accordingly. 
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Supplier Equipment means the Supplier’s ICT equipment. 

Supplier’s Solution means the Supplier’s proposal submitted in response to DfE’s 
invitation to tender attached at schedule 10. 

Term means the period from the Effective Date until the date the Contract 
ends for whatever reason. 

TFEU means the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. 

Treaties means the TFEU and the Treaty on European Union. 

TUPE means the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) 
Regulations 2006. 

Variation means any variation to the Contract requiring a Change Control 
Note to be completed in accordance with schedule 6.  

1.2 The following notes of construction and interpretation apply to the Contract: 

1.2.1 references to a statute or statutory provision shall, unless the context otherwise 
requires, include a reference to that statute or statutory provision as from time to time 
amended, modified, extended, re-enacted or consolidated and all statutory instruments 
or orders made pursuant to it whether replaced before or after the date of the Contract 
which are in force prior to the date of the Contract; 

1.2.2 the expression “person” means any individual, firm, body corporate, unincorporated 
association, partnership, government, state or agency of a state or joint venture; 

1.2.3 the words “include”, “includes”, “including” and “included” will be construed without 
limitation unless inconsistent with the context; 

1.2.4 the masculine includes the feminine and the neuter, and the singular includes the 
plural and vice versa as the context shall admit or require; 

1.2.5 any reference in the Contract to a clause or schedule is a reference to a clause or 
schedule of the Contract and references in any schedule to paragraphs relate to the 
paragraphs in that schedule; 

1.2.6 the clause headings are included for convenience only and shall not affect the 
interpretation of the Contract; and 

1.2.7 the schedules and appendices form part of the Contract and shall have effect as if set 
out in full in the body of the Contract and any reference to the Contract includes the 
schedules. 

2. TERM 

2.1 The Contract commences on the Effective Date and, subject to any provision of this Contract for 
earlier termination, or extension set out in this clause 2, will terminate at the end of the Initial 
Term. 

2.2 DfE may extend the Initial Term by up to two further periods not exceeding 12 months each by 
giving not less than 3 months’ written notice to the Supplier prior to the expiry of the Initial Term 
or the then current term provided that the extensions shall not exceed the period of twenty (20) 
months in aggregate. 
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3. THE GOODS AND SERVICES 

3.1 The Supplier shall provide the Goods and/or Services in the Area in accordance with the 
Specification and undertake and be responsible for all obligations of the Supplier in respect of the 
Goods and/or Services. 

3.2 DfE may appoint other third parties to provide the Goods and/or Services in the Area (or goods 
and/or services equivalent to the Goods and/or Services). 

3.3 The Supplier shall, in performing its obligations under the Contract: 

3.3.1 conform to, and ensure that the Goods and/or Services conform to, the requirements of 
the Specification and the Supplier’s Solution or as otherwise agreed in writing between 
the Parties; 

3.3.2 carry out, supply and complete the Goods and/or Services in a proper professional 
manner (taking account of the standards of a reasonably proficient practitioner) and in 
conformity with all reasonable directions and requirements of DfE specified by DfE 
from time to time; 

3.3.3 comply with, and ensure that the Goods and/or Services comply with, Good Industry 
Practice; 

3.3.4 ensure that the Goods and/or Services are provided by competent and appropriately 
trained personnel; 

3.3.5 comply with, and ensure that the Goods and/or Services comply with, the Quality 
Standards and where applicable, shall maintain accreditation with the relevant Quality 
Standards authorisation body; 

3.3.6 ensure that all Goods supplied are of satisfactory quality (within the meaning of the 
Sale of Goods Act 1979, as amended) and fit for any purpose held out by the Supplier 
or made known to the Supplier by DfE;  

3.3.7 ensure that the Goods are free from defects in design, materials and workmanship and 
can be used safely and without causing death, injury, loss or damage; 

3.3.8 comply with the KPIs, Service Levels and Service Credit requirements set out in 
schedule 4 or as otherwise agreed between the Parties in writing from time to time; 

3.3.9 comply with the Implementation Plan;  

3.3.10 meet all key dates and/or milestones set out in the Implementation Plan, the 
Specification or as otherwise agreed between the Parties in writing from time to time;  

3.3.11 in so far as is reasonably practicable, comply with any policies and procedures 
adopted by DfE from time to time within 14 days of the same being brought to the 
attention of the Supplier by DfE.  If the Supplier is not able to comply with its 
obligations in accordance with this clause it shall notify DfE promptly and take such 
other steps that DfE reasonably requires; 

3.3.12 comply with, and ensure that the Goods and/or Services supplied comply with, all Law 
and any non-mandatory guidance relating thereto and have in place systems to 
monitor and ensure compliance with the same;   

3.3.13 notify DfE of any changes to Law and non-mandatory guidance referred to in clause 
3.3.9 promptly upon becoming aware.  The Supplier shall bear all costs associated 
with any changes required to the provision of the Goods and/or Services as a result of 
any changes to any Law and non-mandatory guidance which is applicable to this 
Contract;   
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3.3.14 comply with, and ensure that the Goods and/or Services supplied comply with, all 
health and safety legislation, adopt and maintain safe operating systems of work and 
appropriate safety policies in order to protect the health and safety of Personnel, 
employees of DfE, the Service Users and all other persons including members of the 
public;  

3.3.15 ensure that all necessary instruction and recommendations relating to the use, storage 
and shelf-life of the Goods are provided in written form to the Institution (including all 
written instructions issued with the Goods by any manufacturer).  Such instructions and 
recommendations must comply with all Law and non-mandatory guidance and will be 
complete and accurate so as to enable the Goods to be stored and used safely and 
without any deterioration in their nature, substance and quality; and 

3.3.16 comply with, and ensure that the Goods and/or Services supplied comply with, all 
safety, security, acceptable use and other policies of DfE from time to time notified to it 
and procure that the Personnel also comply. 

3.4 The Supplier shall notify DfE immediately if its receives or becomes aware of any actual or 
anticipated complaint or concern that the provision of the Scheme has or is likely to have an 
adverse impact on the health and safety of any Service User and/or such an event is likely to or 
has resulted in any investigation, enquiry, legal proceedings or similar (together an Action).  In 
such an event (or where DfE becomes aware of any actual or anticipated complaint, concern 
and/or Action): 

3.4.1 the Supplier shall promptly provide DfE with all necessary information to enable DfE to 
fully investigate and respond to the complaint, concern and/or Action; 

3.4.2 the Supplier shall not respond to any complaint, concern and/or Action without the prior 
written consent of DfE;  

3.4.3 the Supplier shall take all such steps as reasonably required by DfE from time to time 
to enable DfE to respond to such complaint, concern and/or Action, including the 
prompt provision of all necessary personnel, data and information.  

3.5 DfE may provide data and materials to the Supplier and access to systems for the purposes of 
providing the Goods and/or Services that the Supplier may use but only to the extent necessary 
to enable the Supplier to provide the Goods and/or Services. 

3.6 All equipment and other property brought onto DfE Premises shall be at the Supplier’s own risk 
and DfE shall have no liability for any loss of or damage to any such equipment and property 
unless the Supplier is able to demonstrate that such loss or damage was caused by the 
negligence of DfE. 

3.7 Any land or DfE Premises made available from time to time to the Supplier by DfE in connection 
with the Contract shall be made available to the Supplier on a non-exclusive licence basis free of 
charge and shall be used by the Supplier solely for the purpose of performing its obligations 
under the Contract. The Supplier shall have the use of such land or DfE Premises as a licensee 
and shall vacate the same on completion, termination or abandonment of the Contract or the task 
in respect of which such land or DfE Premises was made available. 

3.8 The Contract does not create a tenancy of any nature whatsoever in favour of the Supplier or any 
of the Personnel and no such tenancy has or shall come into being and, notwithstanding any 
rights granted pursuant to the Contract, DfE retains the right at any time to use any DfE Premises 
in any manner. 

Provision of Goods 

3.9 Subject to Clause 3.10, the Supplier shall supply Goods to the Institutions pursuant to an Order.  
The Supplier will have been deemed to have accepted an Order unless the Supplier notifies the 
relevant Institution within 2 days of receipt of such Order.  
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3.10 The Supplier acknowledges that each Institution will have a maximum Order Limit per academic 
year (Order Limit).  The Supplier shall not fulfil any Order submitted by an Institution in excess of 
its maximum Order Limit.   

3.11 The Supplier shall notify each Institution of its Order Limit within 20 days prior to the 
commencement of the academic year and its remaining Order Limit prior to the placement of 
every order.  

3.12 Institutions shall have the right to cancel any Order without charge at any time prior to day of 
delivery of the relevant Order.  In such an event, DfE will not be charged for the Goods that are 
subject to the cancelled Order.  

3.13 The Supplier shall deliver the Goods specified in each Order to the delivery location and by the 
delivery date and time specified by the Supplier provided that such delivery date shall not be later 
than five (5) Business Days following the date of the Order.  

3.14 Delivery of an Order shall be complete on completion of unloading the Goods at the delivery 
location and the Institution signing acknowledgement of receipt.  

3.15 Any delivery note signed by or on behalf of the Institutions upon delivery of the Goods will not 
constitute acceptance of the Goods and is simply an acknowledgement of receipt.  

3.16 Where the Supplier fails to deliver the Goods in accordance with the Order and/or the terms of 
this Contract, then: 

3.16.1 the Institution may cancel the Order; 

3.16.2 DfE may delay payment of the Charges until the delivery of the Goods is complete. 

3.17 Title in the Goods shall pass to DfE and risk in the Goods shall pass to the Institution on delivery 
of the Goods to the Institution in accordance with clause 3.13.   

3.18 If any Goods delivered to an Institution do not comply with the provisions of the Order and/or this 
Contract, then without limiting any other right or remedy, the Institutions may  

3.18.1 require the Supplier to replace the rejected Goods at the Supplier's risk and expense 
within 5 days of being requested to do so (and the terms of this Contract shall apply to 
any replacement Goods); or 

3.19 Rejected Goods will be collected by the Supplier at its cost within 5 days of the Institution's notice 
of rejection.  DfE shall not be charged for any Goods which have been rejected by the Institution.  
In the event that DfE has already paid for the rejected Goods then, save where an equal amount 
of replacement Goods have been supplied to the Institution, an equivalent amount shall be 
deducted from the next invoice which is issued to DfE.   

3.20 The rights and remedies under this Clause 3 are in addition to the rights and remedies available 
in respect of statutory conditions relating to description, quality, fitness for purpose and 
correspondence with sample implied into this Contract by the Sale of Goods Act 1979.  

Product Recall 

3.21 Where either Party reasonably believes that the Goods may be defective in such a way that a 
prudent vendor would either implement a general recall of such Goods (a Product Recall) or 
provide customers with special advice (Public Safety Notice), that Party will promptly inform the 
other of the relevant circumstances.  Upon receiving such information, the Supplier will 
investigate the alleged defect thoroughly (including if required by DfE, appointing independent 
experts) at its own cost and provide DfE with all findings of such investigation(s) as soon as 
possible and otherwise upon request.  
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3.22 If either Party believes that a Product Recall or Public Safety Notice is necessary then the 
Supplier shall, at its cost, take such steps as are necessary to implement the Product Recall or 
issue a Public Safety Notice.  

4. CONSORTIA 

4.1 If the Supplier is a Consortium it shall comply with the terms of this clause 4. 

4.2 The Supplier may appoint additional or replacement Consortium Members to assist it in carrying 
out its obligations under the Contract subject to compliance with clause 4.3. 

4.3 No new person or entity may become a Consortium Member until: 

4.3.1 DfE has given its prior written consent to the new Consortium Member; 

4.3.2 the new Consortium Member has signed a Deed of Adherence; and 

4.3.3 a copy of the Deed of Adherence has been given to DfE. 

4.4 The Supplier shall promptly inform DfE if and how any Consortium Member breaches the terms 
of the Consortium Agreement. 

5. TRANSFER AND SUB-CONTRACTING 

5.1 Save as set out in this clause 5 the Supplier may not sub-contract, assign, transfer, charge the 
benefit and/or delegate the burden of the whole or any part of the Contract (a “Transfer”) without 
the prior written consent of DfE.  

5.2 If DfE consents to a Transfer the Supplier will evidence the Transfer in writing and provide a copy 
of the Transfer document on request. 

5.3 The Supplier may award Sub-Contracts with a value per annum not exceeding £10,000 without 
DfE’s consent. 

5.4 Where DfE has consented to a Sub-Contract, copies of each Sub-Contract shall, at the request of 
DfE, be sent by the Supplier to DfE as soon as reasonably practicable. 

5.5 The Supplier shall: 

5.5.1 subject to clause 5.7, advertise on Contracts Finder all Sub-Contract opportunities 
arising from or in connection with this Contract above a minimum threshold of £25,000 
that arise during the Term; 

5.5.2 within 90 days of awarding a Sub-Contract to a Sub-Contractor, update the notice on 
Contracts Finder with details of the successful Sub-Contractor; 

5.5.3 monitor the number, type and value of the Sub-Contract opportunities placed on 
Contracts Finder advertised and awarded in its supply chain during the Term; 

5.5.4 provide reports on the information at clause 5.5.3 to DfE in the format and frequency 
as reasonably specified by DfE; and 

5.5.5 promote Contracts Finder to its suppliers and encourage those organisations to 
register on Contracts Finder. 

5.6 Each advert referred to at clause 5.5.1 shall provide a full and detailed description of the Sub-
Contract opportunity with each of the mandatory fields being completed on Contracts Finder by 
the Supplier.  

5.7 The obligations at clause 5.5.1 shall only apply in respect of Sub-Contract opportunities arising 
after the contract award date.  
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5.8 Notwithstanding clause 5.5, DfE may by giving its prior written approval agree that a Sub-
Contract opportunity is not required to be advertised on Contracts Finder.   

5.9 The Supplier shall not terminate or materially amend the terms of any Sub-Contract without DfE's 
prior written consent. 

5.10 DfE may require the Supplier to terminate a Sub-Contract if the acts or omissions of the Sub-
Contractor have given rise to DfE’s right of termination pursuant to clause 23 unless the Sub-
Contractor can remedy the breach to DfE’s satisfaction within 21 days of receipt by the Supplier 
of written notice from DfE requiring the Sub-Contract to be terminated. 

5.11 The Supplier shall remain responsible for all acts and omissions of its Sub-Contractors as if they 
were its own. 

5.12 If DfE believes there are: 

5.12.1 compulsory grounds for excluding a Sub-Contractor pursuant to regulation 57 of the 
Regulations, the Supplier shall replace or not appoint the Sub-Contractor; or 

5.12.2 non-compulsory grounds for excluding a Sub-Contractor pursuant to regulation 57 of 
the Regulations, DfE may require the Supplier to replace or not appoint the Sub-
Contractor and the Supplier shall comply with such requirement. 

5.13 In addition to any other management information requirements set out in this Contract, the 
Supplier agrees and acknowledges that it shall, on request and at no charge, provide timely, full, 
accurate and complete SME Management Information (MI) Reports to DfE (in such format as DfE 
may reasonably require) including:  

5.13.1 the total contract revenue received directly on this contract;   

5.13.2 the total value of sub-contracted revenues under the contract (including revenues for 
non-SMEs/non-VCSEs); and  

5.13.3 the total value of sub-contracted revenues to SMEs and VCSEs. 

5.14 The Supplier agrees and acknowledges that it may not make any amendment to the current MI 
Reporting Template without the prior written approval of DfE.   

6. PERSONNEL  

6.1 DfE may refuse admission to DfE Premises and/or direct the Supplier to end the involvement in 
the Goods and/or Services of any Personnel whom DfE believes is a security risk. 

6.2 If DfE require the removal of any Personnel pursuant to clause 6.1, any Employment Liabilities 
and any other costs connected with that removal shall be at the Supplier’s cost.  

6.3 The Supplier shall use its reasonable endeavours to ensure continuity of Personnel and to 
ensure that the turnover rate of Personnel is at least as good as the prevailing industry norm for 
similar services, locations and environments. 

6.4 The Supplier shall ensure that no person who discloses a Relevant Conviction or who is found to 
have any Relevant Convictions (whether as a result of a police check or through the Disclosure 
and Barring Service Procedures or otherwise), is employed or engaged in providing the Goods 
and/or Services without DfE's prior written consent. 

6.5 For each of the Personnel who, in providing the Goods and/or Services, has, will have or is likely 
to have access to children, vulnerable persons or other members of the public to whom DfE owes 
a special duty of care the Supplier shall (and shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall) 
ensure a police check is completed and such other checks as may be carried out through the 
Disclosure and Barring Service, and the Supplier shall not (and shall ensure that any Sub-
Contractor shall not) engage or continue to employ in the provision of the Goods and/or Services 
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any person who has a Relevant Conviction or what would reasonably be regarded as an 
inappropriate record. 

6.6 The Supplier acknowledges that Key Personnel and Key Sub-Contractors are essential to the 
proper provision of the Goods and/or Services. The Parties have agreed to the appointment of 
Key Personnel and Key Sub-Contractors listed in schedule 7 as at the Effective Date. 

6.7 Key Personnel shall not be released from supplying the Goods and/or Services without DfE’s 
consent except by reason of long-term sickness, maternity leave, paternity leave or termination of 
employment or other similar reason. 

6.8 Any replacements of Key Personnel shall be subject to DfE consent and shall be of at least equal 
status, experience and skills to Key Personnel being replaced and be suitable for the 
responsibilities of that person in relation to the Goods and/or Services.  

6.9 DfE shall not unreasonably withhold consent under clauses 6.7 or 6.8. Such agreement shall be 
conditional on appropriate arrangements being made by the Supplier to minimise any adverse 
effect on the provision of the Goods and/or Services which could be caused by a change in Key 
Personnel or Key Sub-Contractors.  

6.10 DfE may require the Supplier to remove any Key Personnel who DfE considers in any respect 
unsatisfactory. 

6.11 DfE shall not be liable for the cost of replacing any Key Personnel and the Supplier shall 
indemnify DfE against all Employment Liabilities that may arise in this respect. 

6.12 Except in respect of any transfer of staff under TUPE, for the Term and for 12 months after the 
Term neither Party shall (except with the prior written consent of the other) solicit the services of 
any staff of the other Party who have been engaged in providing the Goods and/or Services or 
the management of the Contract or any significant part thereof either as principal, agent, 
employee, independent contractor or in any other form of employment or engagement other than 
by means of an open national advertising campaign and not specifically targeted at staff of the 
other Party.  

7. TUPE 

7.1 No later than 6 Months prior to the end of the Term the Supplier shall fully and accurately 
disclose to DfE, within 30 days of the request, all information that DfE may reasonably request in 
relation to the Staff including the following: 

7.1.1 the total number of Staff whose employment/engagement shall terminate at the end of 
the Term; 

7.1.2 the age, gender, salary or other remuneration, future pay settlements and redundancy 
and pensions entitlement of the Staff referred to in clause 7.1.1; 

7.1.3 the terms and conditions of employment/engagement of the Staff referred to in clause 
7.1.1, their job titles and qualifications; 

7.1.4 details of any current disciplinary or grievance proceedings ongoing or circumstances 
likely to give rise to such proceedings and details of any claims current or threatened; 
and 

7.1.5 details of all collective agreements with a brief summary of the current state of 
negotiations with any such bodies and with details of any current industrial disputes 
and claims for recognition by any trade union, 

(together the “TUPE Information”). 

7.2 At intervals determined by DfE (which shall not be more frequent than once every 30 days) the 
Supplier shall give DfE updated TUPE Information. 
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7.3 Each time the Supplier supplies TUPE Information to DfE it shall warrant its completeness and 
accuracy and DfE may assign the benefit of this warranty to any Replacement Supplier. 

7.4 DfE may use TUPE Information for the purposes of any retendering process. 

7.5 If TUPE applies to the transfer of the Services on termination of the Contract, the Supplier shall 
indemnify and keep indemnified DfE, the Crown and any Replacement Supplier against all 
actions, suits, claims, demands, losses, charges, damages, costs and expenses and other 
liabilities which they may suffer or incur as a result of or in connection with: 

7.5.1 the provision of TUPE Information; 

7.5.2 any claim or demand by any Returning Employee (whether in contract, tort, under 
statute, pursuant to EU law or otherwise) in each case arising directly or indirectly from 
any act, fault or omission of the Supplier or any Sub-Contractor in respect of any 
Returning Employee on or before the end of the Term; 

7.5.3 any failure by the Supplier or any Sub-Contractor to comply with its obligations under 
regulations 13 or 14 of TUPE or any award of compensation under regulation 15 of 
TUPE save where such failure arises from the failure of DfE or a Replacement Supplier 
to comply with its duties under regulation 13 of TUPE; 

7.5.4 any Court or Employment Tribunal claims (including any individual employee 
entitlement under or consequent on such a claim) by any trade union or other body or 
person representing any Returning Employees arising from or connected with any 
failure by the Supplier or any Sub-Contractor to comply with any legal obligation to 
such trade union, body or person; and  

7.5.5 any claim by any person who is transferred by the Supplier to DfE and/or a 
Replacement Supplier whose name is not included in the list of Returning Employees. 

7.6 If the Supplier becomes aware that TUPE Information it provided has become inaccurate or 
misleading, it shall promptly notify DfE and provide DfE with up to date TUPE Information. 

7.7 This clause 7 applies during the Term and indefinitely thereafter. 

7.8 The Supplier undertakes to DfE that, during the 12 Months prior to the end of the Term the 
Supplier shall not (and shall procure that any Sub-Contractor shall not) without written approval of 
DfE (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed): 

7.8.1 amend or vary (or purport to amend or vary) the terms and conditions of employment 
or engagement (including, for the avoidance of doubt, pay) of any Personnel (other 
than where such amendment or variation has previously been agreed between the 
Supplier and the Personnel in the normal course of business and where any such 
amendment or variation is not in any way related to the transfer of the Services); 

7.8.2 terminate or give notice to terminate the employment or engagement of any Personnel 
(other than in circumstances in which the termination is for reasons of misconduct or 
lack of capability); 

7.8.3 transfer away, remove, reduce or vary the involvement of any other Personnel from or 
in the provision of the Services (other than where such transfer or removal: (i) was 
planned as part of the individual’s career development; (ii) takes place in the normal 
course of business; and (iii) will not have any adverse effect on the delivery of the 
Services, (provided that any such transfer, removal, reduction or variation is not in any 
way related to the transfer of the Services); or 

7.8.4 recruit or bring in any new or additional individuals to provide the Services who were 
not already involved in providing the Services prior to the relevant period. 
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8. CHARGES 

8.1 Except where otherwise expressly stated in the Contract the only payments to be paid by DfE for 
the performance by the Supplier of its obligations under the Contract shall be the Charges which 
shall be inclusive of all costs and expenses incurred by the Supplier in the performance of its 
obligations. 

8.2 In consideration for the provision of the Goods and/or Services DfE shall pay the Charges in 
accordance with schedule 3 subject to the receipt of correct invoices pursuant to clause 8.7 
together with evidence of receipt of the Goods at the Institutions being issued by the Supplier. 

8.3 Except where otherwise expressly stated in schedule 3 the Supplier shall not be entitled to 
increase the Charges or any rates identified in schedule 3 throughout the Term.  The Charges 
applying during the Initial Term shall also apply for any extensions under clause 2.2. 

8.4 The Charges are exclusive of Value Added Tax (“VAT”) and all other taxes, duties and levies, 
but shall be inclusive of all charges, costs and expenses of whatever nature the Supplier incurs in 
providing the Goods and/or Services, and performing all other obligations of the Supplier, under 
the Contract (unless expressly stated otherwise in the Contract).  The Supplier should notify DfE 
of any direct VAT charges for the delivery of the Contract. The Supplier shall identify VAT and 
other applicable taxes, duties and levies separately on invoices, including identifying the 
elements of the Charges that are subject to VAT at the standard rate or at any other rates and 
that are zero rated or exempt from VAT.  

8.5 Payment of the Charges by DfE shall be without prejudice to any rights DfE may have by reason 
of any Goods and/or Services, or any part thereof, failing to comply with any provision of the 
Contract and any breach by the Supplier of the Contract shall not be deemed to be accepted or 
waived by DfE by reason of such payment. 

8.6 DfE may deduct from or offset against any monies due or becoming due to the Supplier under the 
Contract (including the Charges) any monies due from the Supplier under the Contract or 
otherwise under any other agreement or account whatsoever. 

8.7 Invoices shall be sent, within 30 days of the end of the relevant invoicing date, to Department for 
Education PO Box 407 SSCL Phoenix House, Celtic Springs Bus. Park Newport NP10 8FZ. An 
invoice is a “Valid Invoice” if it is legible, has been submitted within the relevant time period to 
the correct address and includes:  

8.7.1 the date of the invoice; 

8.7.2 Supplier’s full name and address; 

8.7.3 Supplier's bank details; 

8.7.4 Contract reference number and purchase order number; 

8.7.5 the charging period; 

8.7.6 a detailed breakdown of the appropriate Charges including deliverables or   milestones 
achieved (if applicable); 

8.7.7 days and times worked (if applicable); 

8.7.8 Service Credits (if applicable); and 

8.7.9 VAT if applicable. 

8.8 DfE shall not pay an invoice which is not a Valid Invoice. 

8.9 DfE intends to pay Valid Invoices within 5 days of receipt. Valid Invoices not paid within 30 days 
of receipt are subject to interest at the rate of 2% above the base rate from time to time of 
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Barclays Bank. This clause 8.9 is a substantial remedy for late payment of any sum payable 
under the Contract in accordance with section 8(2) Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) 
Act 1998. 

8.10 DfE shall not be responsible for any delay in payment caused by receipt of invoices which are not 
Valid Invoices and shall, within 10 Business Days of receipt, return to the Supplier for correction 
invoices that are not Valid Invoices together with an explanation of the need for correction. 

8.11 At the end of the Term the Supplier shall promptly draw-up a final invoice which shall cover all 
Goods and/or Services provided up to the end of the Term which have not already been invoiced 
to DfE. The final invoice shall be submitted not later than 30 days after the end of the Term. 

8.12 DfE shall not be obliged to pay the final invoice until the Supplier has carried out all of the 
Services and delivered all Goods which have been ordered.  

8.13 The Supplier shall ensure that a term is included in all Sub-Contracts which requires payment to 
be made of all sums due to Sub-Contractors within 30 days from the receipt of a valid invoice. 

8.14 If DfE disputes any amount specified in a Valid Invoice it shall pay such amount of the invoice as 
is not in dispute and within 10 Business Days notify the Supplier of the reasons for disputing the 
invoice.  DfE may withhold the disputed amount pending resolution of the dispute. 

8.15 The Parties shall use all reasonable endeavours to resolve any dispute over invoices within 10 
Business Days of the dispute being raised, after which period either Party may refer the matter 
for resolution in accordance with clause 36. 

9. TAX AND VAT 

9.1 Where the Supplier is liable to be taxed in the UK in respect of consideration received under the 
Contract it shall at all times comply with the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 and 
all other statutes and regulations relating to income tax in respect of that consideration. 

9.2 If the Goods and/or Services are liable for VAT the Supplier shall comply with HMRC rules and 
regulations. The Supplier will be liable for paying to HMRC any identified VAT including those 
which may fall due. 

9.3 If the Supplier is liable to NICs in respect of consideration received under the Contract it shall 
comply with the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 and all other statutes and 
regulations relating to NICs in respect of that consideration.  

9.4 DfE may ask the Supplier to provide information which demonstrates how the Supplier complies 
with clauses 9.1 to 9.3 or why those clauses do not apply to it.  

9.5 A request under clause 9.4 may specify the information which the Supplier must provide and the 
period within which that information must be provided.  

9.6 DfE may terminate this Contract if:  

9.6.1 in the case of a request mentioned in clause 9.4 the Supplier: 

(a) fails to provide information in response to the request within a reasonable time; or  

(b) provides information which does not demonstrate either how the Supplier 
complies with clauses 9.1 to 9.3 or why those clauses do not apply to it;  

9.6.2 it receives information which demonstrates that, if clauses 9.1 to 9.3 apply, the 
Supplier is not complying with those clauses.  

9.7 DfE may supply any information which it receives under clause 9.4 to HMRC. 
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9.8 The Supplier bears sole responsibility for the payment of tax and national insurance contributions 
due from it in relation to any payments or arrangements made under the Contract or in relation to 
any payments made by the Supplier to its officers or employees in connection with the Contract. 

9.9 The Supplier will account to the appropriate authorities for any applicable income tax, national 
insurance, VAT and all other taxes, liabilities, charges and duties relating to any payments made 
to the Supplier under the Contract or in relation to any payments made by the Supplier to its 
officers or employees in connection with the Contract. The Supplier shall indemnify DfE against 
any liability, assessment or claim made by the HMRC or any other relevant authority arising out 
of the performance by the Supplier of its obligations under the Contract (other than in respect of 
employer's secondary national insurance contributions) and any costs, expenses, penalty fine or 
interest incurred or payable by DfE in connection with any such assessment or claim. 

9.10 The Supplier authorises DfE to provide HMRC and all other departments or agencies of the 
Government with any information which they may request as to fees and/or expenses paid or due 
to be paid under the Contract whether or not DfE is obliged as a matter of Law to comply with 
such request.  

9.11 If, during the Term, an Occasion of Tax Non-Compliance occurs, the Supplier shall: 

9.11.1 notify DfE in writing of such fact within 5 Business Days of its occurrence; and 

9.11.2 promptly give DfE: 

(a) details of the steps it is taking to address the Occasion of Tax Non-Compliance 
and to prevent the same from recurring, together with any mitigating factors it 
considers relevant; and 

(b) such other information in relation to the Occasion of Tax Non-Compliance as DfE 
may reasonably require. 

10. PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION 

10.1 The Supplier represents and warrants that neither it, nor to the best of its knowledge any 
Personnel, have at any time prior to the Effective Date: 

10.1.1 committed a Prohibited Act or been formally notified that it is subject to an investigation 
or prosecution which relates to an alleged Prohibited Act; or 

10.1.2 been listed by any government department or agency as being debarred, suspended, 
proposed for suspension or debarment, or otherwise ineligible for participation in 
government procurement programmes or contracts on the grounds of a Prohibited Act. 

10.2 The Supplier shall not:  

10.2.1 commit a Prohibited Act; or 

10.2.2 do or suffer anything to be done which would cause DfE or any of its employees, 
consultants, contractors, Sub-Contractors or agents to contravene any of the Relevant 
Requirements or otherwise incur any liability in relation to the Relevant Requirements. 

10.3 The Supplier shall: 

10.3.1 and procure that its Sub-Contractors shall, establish, maintain and enforce, policies 
and procedures which are adequate to ensure compliance with the Relevant 
Requirements and prevent the occurrence of a Prohibited Act; and 

10.3.2 keep appropriate records of its compliance with its obligations under clause 10.3.1 and 
make such records available to DfE on request. 
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10.4 The Supplier shall immediately notify DfE in writing if it becomes aware of any breach of clauses 
10.1 and/or 10.2, or has reason to believe that it has or any of the Personnel have: 

10.4.1 been subject to an investigation or prosecution which relates to an alleged Prohibited 
Act;  

10.4.2 been listed by any government department or agency as being debarred, suspended, 
proposed for suspension or debarment, or otherwise ineligible for participation in 
government procurement programmes or contracts on the grounds of a Prohibited Act; 
or 

10.4.3 received a request or demand for any undue financial or other advantage of any kind in 
connection with the performance of the Contract or otherwise suspects that any person 
directly or indirectly connected with the Contract has committed or attempted to commit 
a Prohibited Act. 

10.5 If the Supplier notifies DfE pursuant to clause 10.4, the Supplier shall respond promptly to DfE’s 
enquiries, co-operate with any investigation, and allow DfE to audit any books, records and any 
other relevant documentation. 

10.6 If the Supplier is in Default under clauses 10.1 and/or 10.2, DfE may by notice: 

10.6.1 require the Supplier to remove from performance of the Contract any Staff whose acts 
or omissions have caused the Default; or 

10.6.2 immediately terminate the Contract. 

10.7 Any notice served by DfE under clause 10.6 shall specify the nature of the Prohibited Act, the 
identity of the party who DfE believes has committed the Prohibited Act and the action that DfE 
has taken (including, where relevant, the date on which the Contract shall terminate). 

11. DISCRIMINATION 

11.1 The Supplier shall perform its obligations under the Contract in accordance with all applicable 
equality Law. 

11.2 The Supplier shall comply with DfE’s equality and diversity policy as given to the Supplier from 
time to time and any other requirements and instructions which DfE reasonably imposes in 
connection with any equality obligations imposed on DfE at any time under equality Law. 

11.3 The Supplier indemnifies DfE in full from and against all Employment Liabilities that may arise as 
a result of any claims brought against DfE by any of its employees, agents, consultants and 
contractors (“DfE Personnel”) and/or any of the Personnel where such claim arises from any act 
or omission of the Personnel in respect of anti-discrimination legislation. The Supplier will also 
provide all reasonable cooperation, assistance and information as DfE may request in connection 
with any investigation by DfE into any complaint or other grievance received by it from any of DfE 
Personnel or Personnel in respect of anti-discrimination legislation which may have arisen from, 
or been contributed to by, any act or omission of the Supplier or any Personnel. 

12. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

12.1 Subject to clause 12.9, all Intellectual Property Rights in materials: 

12.1.1 furnished to or made available to the Supplier by or on behalf of DfE (DfE IP Materials) 
shall remain the property of DfE (save for Copyright and Database Rights which shall 
remain the property of the Crown); and 

12.1.2 prepared by or for the Supplier on behalf of DfE in connection with the Contract 
excluding the IP owned by third parties in relation to the Products and associated 
materials listed in Table 7 of Schedule 3 (the Service Specific IP Materials) shall vest 
in DfE (save for Copyright and Database Rights which shall vest in the Crown), 
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(together the IP Materials). 

12.2 The Supplier shall not, and shall ensure that Personnel shall not, use or disclose IP Materials 
without DfE’s approval save to the extent necessary for the performance by the Supplier of its 
obligations under the Contract.  

12.3 Subject to clause 12.9, the Supplier hereby assigns to DfE or undertakes to procure the 
assignment to DfE of all Intellectual Property Rights which may subsist in the Service Specific IP 
Materials (save for Copyright and Database Rights which it hereby assigns to the Crown or 
undertakes to procure the assignment of to the Crown). These assignments shall be given with 
full title guarantee, shall take effect on the Effective Date or as a present assignment of future 
rights that will take effect immediately on the coming into existence of the Intellectual Property 
Rights in the Service Specific IP Materials and shall include, without limitation, an assignment to 
DfE (or the Crown as appropriate) of all rights arising in the United Kingdom and the world 
together with the right to sue for damages and other remedies for infringement occurring prior to 
the date of assignment.  The Supplier shall execute all documents and do all other acts 
requested by DfE and necessary to execute and perfect these assignments and to otherwise 
evidence DfE’s or the Crown’s ownership of such rights.   

12.4 The Supplier shall waive or procure a waiver on an irrevocable and unconditional basis of any 
moral rights subsisting in copyright produced by or in connection with the Contract or the 
performance of the Contract.  

12.5 The Supplier shall ensure that the third party owner of any Intellectual Property Rights that are or 
which may be used to perform the Services grants to DfE a non-exclusive licence or, if itself a 
licensee of those rights, shall grant to DfE rights to use materials produced and supplied by the 
third party owner for the purposes of promoting the scheme that is the subject of this Contract. 
Such rights shall be granted by the third party owner for such period of time that the third party 
owner supplies the products or materials to the Supplier to assist in the fulfilment of this Contract 
under the terms of this Contract. The Supplier shall also ensure that the third party owner of 
products or materials supplied to the Supplier for the purpose of fulfilment of services under this 
contract can be named and identified as a supplier of Period Products supplied for the purposes 
of this Contract on any portal , website or other method of publicising details of the Contract . The 
DfE acknowledges that no other right or interest in any Intellectual Property Rights of any third 
party owner shall be licensed to either the Supplier or the DfE without the specific written consent 
of the third party owner.  The Supplier shall notify DfE of any third party Intellectual Property 
Rights to be used in connection with the Contract prior to their use in connection with the 
Contract or the creation or development of the Service Specific IP Materials. 

12.6 The Supplier shall not infringe any Intellectual Property Rights of any third party in performing its 
obligations under the Contract and the Supplier shall indemnify and keep indemnified DfE and 
any Replacement Supplier from and against all actions, suits, claims, demands, losses, charges, 
damages, costs and expenses and other liabilities which DfE may suffer or incur as a result of or 
in connection with any breach of this clause 12, except to the extent that any such claim arises 
from: 

12.6.1 items or materials supplied by DfE; or 

12.6.2 the use of data supplied by DfE which is not required to be verified by the Supplier 
under any provision of the Contract. 

12.7 DfE shall notify the Supplier in writing of any claim or demand brought against DfE for 
infringement or alleged infringement of any Intellectual Property Right in materials supplied 
and/or licensed by the Supplier.  

12.8 The Supplier shall at its own expense conduct all negotiations and any litigation arising in 
connection with any claim for infringement of Intellectual Property Rights in materials supplied 
and/or licensed by the Supplier to DfE, provided always that the Supplier shall:  

12.8.1 consult DfE on all substantive issues which arise during the conduct of such litigation 
and negotiations;  
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12.8.2 take due and proper account of the interests and concerns of DfE; and 

12.8.3 not settle or compromise any claim without DfE’s prior written consent (not to be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed). 

12.9 Notwithstanding clause 12.8. DfE may take any action it deems appropriate with respect to any 
such claim and shall have exclusive control of such claim. If DfE takes action the Supplier shall at 
the request of DfE afford to the Supplier all reasonable assistance to DfE for the purpose of 
contesting such claim. 

12.10 DfE shall at the request of the Supplier afford to the Supplier all reasonable assistance for the 
purpose of contesting any claim or demand made or action brought against DfE or the Supplier 
by a third party for infringement or alleged infringement of any third party Intellectual Property 
Rights in connection with the performance of the Supplier’s obligations under the Contract 
subject to the Supplier indemnifying DfE on demand and in full for all reasonable costs and 
expenses (including, but not limited to, legal costs and disbursements) incurred in doing so. 

12.11 If a claim, demand or action for infringement or alleged infringement of any Intellectual Property 
Right is made in connection with the Contract or in the reasonable opinion of the Supplier is likely 
to be made, the Supplier shall notify DfE and, at its own expense and subject to the consent of 
DfE (not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed), use reasonable endeavours to: 

12.11.1 modify any or all of the Service Specific IP Materials and, where relevant, the Services 
without reducing the performance or functionality of the same, or substitute alternative 
materials or services of equivalent performance and functionality, so as to avoid the 
infringement or the alleged infringement, provided that the provisions of this clause 12 
shall apply mutatis mutandis to such modified materials or services or to the substitute 
materials or services; or 

12.11.2 procure a licence to use and supply the Service Specific IP Materials, other relevant 
Intellectual Property Rights and Services, which are the subject of the alleged 
infringement, on terms which are acceptable to DfE. 

12.12 If the Supplier is unable to comply with clauses 12.11.1 and 12.11.2 within 20 Business Days of 
receipt of the Supplier’s notification DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect by 
notice in writing. 

12.13 The Supplier grants to DfE and, if requested by DfE, to a Replacement Supplier, a royalty-free, 
perpetual, irrevocable and non-exclusive licence (with a right to sub-licence) to use any 
Intellectual Property Rights the Supplier owned or developed prior to the Effective Date or 
otherwise not in connection with the Contract (“Supplier IP”) and which DfE (or a Replacement 
Supplier reasonably requires in order to exercise its rights and take the benefit of the Contract 
including the provision of the Goods and/or Services provided and the use and further 
development of the IP Materials.  

12.14 DfE shall comply with the reasonable instructions of the Supplier in respect of the way in which it 
uses the Supplier IP. 

12.15 If the Supplier is not able to grant a licence in accordance with the terms of clause 12.13 to use 
any Supplier IP for any reason, including due to any Intellectual Property Rights that a third party 
may have in such Supplier IP, the Supplier shall use its reasonable endeavours to: 

12.15.1 procure that the third party owner of any Intellectual Property Rights that are or that 
may be used to perform the Contract grants to DfE a licence on the terms set out in 
clause 12.13; or 

12.15.2 if the Supplier is itself a licensee of those rights and is able to do so under the terms of 
its licence, grant to DfE a sub-licence on the terms set out in clause 12.13.  

12.16 The Supplier shall not knowingly do or permit to be done, or omit to do in connection with its use 
of Intellectual Property Rights which are or are to be DfE  IP Materials any act or thing which: 
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12.16.1 would or might jeopardise or invalidate any trade mark application or registration 
comprised within the same or give rise to an application to remove or amend any such 
application or registration from the register maintained by the relevant trade mark 
registry; or 

12.16.2 would or might prejudice the right or title of DfE to any of DfE IP Materials. 

12.17 The Supplier shall comply with DfE’s branding guidelines and shall not use any other branding, 
including its own, other than as set out in DfE’s branding guidelines or as otherwise agreed with 
DfE. 

12.18 When using DfE Trade Marks the Supplier shall observe all reasonable directions given by DfE 
from time to time as to colour and size and the manner and disposition thereof on any materials it 
provides to persons in connection with the Services. The Supplier may not: 

12.18.1 adopt or use any trade mark, symbol or device which incorporates or is confusingly 
similar to, or is a simulation or colourable imitation of, any DfE Trade Mark, or unfairly 
competes with any DfE Trade Mark; or 

12.18.2 apply anywhere in the world to register any trade marks identical to or so nearly 
resembling any DfE Trade Mark as to be likely to deceive or cause confusion. 

12.19 The Parties acknowledge that, in the performance of its obligations under this Contract, the 
Supplier may develop or make available a Portal to enable Institutions to Order the Goods and/or 
access other information in relation to the provision of the Goods and/or Services.  DfE agrees 
that such Portal will constitute Supplier IP notwithstanding that it may have been developed for 
the purposes of this Contract provided that the Supplier shall not use any of the DPE IP Materials 
or the Service Specific IP Materials on such Portal without the prior written consent of DfE.  Any 
domain name used on such Portal shall form part of the Service Specific IP Materials. 

13. DATA, SYSTEMS HANDLING AND SECURITY 

13.1 The Parties shall comply with the provisions of schedule 8. 

14. PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION 

14.1 Without prejudice to DfE’s obligations under the FOIA, the EIR, the Regulations, or any policy 
requirements as to transparency, the Supplier shall not make any press announcement or 
publicise the Contract or any part thereof in any way, except with the written consent of DfE. 

14.2 The Supplier shall ensure its Personnel comply with clause 14.1. 

14.3 Without prejudice to the generality of clauses 12.18 and 14.1, the Supplier shall not itself, and 
shall procure that Consortium Members shall not, use DfE’s name, brand or DfE Trade Marks or 
the Personal Data of DfE to sell, promote, market or publicise the Supplier’s other programmes, 
courses, services or other activities. 

14.4 Subject to clauses 12 and 15 DfE may disclose, copy and otherwise distribute to the public, 
including but not limited to, by way of the Open Government Licence, any information arising out 
of the provision of the Goods and/or Services or comprised in any work relating to the Goods 
and/or Services. 

14.5 The domain name to be used in conjunction with the Portal shall be subject to DfE's prior written 
consent. 

15. CONFIDENTIALITY 

15.1 Except to the extent set out in this clause 15 or if disclosure or publication is expressly permitted 
elsewhere in the Contract each Party shall treat all Confidential Information belonging to the other 
Party as confidential and shall not disclose any Confidential Information belonging to the other 
Party to any other person without the other Party’s consent, except to such persons and to such 
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extent as may be necessary for the performance and exercise of each Party’s rights and 
obligations under the Contract. 

15.2 The Supplier hereby gives its consent for DfE to publish the whole Contract including from time to 
time agreed changes to the Contract.   

15.3 The Supplier may only disclose DfE's Confidential Information to Personnel who are directly 
involved in the provision of the Goods and/or Services and who need to know the information, 
and shall ensure that Personnel are aware of and shall comply with these obligations as to 
confidentiality.  

15.4 The Supplier shall not, and shall procure that Personnel do not, use any of DfE's Confidential 
Information received otherwise than for the purposes of the Contract. 

15.5 Clause 15.1 shall not apply to the extent that:  

15.5.1 such disclosure is a requirement of Law placed upon the Party making the disclosure, 
including any requirements for disclosure under the FOIA or the EIR;  

15.5.2 such information was in the possession of the Party making the disclosure without 
obligation of confidentiality prior to its disclosure by the information owner;  

15.5.3 such information was obtained from a third party without obligation of confidentiality;  

15.5.4 such information was already in the public domain at the time of disclosure otherwise 
than by a breach of the Contract; or  

15.5.5 it is independently developed without access to the other Party's Confidential 
Information.  

15.6 Nothing in clause 15 shall prevent DfE disclosing any Confidential Information obtained from the 
Supplier: 

15.6.1 for the purpose of the examination and certification of DfE’s accounts; 

15.6.2 for the purpose of any examination pursuant to section 6(1) of the National Audit Act 
1983 of the economy, efficiency and effectiveness with which DfE has used its 
resources; 

15.6.3 to any other crown body and the Supplier hereby acknowledges that all government 
departments receiving such Confidential Information may further disclose the 
Confidential Information to other government departments on the basis that the 
information is confidential and is not to be disclosed to a third party which is not part of 
any government department;  

15.6.4 to the extent DfE determines (acting reasonably) disclosure is necessary in the course 
of carrying out its public functions;  

15.6.5 to Parliament and Parliamentary Committees or, if required, by any Parliamentary 
reporting requirement; and/or 

15.6.6 to any consultant, contractor or other person engaged by DfE provided that in 
disclosing information under clauses 15.6.3 and 15.6.6 DfE discloses only the 
information which is necessary for the purpose concerned and requests that the 
information is treated in confidence and that a confidentiality undertaking is given 
where appropriate.  

15.7 Nothing in clauses 15.1 to 15.6 shall prevent either Party from using any techniques, ideas or 
know-how gained during the performance of its obligations under the Contract in the course of its 
normal business, to the extent that this does not result in a disclosure of the other Party’s 
Confidential Information or an infringement of the other Party’s Intellectual Property Rights.  
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15.8 DfE shall endeavour to ensure that any government department, employee, third party or sub-
contractor to whom DfE's Confidential Information is disclosed pursuant to clause 15.6 is made 
aware of DfE's obligations of confidentiality.  

15.9 If the Supplier does not comply with clauses 15.1 to 15.5 DfE may terminate the Contract 
immediately on notice to the Supplier.  

16. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 

16.1 The Supplier acknowledges that DfE is subject to the requirements of the FOIA and the EIR.  

16.2 The Supplier shall transfer to DfE all Requests for Information that it receives as soon as 
practicable and in any event within 2 Business Days of receipt:  

16.2.1 give DfE a copy of all Information in its possession or control in the form that DfE 
requires within 5 Business Days (or such other period as DfE may specify) of DfE's 
request; 

16.2.2 provide all necessary assistance as reasonably requested by DfE to enable DfE to 
comply with its obligations under the FOIA and EIR; and 

16.2.3 not respond to directly to a Request for Information unless authorised to do so in 
writing by DfE. 

16.3 DfE shall determine in its absolute discretion and notwithstanding any other provision in the 
Contract or any other agreement whether the Commercially Sensitive Information and any other 
information is exempt from disclosure in accordance with the provisions of the FOIA and/or the 
EIR.  

17. OFFICIAL SECRETS ACTS AND FINANCE ACT 

17.1 The Supplier shall comply with the provisions of:  

17.1.1 the Official Secrets Acts 1911 to 1989; and 

17.1.2 section 182 of the Finance Act 1989. 

18. LIABILITY  

18.1 Neither Party excludes or limits its liability (if any) to the other: 

18.1.1 for breach of any obligations arising under section 12 Sale of Goods Act 1979 or 
section 2 Supply of Goods and Services Act 1982; 

18.1.2 for personal injury or death resulting from its negligence; 

18.1.3 under section 2(3) Consumer Protection Act 1987; 

18.1.4 any breach of clause 15 or Schedule 8; 

18.1.5 for its own fraud; or 

18.1.6 for any other matter which it would be unlawful for it to exclude or to attempt to exclude 
its liability. 

18.2 Subject to clauses 18.1 and 18.4, the Supplier shall indemnify DfE and keep DfE indemnified fully 
against all claims, proceedings, demands, charges, actions, damages, costs, breach of statutory 
duty, expenses and any other liabilities which may arise out of the supply, or the late or purported 
supply, or use of the Goods and/or Services or the performance or non-performance by the 
Supplier or any Personnel on the Premises, including in respect of death or personal injury, loss 
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of or damage to property, financial loss arising from any advice given or omitted to be given by 
the Supplier, or any other loss which is caused directly by any act or omission of the Supplier.  

18.3 The Supplier does not exclude or limit its liability (if any) pursuant to any indemnities given by it in 
clauses 12 (Intellectual Property) and 9 (Tax). 

18.4 Subject to clauses 18.1, 18.3 and 18.6, neither Party shall have any liability to the other under or 
in connection with the Contract, whether in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise: 

18.4.1 for any losses of an indirect or consequential nature; 

18.4.2 for any claims for loss of profits, revenue, business or opportunity (whether direct, 
indirect or consequential); or 

18.4.3 to the extent that it is prevented from meeting any obligation under the Contract as a 
result of any breach or other default by the other Party. 

18.5 Subject to clauses 18.1, 18.3 and 18.4, the maximum liability of either Party to the other under 
the Contract, whether in contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise: 

18.5.1 in respect of damage to property is limited to £5,000,000 in respect of any one incident 
or series of connected incidents; and 

18.5.2 in respect of any claim not covered by clause 18.5.1, is limited in each calendar year in 
aggregate to the greater of £5,000,000 or 150% of the sum of the Charges due and 
payable in that year. 

18.6 Subject to clause 32, DfE and/or an Institution may recover from the Supplier the following losses 
incurred by DfE and/or an Institution to the extent they arise as a result of a Default by the 
Supplier: 

18.6.1 any additional operational and/or administrative costs and expenses incurred by DfE 
and/or an Institution, including costs relating to time spent by or on behalf of DfE and/or 
an Institution in dealing with the consequences of the default; 

18.6.2 any wasted expenditure or charges; 

18.6.3 the additional costs of procuring a Replacement Supplier for the remainder of the 
Contract and or replacement deliverables which shall include any incremental costs 
associated with the Replacement Supplier and/or replacement deliverables above 
those which would have been payable under the Contract; 

18.6.4 any compensation or interest paid to a third party by DfE and/or an Institution; and 

18.6.5 any fine or penalty incurred by DfE and/or an Institution and any costs incurred by DfE 
and/or an Institution in defending any proceedings which result in such a fine or 
penalty. 

18.7 Except as otherwise expressly provided by the Contract, all remedies available to either Party for 
breach of the Contract are cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or separately, and the 
exercise of any one remedy shall not be deemed an election of such remedy to the exclusion of 
other remedies. 

18.8 All property of the Supplier whilst on DfE's premises shall be there at the risk of the Supplier and 
DfE shall accept no liability for any loss or damage howsoever occurring to it. 

18.9 The Supplier shall effect and maintain in force with a reputable insurance company employer’s 
liability and public liability insurances for the sum and range of cover as DfE deems to be 
appropriate but not less than £5,000,000 for any one claim, for professional indemnity insurances 
for the sum and range of cover as DfE deems to be appropriate but not less than £10,000,000 for 
any one claim and insurance to cover the liability of the Supplier under the Contract. Such 
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insurances shall be maintained for the Term and for a minimum of 6 years following the end of 
the Term. 

18.10 The Supplier shall supply to DfE on demand copies of the insurance policies maintained under 
clause 18.9. 

18.11 The provisions of any insurance or the amount of cover shall not relieve the Supplier of any 
liabilities under the Contract.  

18.12 It shall be the responsibility of the Supplier to determine the amount of insurance cover that will 
be adequate to enable the Supplier to satisfy any liability it has under, or in connection with, the 
Contract. 

19. WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS 

19.1 The Supplier warrants and represents that: 

19.1.1 it has full capacity and authority and all necessary consents (including where its 
procedures so require, the consent of its parent company) to enter into and perform its 
obligations under the Contract and that the Contract is executed by a duly authorised 
representative of the Supplier; 

19.1.2 in entering the Contract it has not committed any fraud; 

19.1.3 as at the Effective Date, all information contained in the Supplier’s Solution remains 
true, accurate and not misleading, save as may have been specifically disclosed in 
writing to DfE prior to execution of the Contract; 

19.1.4 no claim is being asserted and no litigation, arbitration or administrative proceeding is 
presently in progress or, to the best of its knowledge and belief, pending or threatened 
against it or any of its assets which will or might, and it is not subject to any contractual 
obligation, compliance with which is likely to, have a material adverse effect on its 
ability to perform its obligations under the Contract; 

19.1.5 it owns, has obtained or is able to obtain valid licences for all Intellectual Property 
Rights that are necessary for the performance of its obligations under the Contract; 

19.1.6 the Service Specific IP Materials will be its original work and will not have been copied 
wholly or substantially from another party’s work or materials provided that this clause 
19.1.6 shall not apply to any IP Materials used by the Supplier under permission or 
licence from any other person or entity (including, without limitation, any Sub-
Contractor); and 

19.1.7 the use by DfE of any Intellectual Property Rights assigned or licensed to it by the 
Supplier under the Contract will not infringe or conflict with the rights of any third party; 

19.1.8 in the 3 years (or actual period of existence if the Supplier has been in existence for 
less time) prior to the Effective Date: 

(a) it has conducted all financial accounting and reporting activities in compliance in 
all material respects with the generally accepted accounting principles that apply 
to it in any country where it files accounts; 

(b) it has been in full compliance with all applicable securities and tax Laws and 
regulations in the jurisdiction in which it is established; and 

(c) it has not done or omitted to do anything which could have a material adverse 
effect on its assets, financial condition or position as an ongoing business 
concern or its ability to fulfil its obligations under the Contract;  
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19.1.9 it has and will continue to hold all necessary regulatory approvals from the Regulatory 
Bodies necessary to perform its obligations under the Contract; and 

19.1.10 it has notified DfE in writing of any Occasions of Tax Non-Compliance or any litigation 
in which it is involved that is in connection with any Occasion of Tax Non-Compliance. 

20. FORCE MAJEURE 

20.1 If either Party is prevented or delayed in the performance of any of its obligations under the 
Contract by Force Majeure, that Party shall immediately serve notice in writing on the other Party 
specifying the nature and extent of the circumstances giving rise to Force Majeure, and shall 
subject to service of such notice and to clause 20.3 have no liability in respect of the performance 
of such of its obligations as are prevented by the Force Majeure events during the continuation of 
such events, and for such time after they cease as is necessary for that Party, using all 
reasonable endeavours, to recommence its affected operations in order for it to perform its 
obligations. 

20.2 If either Party is prevented from performance of its obligations for a continuous period in excess 
of 3 months, the other Party may terminate the Contract forthwith on service of written notice 
upon the Party so prevented, in which case neither Party shall have any liability to the other 
except that rights and liabilities which accrued prior to such termination shall continue to subsist. 

20.3 The Party claiming to be prevented or delayed in the performance of any of its obligations under 
the Contract by reason of Force Majeure shall use reasonable endeavours to end Force Majeure 
or to find solutions by which the Contract may be performed despite the Force Majeure. 

21. MONITORING AND REMEDIATION 

21.1 DfE or its authorised representatives may visit on reasonable notice to the Supplier any premises 
of the Supplier, any Consortium Member or any other premises at which the Goods and/or 
Services (or any part of them) are being stored, manufactured, assembled or are to be performed 
to ascertain that the Supplier is conforming in all respects with its obligations arising under the 
Contract and otherwise to monitor and quality assure the provision of the Goods and/or Services.  

21.2 During such visits, DfE may inspect and take copies of such of the records of the Supplier and 
any Consortium Member as relate to the performance of their obligations under the Contract.  

21.3 If DfE reasonably considers that any provision of the Contract is at risk of not being complied with 
and/or the Supplier fails to meet any of the Performance Standards in any two consecutive 
months, it may, notwithstanding and without prejudice to any other right or remedy that it may 
have under the Contract or otherwise: 

21.3.1 require the Supplier to produce a plan of remedial action in order to remedy or remove 
such risk, which shall be subject to the approval of DfE (not to be unreasonably 
withheld) and which, once approved, the Supplier shall implement; and 

21.3.2 monitor, supervise, direct and/or guide the Supplier’s provision of the Goods and/or 
Services until DfE reasonably considers that any such risk has been remedied or 
removed. The Supplier shall cooperate at all times with DfE in this regard. 

21.4 If the Supplier fails to comply with any provision of the Contract or fails to supply any of the 
Goods and/or Services in accordance with the provisions of the Contract and such failure is 
capable of remedy, then DfE may instruct the Supplier to remedy the failure and the Supplier 
shall at its own cost and expense remedy such failure (and any damage resulting from such 
failure) within 21 days or such other period of time as DfE may direct. 

21.5 Without prejudice to any other right or remedy DfE may have under this Contract or otherwise, in 
the event that: 

21.5.1 the Supplier fails to achieve any of the Performance Standards in the month following 
the month in which the remediation plan is approved under clause 21.3.1; and/or 
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21.5.2 the Supplier fails to meet any of the Performance Standards in any three consecutive 
months, 

DfE may terminate this Contract on 10 Business Days' notice to the Supplier and 
without paying any compensation to the Supplier. 

21.6 DfE may review from time to time the progress of the Supplier against the Implementation Plan. 
The Supplier shall cooperate with DfE in this regard and provide any information and evidence 
reasonably required by DfE.  

21.7 DfE may instruct the Supplier to take appropriate remedial action where DfE reasonably 
considers that the Implementation Plan is not being complied with or is at risk of not being 
complied with and the Supplier shall take such remedial action. 

22. STEP IN RIGHTS 

22.1 Without prejudice to DfE’s rights of termination under clause 23 DfE may exercise one or more of 
the rights set out in this clause 22 (“Step In Rights”) if: 

22.1.1 there is a Default by the Supplier which materially prevents or materially delays 
provision of the Goods and/or Services or any part of the Goods and/or Services; 

22.1.2 an event of Force Majeure occurs which materially prevents or materially delays the 
provision of the Goods and/or Services or any part of the Goods and/or Services; 

22.1.3 a Regulatory Body has advised DfE that exercise by DfE of its rights under this clause 
22 is necessary; 

22.1.4 a serious risk exists to the health and safety of persons, property or the environment; 

22.1.5 it is necessary to discharge a statutory duty; or 

22.1.6 the Supplier becomes insolvent. 

22.2 If DfE has a Step In Right it may serve notice on the Supplier (a “Step-In Notice”) that it will take 
action under this clause 22 either itself or with the assistance of a third party. 

22.3 The Step-In Notice shall set out: 

22.3.1 the action DfE wishes to take and in particular the parts of the provision of the Goods 
and/or Services that it wishes to control (the “Required Action”); 

22.3.2 the event triggering the Step In Rights and whether DfE believes that the Required 
Action is due to the Supplier's Default; 

22.3.3 the date on which it wishes to commence the Required Action; 

22.3.4 the time period which it believes will be necessary for the Required Action; 

22.3.5 whether DfE will require access to the Supplier's premises; and 

22.3.6 to the extent practicable, the effect DfE anticipates the Required Action will have on the 
Supplier’s obligations to provide the Goods and/or Services during the period that the 
Required Action is being taken. 

22.4 Following service of a Step-In Notice, DfE shall: 

22.4.1 take the Required Action set out in the Step-In Notice and any consequential additional 
action as it reasonably believes is necessary to achieve the Required Action; 
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22.4.2 keep records of the Required Action taken and provide information about the Required 
Action to the Supplier; 

22.4.3 co-operate wherever reasonable with the Supplier in order to enable the Supplier to 
continue to provide those Goods and/or Services of which DfE is not assuming control; 
and 

22.4.4 act reasonably in mitigating the cost that the Supplier will incur as a result of the 
exercise of the Step In Rights. 

22.5 For as long as and to the extent that the Required Action continues: 

22.5.1 the Supplier shall not be obliged to provide the Goods and/or Services to the extent 
that they are the subject of the Required Action; and 

22.5.2 DfE shall pay the Supplier the Charges after subtracting any applicable Service Credits 
and DfE's costs of taking the Required Action. 

22.6 If the Supplier demonstrates to DfE’s reasonable satisfaction that the Required Action has 
resulted in the degradation of any part of the provision of the Goods and/or Services not subject 
to the Required Action beyond that which would have been the case had DfE not taken the 
Required Action, DfE may adjust the Charges. 

22.7 Before ceasing to exercise its Step In Rights DfE shall deliver a written notice to the Supplier (a 
Step-Out Notice), specifying: 

22.7.1 the Required Action it has taken; and 

22.7.2 the date on which DfE plans to end the Required Action subject to DfE being satisfied 
with the Supplier's ability to resume the provision of the Goods and/or Services and the 
Supplier's plan developed in accordance with clause 22.8. 

22.8 The Supplier shall, following receipt of a Step-Out Notice and not less than 20 Business Days 
prior to the date specified in clause 22.7.2, develop for DfE's approval a draft plan relating to the 
resumption by the Supplier of the provision of the Goods and/or Services, including any action 
the Supplier proposes to take to ensure that the affected provision of the Goods and/or Services 
satisfy the requirements of the Contract. 

22.9 If DfE does not approve the draft plan, it shall inform the Supplier of its reasons for not approving 
it and the Supplier shall then revise the draft plan taking those reasons into account and shall re-
submit the revised plan to DfE for approval. DfE shall not withhold or delay its approval of the 
draft plan unreasonably. 

22.10 The Supplier shall bear its own costs in connection with any Step-In under this clause 22, 
provided that DfE shall reimburse the Supplier's reasonable additional expenses incurred directly 
as a result of any Step-In action taken by DfE under clauses 22.1.2 to 22.1.5 (insofar as the 
primary cause of DfE serving the Step In Notice is identified as not being the result of a Supplier’s 
Default).  

23. TERMINATION 

23.1 DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect and without paying compensation to the 
Supplier where the Supplier is a company and in respect of the Supplier: 

23.1.1 a proposal is made for a voluntary arrangement within Part I of the Insolvency Act 1986 
or of any other composition scheme or arrangement with, or assignment for the benefit 
of, its creditors; 

23.1.2 a shareholders’ meeting is convened for the purpose of considering a resolution that it 
be wound up or a resolution for its winding-up is passed (other than as part of, and 
exclusively for the purpose of, a bona fide reconstruction or amalgamation); 
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23.1.3 a petition is presented for its winding up (which is not dismissed within 14 days of its 
service) or an application is made for the appointment of a provisional liquidator or a 
creditors’ meeting is convened pursuant to section 98 of the Insolvency Act 1986; 

23.1.4 a receiver, administrative receiver or similar officer is appointed over the whole or any 
part of its business or assets; 

23.1.5 an application order is made either for the appointment of an administrator or for an 
administration order, an administrator is appointed, or notice of intention to appoint an 
administrator is given; 

23.1.6 it is or becomes insolvent within the meaning of section 123 of the Insolvency Act 
1986; 

23.1.7 being a “small company” within the meaning of section 247(3) of the Companies Act 
1985, a moratorium comes into force pursuant to Schedule A1 of the Insolvency Act 
1986; or 

23.1.8 any event similar to those listed in clauses 23.1.1 to 23.1.7 occurs under the Law of 
any other jurisdiction. 

23.2 DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect by notice and without paying compensation 
to the Supplier where the Supplier is an individual and: 

23.2.1 an application for an interim order is made pursuant to sections 252-253 of the 
Insolvency Act 1986 or a proposal is made for any composition scheme or 
arrangement with, or assignment for the benefit of, the Supplier’s creditors; 

23.2.2 a petition is presented and not dismissed within 14 days or order made for the 
Supplier’s bankruptcy; 

23.2.3 a receiver, or similar officer is appointed over the whole or any part of the Supplier’s 
assets or a person becomes entitled to appoint a receiver, or similar officer over the 
whole or any part of his assets;  

23.2.4 the Supplier is unable to pay his debts or has no reasonable prospect of doing so, in 
either case within the meaning of section 268 of the Insolvency Act 1986; 

23.2.5 a creditor or encumbrancer attaches or takes possession of, or a distress, execution, 
sequestration or other such process is levied or enforced on or sued against, the whole 
or any part of the Supplier’s assets and such attachment or process is not discharged 
within 14 days; 

23.2.6 he dies or is adjudged incapable of managing his affairs within the meaning of Part VII 
of the Mental Capacity Act 2005;  

23.2.7 he suspends or ceases, or threatens to suspend or cease, to carry on all or a 
substantial part of his business; or 

23.2.8 any event similar to those listed in clauses 23.2.1 to 23.2.7 occurs under the Law of 
any other jurisdiction. 

23.3 The Supplier shall notify DfE immediately in writing of any proposal or negotiations which will or 
may result in a merger, take-over, change of control, change of name or status including if the 
Supplier undergoes a change of control within the meaning of section 1124 of the Corporation 
Taxes Act 2010 (“Change of Control”). DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect by 
notice and without compensation to the Supplier within 6 months of: 

23.3.1 being notified that a Change of Control has occurred; or 
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23.3.2 where no notification has been made, the date that DfE becomes aware of the Change 
of Control  

but shall not be permitted to terminate where approval was granted prior to the Change of 
Control. 

23.4 DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect and without paying compensation to the 
Supplier where the Supplier is a partnership and: 

23.4.1 a proposal is made for a voluntary arrangement within Article 4 of the Insolvent 
Partnerships Order 1994 or a proposal is made for any other composition, scheme or 
arrangement with, or assignment for the benefit of, its creditors; 

23.4.2 it is for any reason dissolved; 

23.4.3 a petition is presented for its winding up or for the making of any administration order, 
or an application is made for the appointment of a provisional liquidator; 

23.4.4 a receiver, or similar officer is appointed over the whole or any part of its assets; 

23.4.5 the partnership is deemed unable to pay its debts within the meaning of sections 222 
or 223 of the Insolvency Act 1986 as applied and modified by the Insolvent 
Partnerships Order 1994; or 

23.4.6 any of the following occurs in relation to any of its partners: 

(a) an application for an interim order is made pursuant to sections 252-253 of the 
Insolvency Act 1986 or a proposal is made for any composition scheme or 
arrangement with, or assignment for the benefit of, his creditors; 

(b) a petition is presented for his bankruptcy; 

(c) a receiver, or similar officer is appointed over the whole or any part of his assets; 
or 

(d) any event similar to those listed in clauses 23.4.1 to 23.4.6 occurs under the Law 
of any other jurisdiction. 

23.5 DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect and without paying compensation to the 
Supplier where the Supplier is a limited liability partnership and: 

23.5.1 a proposal is made for a voluntary arrangement within Part I of the Insolvency Act 1986 
or a proposal is made for any other composition, scheme or arrangement with, or 
assignment for the benefit of, its creditors; 

23.5.2 it is for any reason dissolved; 

23.5.3 an application is made either for the appointment of an administrator or for an 
administration order, an administrator is appointed, or notice of intention to appoint an 
administrator is given within Part II of the Insolvency Act 1986; 

23.5.4 any step is taken with a view to it being determined that it be wound up (other than as 
part of, and exclusively for the purpose of, a bona fide reconstruction or amalgamation) 
within Part IV of the Insolvency Act 1986; 

23.5.5 a petition is presented for its winding up (which is not dismissed within 14 days of its 
service) or an application is made for the appointment of a provisional liquidator within 
Part IV of the Insolvency Act 1986; 

23.5.6 a receiver, or similar officer is appointed over the whole or any part of its assets; or 
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23.5.7 it is or becomes unable to pay its debts within the meaning of section 123 of the 
Insolvency Act 1986; 

23.5.8 a moratorium comes into force pursuant to Schedule A1 of the Insolvency Act 1986; or 

23.5.9 any event similar to those listed in clauses 23.5.1 to 23.5.8 occurs under the Law of 
any other jurisdiction. 

23.6 References to the Insolvency Act 1986 in clause 23.5.1 shall be construed as being references to 
that Act as applied under the Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2000 subordinate legislation.   

23.7 DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect and without paying compensation to the 
Supplier if the Supplier commits a Default and: 

23.7.1 the Supplier has not remedied the Default to the satisfaction of DfE within 21 Business 
Days or such other period as may be specified by DfE, after issue of a notice 
specifying the Default and requesting it to be remedied 

23.7.2 the Default is not, in the opinion of DfE, capable of remedy; or 

23.7.3 the Default is a Material Breach. 

23.8 DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect and without paying compensation to the 
Supplier if: 

23.8.1 the Supplier’s warranty in clause 19.1.10 is materially untrue; 

23.8.2 the Supplier commits a material breach of its obligation to notify DfE of any Occasion 
of Non-Tax Compliance; 

23.8.3 the Supplier fails to provide details of proposed mitigating factors which, in DfE’s 
reasonable opinion are acceptable; or 

23.8.4 the Supplier has not, in providing the Goods and/or Services, complied with its legal 
obligations in respect of environmental, social or labour law. 

23.9 DfE may terminate the Contract with immediate effect and without paying compensation to the 
Supplier if: 

23.9.1 the Contract has been subject to a substantial modification which requires a new 
procurement procedure pursuant to regulation 72(9) of the Regulations; 

23.9.2 the Supplier was, at the time the Contract was awarded, in one of the situations 
specified in regulation 57(1) of the Regulations, including as a result of the application 
of regulation 57(2), and should therefore have been excluded from the procurement 
procedure which resulted in the award of the Contract; or 

23.9.3 the Contract should not have been awarded to the Supplier in view of a serious 
infringement of the obligations under the Treaties and the Regulations which has been 
declared by the Court of Justice of the European Union in a procedure under Article 
258 of the TFEU. 

23.10 If DfE terminates the Contract under clauses 23.7, 23.8 or 23.9: 

23.10.1 and makes other arrangements for the supply of the Goods and/or Services, DfE may 
recover from the Supplier the cost reasonably incurred of making those other 
arrangements; and 

23.10.2 DfE shall make no further payments to the Supplier (for Goods and/or Services 
supplied by the Supplier prior to termination and in accordance with the Contract but 
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where the payment has yet to be made by DfE), until DfE has established the final cost 
of making the other arrangements envisaged under this clause 23. 

23.11 DfE may terminate the Contract (or any part of it) at any time by giving at least 3 months' prior 
written notice to the Supplier. 

23.12 If DfE terminates the Contract under clause 23.11 DfE shall make no further payments to the 
Supplier except for Goods and/or Services supplied by the Supplier prior to termination and in 
accordance with the Contract but where the payment has yet to be made by DfE. 

23.13 If any funding from governmental or other sources for the provision of the Goods and/or Services, 
or for a programme or a project to which the provision of the Goods and/or Services relates is 
withdrawn, reallocated or no longer available in such a way that the Contract cannot reasonably 
continue DfE may terminate the Contract (or any part of it) by serving [3] months’ written notice 
on the Supplier. 

23.14 If DfE terminates the Contract under clause 23.13 DfE shall pay to the Supplier for Goods and/or 
Services supplied prior to the termination and in accordance with the Contract, and any 
disengagement costs and other costs reasonably incurred by the Supplier as a direct 
consequence of such termination (excluding any loss of profit and any possible redundancy 
costs), provided that the Supplier shall use all reasonable endeavours to mitigate the amount of 
such costs and has provided written evidence of the reasonableness and unavoidability of such 
costs. 

23.15 If, through any Default of the Supplier, data transmitted or processed in connection with the 
Contract is either lost or sufficiently degraded as to be unusable, the Supplier shall be liable for 
the cost of reconstitution of that data and shall reimburse DfE in respect of any charge levied for 
its transmission and any other costs charged in connection with such Default. 

23.16 If DfE fails to pay the Supplier undisputed sums of money when due the Supplier shall give notice 
to DfE of its failure to pay. If DfE fails to pay such undisputed sums within 90 Business Days of 
the date of such notice, the Supplier may terminate the Contract in writing with immediate effect, 
save that such right of termination shall not apply where the failure to pay is due to DfE 
exercising its rights under clause 8.6 or to Force Majeure. 

23.17 Save as otherwise expressly provided in the Contract: 

23.17.1 termination or expiry of the Contract shall be without prejudice to any rights, remedies 
or obligations accrued under the Contract prior to termination or expiration and nothing 
in the Contract shall prejudice the right of either Party to recover any amount 
outstanding at such termination or expiry; and 

23.17.2 termination of the Contract shall not affect the continuing rights, remedies or 
obligations of DfE or the Supplier under clauses 8 (Charges), 9 (Tax and VAT), 10 
(Prevention of Corruption), 12 (Intellectual Property Rights), 13 (Data, Systems 
Handling and Security), 15 (Confidentiality), 16 (Freedom of Information), 17 (Official 
Secrets Acts and Finance Act ), 18 (Liability), 19 (Warranties and Representations), 19 
(Liability), 23 (Termination) 24 (Retendering and Handover), 25 (Exit Management), 26 
(Audit), and 37 (Governing Law and Jurisdiction). 

23.18 Unless otherwise directed by DfE, the Supplier shall complete all Orders submitted by Institutions 
prior to the effective date of termination or expiry of this Contract.   

24. RETENDERING AND HANDOVER 

24.1 Within 30 days of being requested by DfE, the Supplier shall provide, and thereafter keep 
updated, in a fully indexed and catalogued format, all the information reasonably necessary to 
enable DfE to issue tender documents for the future provision of replacement goods and/or 
services. 
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24.2 DfE shall take reasonable precautions to ensure that the information referred to in clause 24.1 is 
given only to potential contractors who have qualified to tender for the future provision of the 
replacement goods and/or services. 

24.3 DfE shall require that all potential Suppliers treat the information in confidence; that they do not 
communicate it except to such persons within their organisation and to such extent as may be 
necessary for the purpose of preparing a response to an invitation to tender issued by DfE; and 
that they shall not use it for any other purpose. 

24.4 The Supplier shall allow access to the Premises in the presence of DfE’s authorised 
representative, to any person representing any potential contractor whom DfE has selected to 
tender for the future provision of the Goods and/or Services. 

24.5 If access is required to the Supplier’s Premises for the purposes of clause 26.4, DfE shall give 
the Supplier 7 days’ notice of a proposed visit together with the names of all persons who will be 
visiting. 

24.6 The Supplier shall co-operate fully with DfE during any handover at the end of the Contract 
including allowing full access to, and providing copies of, all documents, reports, summaries and 
any other information necessary in order to achieve an effective transition without disruption to 
routine operational requirements. 

24.7 Within 10 Business Days of being requested by DfE, the Supplier shall transfer to DfE, or any 
person designated by DfE, free of charge, all computerised filing, recording, documentation, 
planning and drawing held on software and utilised in the provision of the Goods and/or Services. 
The transfer shall be made in a fully indexed and catalogued disk format, to operate on a 
proprietary software package identical to that used by DfE. 

25. EXIT MANAGEMENT 

25.1 If DfE requires a continuation of all or any of the provision of the Goods and/or Services at the 
end of the Term, either by performing them itself or by engaging a third party to perform them, the 
Supplier shall co-operate fully with DfE and any such third party and shall take all reasonable 
steps to ensure the timely and effective transfer of the Goods and/or Services without disruption 
to routine operational requirements. 

25.2 The Supplier will, within 3 months of the Effective Date, deliver to DfE, a plan which sets out the 
Supplier’s proposals for achieving an orderly transition of provision of the Goods and/or Services 
from the Supplier to DfE and/or its Replacement Supplier at the end of the Term (an “Exit 
Plan”).  

25.3 Within 30 days of the submission of the Exit Plan, both Parties will use reasonable endeavours to 
agree the Exit Plan .If the Parties are unable to agree the Exit Plan the dispute shall be referred 
to the dispute resolution procedure in clause 36. 

25.4 The Supplier will review and (if appropriate) update the Exit Plan in the first month of each year of 
the Term to reflect changes to the provision of the Goods and/or Services. Following such update 
the Supplier will submit the revised Exit Plan to DfE for review. Within 30 days following 
submission of the revised Exit Plan, the Parties shall meet and use reasonable endeavours to 
agree the revised Exit Plan and the changes that have occurred in the provision of the Goods 
and/or Services since the Exit Plan was last agreed. If the Parties are unable to agree the revised 
Exit Plan within 30 days, such dispute shall be referred to the dispute resolution procedure in 
clause 36. 

25.5 If the Supplier: 

25.5.1 does not have to use resources in addition to those normally used to deliver the Goods 
and/or Services prior to termination or expiry, there shall be no change to the Charges; 
or 
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25.5.2 reasonably incurs additional costs the Parties any variation to the Charges shall be 
subject to the Change Control Procedure. 

25.6 If DfE requests, the Supplier shall deliver to DfE details of all licences for software used in the 
provision of the Goods and/or Services including the software licence agreements. 

25.7 Within one month of receiving the software licence information described above, DfE shall notify 
the Supplier of the licences it wishes to be transferred, and the Supplier shall provide for the 
approval of DfE a plan for licence transfer. 

25.8 The Supplier shall co-operate fully with DfE in order to enable an efficient and detailed knowledge 
transfer from the Supplier to DfE at the end of the Term and shall provide DfE free of charge with 
full access to Personnel, copies of all documents, reports, summaries and any other information 
requested by DfE.  The Supplier shall comply with DfE’s request for information no later than 15 
Business Days from the date that that request was made. 

26. AUDIT 

26.1 The Supplier shall keep and maintain until 6 years after the end of the Term, or as long a period 
as may be agreed between the Parties, full and accurate records of the Contract including the 
Goods and/or Services supplied under it and all Charges. 

26.2 The Supplier agrees to make available to DfE, free of charge, whenever requested, copies of 
audit reports obtained by the Supplier in relation to the provision of the Goods and/or Services 

26.3 The Supplier shall permit duly authorised representatives of DfE and/or the National Audit Office 
to examine the Supplier’s records and documents relating to the Contract and to provide such 
copies and oral or written explanations as may reasonably be required. 

26.4 The Supplier (and its agents) shall permit the Comptroller and Auditor General (and his appointed 
representatives) access free of charge during normal business hours on reasonable notice to all 
such documents (including computerised documents and data) and other information as the 
Comptroller and Auditor General may reasonably require for the purposes of his financial audit of 
DfE and for carrying out examinations into the economy, efficiency and effectiveness with which 
DfE has used its resources.  The Supplier shall provide such explanations as are reasonably 
required for these purposes. 

27. ENTIRE AGREEMENT  

27.1 The Contract contains all the terms which the Parties have agreed in relation to the subject 
matter of the Contract and supersedes any prior written or oral agreements, representations or 
understandings between the Parties. 

27.2 Nothing in this clause 27 shall exclude any liability which one Party would otherwise have to the 
other Party in respect of any statements made fraudulently. 

28. PARTNERSHIP 

28.1 Nothing in the Contract is intended to or shall operate to create a legal partnership between the 
Parties or to authorise either Party to act as an agent for the other, and neither Party shall have 
authority to act in the name or on behalf of or otherwise to bind the other in any way (including 
making any representation or warranty, the assumption of any obligation or liability and the 
exercise of any right or power). 

29. WAIVER 

29.1 No failure or delay by any Party to exercise any right, power or remedy will operate as a waiver of 
it nor will any partial exercise preclude any further exercise of the same, or of some other right, 
power or remedy. 
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30. CHANGE CONTROL 

30.1 Either Party may at any time request in writing a Variation in accordance with the change control 
procedure set out in schedule 6 (the “Change Control Procedure”). No Variation shall be 
effective unless made in accordance with the Change Control Procedure.  

31. COUNTERPARTS 

31.1 The Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which so executed and 
delivered shall constitute an original, but together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

32. CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT 1999 

32.1 The Parties agree that DfE has entered into this Contract for the benefit of itself and the 
Institutions.  Accordingly, DfE, on its own behalf and as agent for each of the Institutions shall: 

32.1.1 have conduct of all claims and disputes that may arise between the Institutions and the 
Supplier;  

32.1.2 have the right to enforce the provisions of this Contract; and  

32.1.3 recover all loss suffered by any of the Institutions as if such loss was suffered or 
incurred by DfE.  

32.2 If and to the extent that DfE is not able to recover a loss incurred by an Institution under the 
provisions of clause 32 in any instances where the claim is not, by operation of law or decision of 
a court, deemed to be enforceable by DfE itself, that Institution shall be entitled to enforce the 
terms of the Contract against the Supplier in its own right in accordance with the provisions of the 
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties ) Act 1999 ("CRTPA") even though the relevant clause may be 
silent as to which person is intended to have the benefit of the relevant obligation, refer only to 
DfE or not specifically identify the Institution provided that such claim shall be subject to the limits 
on liability set out in clause 18. 

32.3 The provisions of clauses 7.5 and 12.6 confer benefits on a Replacement Supplier and are 
intended to be enforceable by a Replacement Supplier by virtue of the CRTPA. 

32.4 Subject to clause 32.2 and 32.3, a person who is not a Party has no right under CRTPA to 
enforce provisions of the Contract but this does not affect any right or remedy of any person 
which exists or is available otherwise than pursuant to the CRTPA and does not apply to the 
Crown. 

32.5 A Replacement Supplier may not enforce or take steps to enforce the provisions of clauses 7.5 or 
12.6 without DfE’s prior written consent. 

32.6 The Parties may amend the Contract without the consent of any Replacement Supplier and/or 
Institution. 

33. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

33.1 The Supplier shall: 

33.1.1 not permit its obligations to its other clients and third parties (including other 
governmental bodies and organisations providing services to other governmental 
bodies) to interfere or conflict in any material way with its duty (which the Supplier 
hereby acknowledges) to comply with its obligations under the Contract to the required 
standards; and 

33.1.2 take appropriate steps to ensure that neither the Supplier nor any of the Personnel is 
placed in a position where, in the reasonable opinion of DfE,  there is or may be an 
actual conflict, or a potential conflict, between the pecuniary or personal interests of the 
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Supplier or any of the Personnel and the duties owed to DfE under the provisions of 
the Contract in either case, referred to in this clause 33 as a “Conflict of Interest”.  

33.2 If the Supplier becomes aware of any Conflict of Interest (or potential Conflict of Interest) or other 
situation which has arisen or may arise and which may cause a breach of this clause 33 the 
Supplier shall forthwith provide full particulars to DfE. 

33.3 In performing its obligations under the Contract the Supplier shall conduct its business, 
operations and activities in a politically neutral fashion. 

33.4 Without prejudice to the foregoing provisions of this clause 33, if any Conflict of Interest (or 
potential Conflict of Interest) arises or is likely to arise, the Supplier shall: 

33.4.1 take all reasonable steps to remove or avoid the Conflict of Interest or to prevent it 
occurring in each case, or to manage the conflict to the satisfaction of DfE (acting 
reasonably); and 

33.4.2 give DfE a comprehensive and detailed written statement of the action it had taken. 

33.5 If DfE is not satisfied with the Supplier’s actions, the Supplier shall, on request by DfE promptly 
end any relationship it may have with any third party, where that relationship has given rise to the 
Conflict of Interest (or potential Conflict of Interest). 

33.6 Without prejudice to any other right or remedy it may have, DfE may terminate the Contract with 
immediate effect by notice in writing and/or to take such other steps it deems necessary where, in 
the reasonable opinion of DfE, there is any continuing breach by the Supplier of the provisions of 
this clause 33. 

34. FURTHER ASSURANCE 

34.1 The Parties shall do or procure the doing of all such acts and things and will execute or procure 
the execution of all such documents as may be reasonably required including on or subsequent 
to the end of the Contract to vest in the relevant all rights granted under the Contract and 
otherwise to comply with its terms. 

35. NOTICES 

35.1 Any notice, demand or communication in connection with the Contract shall be in writing and may 
be delivered by hand, pre-paid first class post or (where being sent to an address in a different 
country to where posted) airmail, facsimile or e-mail, addressed to the recipient at its registered 
office or its address (or such other address, facsimile number or e-mail address as may be 
notified in writing from time to time). 

35.2 The notice, demand or communication shall be deemed to have been duly served: 

35.2.1 if delivered by hand, when left at the proper address for service; 

35.2.2 if given or made by prepaid first class post 48 hours after being posted or in the case of 
airmail 14 days after being posted; 

35.2.3 if given or made by facsimile or e-mail, at the time of transmission, provided that a 
confirming copy is sent by first class pre-paid post or (where being sent to an address 
in a different country to where posted) airmail to the other Party within 24 hours after 
transmission and that, in the case of transmission by e-mail where the time of 
transmission is not between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm, service shall be deemed to occur at 
9.00 am on the next following Business Day (such times being local time at the 
address of the recipient). 

35.3 If proceedings to which the Civil Procedure Rules apply have been issued, the provisions of Civil 
Procedure Rule 6 must be complied with in respect of the service of documents in connection 
with those proceedings. 
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36. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

36.1 Any Dispute shall be dealt with in accordance with this clause 36. 

36.2 In the first instance, a representative of each Party will each use their reasonable endeavours to 
resolve the Dispute. If the Dispute cannot be resolved by such representatives within 15 days of 
the Dispute arising, it will be referred to a senior representative of each Party, who shall each use 
their reasonable endeavours to resolve the Dispute. 

36.3 If a Dispute cannot be resolved by negotiation as referred to in clause 36.2 within 30 days of the 
Dispute arising, either Party may refer the Dispute for determination in accordance with the 
mediation procedure administered by the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution, the costs of the 
mediator being split equally between the Parties, who shall otherwise bear their own costs. 

36.4 DfE shall be entitled to require the Supplier to resolve any dispute it may have with an Institution 
in accordance with the dispute resolution procedure set out in this clause 36. 

37. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION 

37.1 The Contract and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or connection with it will be 
governed by and construed in accordance with English Law. 

37.2 The courts of England shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute which arises out of or 
in connection with the Contract. 

37.3 If any provision of the Contract is held by any court or other competent authority to be void or 
unenforceable in whole or part, the other provisions of the Contract and the remainder of the 
affected provisions shall continue to be valid.  
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SCHEDULE 3 

Financials 

1. DfE shall pay the Supplier the Charges in accordance with the Contract, subject to successful 
delivery of the Goods and/or Services in accordance with the terms of this Contract (including the 
KPIs or Service Levels set out in schedule 4). The Charges are inclusive of all expenses incurred 
by the Supplier in relation to its provision of the Goods and/or Services and unless agreed 
otherwise between the Supplier and DfE, the Supplier shall not be entitled to claim any expenses 
in addition to the Charges. 

2. The Supplier shall maintain full accounts and adhere to the Financial audit provisions in Schedule 
11. Indexation shall not apply to the Charges. 

3. The Supplier shall be entitled to invoice for the Charges detailed in Table 2 (below) in relation to 
the Set Up period and, subject to satisfactory commencement of operational service and as 
otherwise provided for in this contract, for the Charges detailed in Table 5 (below) for Operational 
Services.  

4. The Supplier shall also be entitled to invoice for Charges relating to the value of products ordered 
by and confirmed as delivered into Institutions each month using the Charges detailed in Tables 
7 and 8 (below).  

5. VAT is to be charged at a rate of 5% for all products, with the exception of the re-useable bag to 
carry Bloom & Nora Towels, which will be subject to a rate of 20%.  VAT will be charged at a rate 
of 20% VAT for all other costs outside of product costs 

6. Tables 1, 2, 4 and 5 (also below) contain the component pricing information provided by the 
Supplier as part of their bid submission. 

7. For the purpose of this Schedule 3 reference to a “financial year” contained within the Tables 
means the calendar year commencing 1st January and end 31st December in any year.   

8. All Charges are to be invoiced monthly in arrears. 

9. Funds allocated to particular expenditure headings in the tables are available for that expenditure 
heading only.  
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Fixed Costs

Please use the following tables to detail all other costs associated with the delivery of your proposal. 

Table 1 - Service Setup & Implementation (STAFFING SUMMARY)

# Title/Grade Role Description / Task No. of Days Day Rate

Line Total    

(£ excl VAT)

1.1 Account Manager
Implementation of proposal and set up 

of new customer accounts
63 175.00

11025

1.2 Operations Project ManagerImplementation of delivery schedules, warehouse and operational support63 150 9450

1.3 IT Project Manager Systemic support and delivery 63 150 9450

1.4 Warehouse Operatives Warehouse set up, goods in, replenishment 63 £2,375.81 149676.2

1.5 0

Table 2 - Service Setup & Implementation (STAFF COSTS)

# Activity

Resourcing required from table 1 for 

specified activity Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20

Line Total 

(£ excl VAT)

2.1 Set up of accounts 1.1 = 43 days 3850 3675 7525

2.2 System testing 1.1 = 10 days 875 875 1750

2.3 Admin Days 1.1 = 10 days 875 875 1750

2.4 Operational Implimentation1.2 - 63 Days 3150 3150 3150 9450

2.5 System Implimentation 1.3 = 63 days 3150 3150 3150 9450

2.6 Warehouse Preperation 1.4 = 63 Days 28360.6 45632.4 75683.2 149676.2

Monthly Total (£ excl VAT) 38510.6 57357.4 83733.2 0

VAT

Total (£ incl VAT) 38510.6 57357.4 83733.2 0
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Table 3 - Service Setup & Implementation (NON-STAFF COSTS)

# Activity

Details of additional costs not 

included in table 2 for specified 

activity Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20

Line Total 

(£ excl VAT)

3.1 0

3.2 0

3.3 0

3.4 0

3.5 0

3.6 0

Monthly Total (£ excl VAT) 0 0 0 0

VAT

Total (£ incl VAT) 0 0 0 0

Table 4 - Service Operation (STAFFING SUMMARY)

# Title/Grade Role Description / Task No. of Days Day Rate

Line Total    

(£ excl VAT)

4.1 Account Manger Visit sites, liase with customers 585 175 102375

4.2 Account Administrator Check and review orders, customer service queries and customer calls585 130 76050

4.3 Customer Service Customer calls, queries and general administration1170 90 105300

4.4 Warehouse Operatives 1170 536.554498 627768.7623

4.5 0
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Table 5 - Service Operation (STAFF COSTS)

# Activity

Resourcing required from table 1 for 

specified activity Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21

5.1 Account Management 4.1 = 585 days 3791.66667 3791.66667 3791.66667 3791.667 3791.66667 3791.667 3791.667 3791.667 3791.667 3791.667 3791.667 3792 3791.6667 3791.66667 3791.6667 3791.6667 3791.6667 3791.6667 3791.6667 3791.6667

5.2 Customer Support 4.2 = 292.5 days 1408.333333 1408.33333 1408.333333 1408.333 1408.33333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.3 1408.3333 1408.33333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333

5.3 Order Processing 4.2 = 292.5 days 1408.333333 1408.33333 1408.333333 1408.333 1408.33333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.333 1408.3 1408.3333 1408.33333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333

5.4 Customer Calls 4.3 = 1170 days 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900

5.5 Picking and Packing 4.4 = 1170 Days 77744.94169 20016 39060.66859 18612 77464.1417 20016 37095.07 55064.4 77744.94 20577.6 20296.8 14400 £77,744.94 £20,016.00 £39,060.67 £18,612.00 £77,464.14 £20,016.00 £37,095.07 £55,064.40

5.6

Monthly Total (£ excl VAT) 88253.27503 30524.3333 49569.00192 29120.33 87972.475 30524.33 47603.4 65572.73 88253.28 31085.93 30805.13 24908 88253.275 30524.3333 49569.002 29120.333 87972.475 30524.333 47603.402 65572.733

VAT

Total (£ incl VAT) 88253.27503 30524.3333 49569.00192 29120.33 87972.475 30524.33 47603.4 65572.73 88253.28 31085.93 30805.13 24908 88253.275 30524.3333 49569.002 29120.333 87972.475 30524.333 47603.402 65572.733

Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21 Jan-22 Feb-22 Mar-22

Line Total   

(£ excl VAT)

3791.6667 3791.6667 3791.6667 3791.6667 3791.6667 3791.7 3791.667 102375

1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3 1408.333

1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3333 1408.3 1408.333

3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900 3900

£77,744.94 £20,577.60 £20,296.80 £14,400.00 77744.942 20016 39060.67

88253.275 31085.933 30805.133 24908.333 88253.275 30524 49569

88253.275 31085.933 30805.133 24908.333 88253.275 30524 49569

Table 6 - Service Operation (NON-STAFF COSTS)

# Activity

Details of additional costs not 

included in table 2 for specified 

activity Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21

6.1  Warehouse Overheads 28792.2865 28792.2865 28792.2865 28792.29 28792.2865 28792.29 28792.29 28792.29 28792.29 28792.29 28792.29 28792 28792.286 28792.2865 28792.286 28792.286 28792.286 28792.286 28792.286 28792.286

6.2 FLT 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

Monthly Total (£ excl VAT) 30992.28648 30992.2865 30992.28648 30992.29 30992.2865 30992.29 30992.29 30992.29 30992.29 30992.29 30992.29 30992 30992.286 30992.2865 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286

VAT

Total (£ incl VAT) 30992.28648 30992.2865 30992.28648 30992.29 30992.2865 30992.29 30992.29 30992.29 30992.29 30992.29 30992.29 30992 30992.286 30992.2865 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286

Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21 Jan-22 Feb-22 Mar-22

Line Total   

(£ excl VAT)

28792.286 28792.286 28792.286 28792.286 28792.286 28792 28792.29

2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200

30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992 30992.29

30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992.286 30992 30992.29
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Table 7 Variable Costs - Product Costs 

Product Product Detail Re-usable?

Environmentally 

Friendly? Band 1 - cost per unit * Upper Limit Band 1 Band 2 - cost per unit ** Upper Limit Band 2 Band 3 - cost per unit **

As a minimum the following products are to be made 

available to institutions with effect from 2nd January 

2020

Sanitary Towel with wings 1(!) Always Ultra Normal Plus 3x38 per case No No 0.043 81525807 0.04 129740359 0.039

Sanitary Towel with wings 2 (!) Always Ultra Long Plus 3x32 per case No No 0.049 40329253 0.046 64180067 0.045

Applicator Tampon 1 (!) Tampax Compak Regular 6x18 per case No No 0.047 21090184 0.044 33562968 0.043

Applicator Tampon 2 (!) Tampax Compak Super Plus 6x18 per case No No 0.054 14592108 0.051 23221916 0.049

Applicator Tampon 3 (!) Tampax Compak Super Plus 6x18 per case No No 0.07 4262437 0.065 6783252 0.063

Non-applicator Tampon 1 (!) Lil lets Non Applicator Regulator 16's No No 0.055 8927048 0.052 14206525 0.051

Non-applicator Tampon 2 (!) Lil lets Non Applicator Super 16's No No 0.057 8719442 0.053 13876141 0.052

Non-applicator Tampon 3 (!) Lil lets Non Applicator Super Plus 16's No No 0.058 5112764 0.054 8136464 0.053

Environmentally Friendly Towel 1 (!) Lil-Lets Environmentally friendly pads normal 14s No Yes 0.276 2876241 0.257 4577257 0.251

Environmentally Friendly Towel 2 (!) Lil-Lets Environmentally friendly pads super 12s No Yes 0.321 924512 0.3 1471271 0.293

Applicator Tampon Tampax Blue Regular Cardboard 30's No No 0.048 21090184 0.044 33562968 0.043

Applicator Tampon Tampax Blue Super 30's No No 0.048 14592108 0.044 23221916 0.043

Applicator Tampon Tampax Blue Super Plus 30's No No 0.048 4262437 0.044 6783252 0.043

Applicator Tampon Lil lets Plastic Applicator Regular 16's No No 0.108 21090184 0.099 33562968 0.097

Applicator Tampon Lil lets Plastic Applicator Super 15's No No 0.108 14592108 0.099 23221916 0.097

Applicator Tampon Lil lets Plastic Applicator Super Plus 14's No No 0.108 4262437 0.099 6783252 0.097

Organic Non Applicator Tampons Organic non applicator tampons regular 16's No Yes 0.124 21090184 0.114 33562968 0.111

Organic Non Applicator Tampons Organic non applicator tampons super 16's No Yes 0.124 14592108 0.114 23221916 0.111

Organic Non Applicator Tampons Organic non applicator tampons super plus 16's No Yes 0.124 4262437 0.114 6783252 0.111

Teen Day Pads Teen Day Pads with wings 14's No No 0.064 81525807 0.059 129740359 0.057

Teen Night Pads Teen Night Pads with wings 10's No No 0.088 40329253 0.081 64180067 0.079

Environmentally Friendly Towel Bloom and Noora Reusable Mini Pad Yes Yes 3.44 2876241 3.149 4577257 3.077

Environmentally Friendly Towel Bloom and Noora Reusable Midi Pad Yes Yes 4.10 924512 3.755 1471271 3.669

Re usable Bag to carry Bloom and Noora Towels Out and about bag Yes Yes 4.36 2876241 3.997 4577257 3.906

Menstrual Cups Mooncups available in two sizes Yes Yes 13.08 22000 11.990 44000 11.718

Key Comments

*cost of each product purchased up to Upper Limit Band 1 during each financial year

**cost of each product purchased above Upper limit Band 1 and Upper limit Band 1 during each financial year

***cost of each product purchased above Upper limit Band 2 during each financial year

(!) Mandated product

The following table should be completed to demonstrate the cost per product of the full suite of products made available as part of your proposal. The expectation is that costs should decrease with increased volumes 

per academic year. All prices quoted should be exclusive of VAT. Where VAT is charged, this will be at the prevailing rate.

The Department require Potential Providers to provide three rates, demonstrating a discounted unit cost based on increasing quantities purchased through the contract in any financial year. Potential Providers are also 
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Table 8

Tender:

Ref:

Supplier Name:

Delivery Costs

Cost per institution

Scheduled

Mainland England 5.5

Isle of Wight 31.81

Isles of Scilly 31.81

0

The following table should be completed to provide details regarding the costs associated with delivering across England and its 

applicable territories. All costs should be inclusive of transport and packaging costs but exclusive of VAT. Where VAT is charged, this will 

be at the prevailing rate.

Delivery Region

Period Product provision to schools and post-16 education institutions across England

itt_30639
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SCHEDULE 4 

KPIs, Service Levels and Service Credits 

1. The objectives of the Key Performance Indicators and Service Levels are to: 

1.1 ensure that the the provision of the Goods and/or Services are of a consistently high quality and 
meet the requirements of DfE; 

1.2 provide a mechanism whereby DfE can attain meaningful recognition of inconvenience and/or 
loss resulting from the Supplier's failure to deliver the Goods and/or Services; and 

1.3 incentivise the Supplier to meet the Key Performance Indicators and Service Levels and to 
remedy any failure to meet the Key Performance Indicators and Service Levels expeditiously. 

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIs) AND SERVICE LEVELS (SLs) 

2. This schedule 4 sets out the KPIs and Service Levels against which the Supplier shall measure 
its performance. 

3. The Supplier shall monitor its performance against of each of the KPIs and Service Levels and 
send DfE a report detailing the KPIs and Service Levels which were and were not achieved in 
accordance with the provisions of this schedule 4. 

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS/MEASURES 

4. The Supplier must meet the Performance Measure for each identified KPI as set out in table 1 
below during each Service Period (defined in Schedule 2 and within table 1). 

5. If during a Service Period the Supplier achieves a KPI and/or Service Level, no Service Credit will 
accrue to the Supplier in respect of that KPI and/or Service Level. 

6. The Supplier confirms that it has taken Performance Measures and Service Credits into account 
in calculating the Charges.  Both Parties agree that the Performance Measures and Service 
Credits are a reasonable method of adjusting the Charges to reflect poor Supplier performance. 

7. The Supplier shall meet and comply with all Service Levels as set out within table 2 below. 

CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE TO MEET KPIS 

8. A failure to meet at least the required performance level will be considered a “Service Failure” in 
respect of the KPIs set out in Table 1 below. 

9. If the Supplier's performance level is a Service Failure in one or more of the KPIs listed in Table 1 
in any given Service Period, DfE will be entitled at its sole discretion, to reduce the total amount 
of charges payable to the Supplier  (“Service Credit”) for that Service Period in line with their 
respective Service Credit percentage using the following formula: 

Adjusted amount of charges payable = Total amount of charges payable * ((100 – Percentage 
failure) / 100) 

10. The maximum cumulative reduction on any Service Period as a result of one or more service 
failures is 20% (“Service Credit Cap”). 

11. A failure to meet the required performance level for the other KPIs and Service Levels will not be 
considered a Service Failure in the context of paragraph 7 but DfE expects the Supplier to meet 
the required performance levels and will consider repeated failures as breaches of this Contract. 

12. Without prejudice to its other rights and remedies, if there are one or more Service Failures in 3 
(three) consecutive Service Periods,  DfE will be entitled, in its sole discretion, to terminate this 
Contract on 10 days written notice to the Supplier. 
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Table 1 KPIs  

KPI 
Measurement 
Period 

Performance 
Measure 

Service 
Period 

Monitoring 
method 

Performance 
Objective/ 
Service Credit 
applied 

A timely and efficient 
service for 
institutions 

From January 
2020 until end of 
the contract term 

95% of all orders 
successfully delivered 
to institutions on the 
date provided at time 
of purchase, 

Calendar Month 
(except August) 

Monthly MI 

1% reduction for 
every 1% below 
the performance 
measure up to a 
maximum of 10% 

A timely and efficient 
service for 
institutions 

From January 
2020 until end of 
the contract term 

100% of all orders 
successfully delivered 
within 5 Business 
Days of order 
placement. 

Calendar Month 
(except August) 

Monthly MI 

1% reduction for 
every 1% below 
the performance 
measure up to a 
maximum of 10% 

A reliable ordering 
system 

From January 
2020 until end of 
the contract term 

All reported incidents 
of unscheduled 
system unavailability 
rectified within 3 
hours. 

Calendar Month 
(except August) 

Monthly MI 

1% reduction for 
every day of 
unavailability 
longer than 3 
hours 

A positive user 
experience 

From January 
2020 until end of 
the contract term 

95% satisfaction 
rating from institutions 

Annually 
(December 
2020) and 
dependent on 
any applied 
extensions 
thereafter 

Monthly MI 

1% reduction for 
every 2% below 
the performance 
measure up to a 
maximum of 20% 

 

Table 2 Service Levels 

Service Level Measure Compliance 

Reporting and Meetings 

Monthly reporting: submit a monthly programme report by the third 
Business Day of the month, including any exception events within 
this report. 

100% - DfE 
monitoring 

Supplier meetings – monthly 

Administration/Communi
cation 

In delivering the Goods and/or Services offer a responsive and 
supportive service to participants and their facilitators.  
 
Respond to 100% of queries and correspondence within 3 Business 
Days of receipt. 

Finance 
Ensure that invoices are submitted to DfE within 10 Business Days 
of the end of the relevant charging period/completion of the activity 

Commercial 
Management 

Ensure that Change Control Notes are signed by both Parties prior 
to any additional work being undertaken (DfE or Supplier to ensure 
paperwork is issued in a timely fashion when change required). 

Complaints 

Ensure that all administrative Personnel are aware of and abide by 
relevant complaints procedures. 

Main management contact to report all complaints orally and in 
writing to DfE within 3 Business Days. 
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SCHEDULE 5 

The Implementation Plan 

1. The Supplier shall provide to DfE a detailed Implementation Plan within ten (10) Business Days 
of the Effective Date. 

2. The Implementation Plan shall be sufficiently detailed as is necessary to manage the provision of 
the Goods and/or Services and any proposed changes are subject to the Change Control 
Procedure. 

3. The Supplier shall be responsible for implementing and managing the provision of the Goods 
and/or Services and for taking all such steps as may be necessary so as to ensure that from the 
Service Commencement Date the Supplier is able to provide the Goods and/or Services: 

3.1 in accordance with the provisions of the Contract; and 

3.2 in a manner that maintains the continuity of the provision of the Goods and/or Services to DfE. 

4. The Supplier shall monitor its performance against the Implementation Plan and report to DfE 
monthly (or more frequently if so required by DfE) on its performance. 
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SCHEDULE 6 

Change Control Procedure 

1. The Parties acknowledge that minor changes to the Contract may be necessary to reflect 
operational and administrative procedures during the Term and that such minor changes may be 
agreed in writing between the Parties' respective contract managers. 

2. The Supplier shall use reasonable endeavours to incorporate minor changes requested by DfE 
within the current Charges and shall not serve a Change Control Note unless the change 
involves a demonstrable material increase to its costs or requires a material change to the 
Contract. 

3. Either Party may request a Variation provided that such Variation does not amount to a material 
change.  

4. DfE may request a Variation by completing the Change Control Note and giving the Supplier 
sufficient information to assess the extent of the Variation and consider whether any change to 
the Charges are required in order to implement the Variation within a reasonable time limit 
specified by DfE. If the Supplier accepts the Variation it shall confirm it in writing within 21 days of 
receiving the Change Control Note. 

5. If the Supplier is unable to accept the Variation or where the Parties are unable to agree a 
change to the Charges, DfE may allow the Supplier to fulfil its obligations under the Contract 
without Variation or if the Parties cannot agree to the Variation the Dispute will be determined in 
accordance with clause 36. 

6. If the Supplier wishes to introduce a change to the Contract it may request a Variation by serving 
the Change Control Note on DfE giving DfE sufficient information to assess the extent of the 
Variation. 

7. DfE shall evaluate the Supplier’s proposed Variation in good faith, taking into account all relevant 
issues. 

8. DfE shall confirm in writing within 21 days of receiving the Change Control Note if it accepts or 
rejects the Variation. 

9. DfE may at its absolute discretion reject any request for a Variation proposed by the Supplier.  
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Change Control Note 

Contract Number  DfE Contract / Programme 
Manager 

Supplier  Original Contract Value (£) 

Contract Start Date  Contract Expiry Date 

 

Variation Requested  

Originator of Variation  
(tick as appropriate) 

DfE                     Supplier    

Date   

Reason for Variation  

Summary of Variation 
(eg specification, finances, 
contract period) 

 

Date of Variation 
commencement 

 

Date of Variation expiry  
(if applicable) 

 

Total Value of Variation £ 
(if applicable) 

 

Payment Profile (if 
applicable) 
e.g. milestone payments 

 

Revised daily rate (if 
applicable) 

 

Impact on original contract  
(if applicable)  
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Supporting Information  
(please attach all supporting 
documentation for this 
Change Control) 

 

Terms and Conditions Save as herein amended all other terms and conditions of 
the Original Contract shall remain in full force and effect. 

Variation Agreed 
 
For the Supplier: 
 
Signature  
 
 
Full Name  
 
 
Title  
 
 
Date  

 
 
For DfE: 
 
Signature  
 
 
Full Name  
 
 
Title  
 
 
Date  

 

Please note that no works/services described in this form should be undertaken, and no invoices will be 
paid until both copies of the CCN are signed, returned and counter-signed.   

 

To be entered by the Commercial department: 

Commercial Contact  Reference Number  

Date received   EC Reference  
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SCHEDULE 7 

Key Personnel and Key Sub Contractors 

Key Personnel  

The individuals listed in the table below are Key Personnel:  

Name Role Period of Involvement 

<redacted> <redacted> Throughout contract 

<redacted> <redacted> Throughout contract 

<redacted> <redacted> Throughout contract 

 

Key Sub-Contractors 

The Supplier may sub-contract its obligations under the Contract to the Sub-Contractors listed in the 
table below.  
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Key Sub-
Contractor Name 
and Address (if 
not the same as 
the registered 
office) 

Registered 
Office and 
Company 
Number 

Related Product/ 
Service 
Description 

Sub-contract 
Price expressed 
as a percentage 
of total projected 
Charges over 
Term 

Role in delivery 
of the Services 

P&G trading as 
DCS Group (UK) 

Oceans House, 
Noral Way, 
Banbury, England, 
OX16 2AA 

2580758 

Sanitary products 76% Supplier of goods 

Lil-lets Radcliffe House, 
Blenheim Court, 
Solihull, West 
Midlands, B91 
2AA 

00548990 

Sanitary products  24% Supplier of goods 

Tots Bots Ltd / 
Bloom & Nora 

Unit 2, 259 
Summerlee 
Street, Queenslie 
Industrial Estate, 
Glasgow, G33 
4DB 

Sanitary products  Supplier of goods 

Mooncup Limited The Old Casino, 
28 Fourth Avenue, 
Hove, East 
Sussex, BN3 2PJ 

4419569 

Sanitary products  Supplier of goods 

Same as 
registered name 
and address. 

TNT UK Ltd 

TNT Express 
House, 

Holly Lane, 

Atherstone, 

CV9 2RY 

Reg no 01628530 

Parcel Carrier  3rd Party Logistics 
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SCHEDULE 8 

Data, Systems handling and Security 

1. Definitions 

Control means that a person possesses, directly or indirectly, the power to 
direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of the 
other person (whether through the ownership of voting shares, by 
contract or otherwise) and "Controls" and "Controlled" are 
interpreted accordingly; 

Controller, Processor, 
Data Subject, Personal 
Data, Personal Data 
Breach, Data Protection 
Officer 

shall have the meanings given in the GDPR; 

Data Loss Event any event that results, or may result, in unauthorised access to 
Personal Data held by the Processor under this Contract, and/or 
actual or potential loss and/or destruction of Personal Data in 
breach of this Contract, including any Personal Data Breach;  

DPA Data Protection Act 2018; 

Data Protection Impact 
Assessment 

an assessment by the Controller of the impact of the envisaged 
processing on the protection of Personal Data;   

Data Protection 
Legislation 

(i) the GDPR, the LED and any applicable national implementing 
Laws as amended from time to time (ii) the DPA 2018 to the extent 
that it relates to processing of personal data and privacy; (iii) all 
applicable Law about the processing of personal data and privacy;  

Data Subject Request a request made by, or on behalf of, a Data Subject in accordance 
with rights granted pursuant to the Data Protection Legislation to 
access their Personal Data; 

GDPR the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679); 

Law any law, subordinate legislation within the meaning of Section 21(1) 
of the Interpretation Act 1978, bye-law, enforceable right within the 
meaning of Section 2 of the European Communities Act 1972, 
regulation, order, regulatory policy, mandatory guidance or code of 
practice, judgment of a relevant court of law, or directives or 
requirements with which the Processor is bound to comply; 

LED Law Enforcement Directive (Directive (EU) 2016/680);   

Processor Personnel employees, agents, consultants and contractors of the Processor 
and/or of any Sub-Processor engaged in the performance of its 
obligations under this Contract; 
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Protective Measures appropriate technical and organisational measures which may 
include: pseudonymising and encrypting Personal Data, ensuring 
confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of systems and 
services, ensuring that availability of and access to Personal Data 
can be restored in a timely manner after an incident, and regularly 
assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of the such measures 
adopted by it including those set out in the Contract; and  

Sub-processor any third Party appointed to process Personal Data on behalf of the 
Processor related to this Contract.   

1.1 The Parties acknowledge that for the purposes of the Data Protection Legislation, DfE is the 
Controller and the Supplier is the Processor unless otherwise specified in Schedule 8 Annex 2. 
The only processing that the Processor is authorised to do is listed in Schedule 8 Annex 2 by the 
Controller and may not be determined by the Processor. 

1.2 The Processor shall notify the Controller immediately if it considers that any of the Controller's 
instructions infringe the Data Protection Legislation. 

1.3 The Processor shall provide all reasonable assistance to the Controller in the preparation of any 
Data Protection Impact Assessment prior to commencing any processing.  Such assistance may, 
at the discretion of the Controller, include:  

1.3.1 a systematic description of the envisaged processing operations and the purpose of 
the processing;  

1.3.2 an assessment of the necessity and proportionality of the processing operations in 
relation to the Services;  

1.3.3 an assessment of the risks to the rights and freedoms of Data Subjects; and  

1.3.4 the measures envisaged to address the risks, including safeguards, security measures 
and mechanisms to ensure the protection of Personal Data.  

1.4 The Processor shall, in relation to any Personal Data processed in connection with its obligations 
under this Contract:  

1.4.1 process that Personal Data only in accordance with Schedule 8 Annex 2, unless the 
Processor is required to do otherwise by Law. If it is so required the Processor shall 
promptly notify the Controller before processing the Personal Data unless prohibited by 
Law;  

1.4.2 ensure that it has in place Protective Measures, which are appropriate to protect 
against a Data Loss Event, which the Controller may reasonably reject (but failure to 
reject shall not amount to approval by the Controller of the adequacy of the Protective 
Measures), having taken account of the:  

(a) nature of the data to be protected;  

(b) harm that might result from a Data Loss Event;  

(c) state of technological development; and  

(d) cost of implementing any measures;  

1.4.3 ensure that :  

(a) the Processor Personnel do not process Personal Data except in accordance with 
this Contract (and in particular Annex 2 to this Schedule 8);  
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(b) it takes all reasonable steps to ensure the reliability and integrity of any Processor 
Personnel who have access to the Personal Data and ensure that they:  

i. are aware of and comply with the Processor’s duties under this clause;  

ii. are subject to appropriate confidentiality undertakings with the Processor or 
any Sub-processor;  

iii. are informed of the confidential nature of the Personal Data and do not 
publish, disclose or divulge any of the Personal Data to any third Party 
unless directed in writing to do so by the Controller or as otherwise 
permitted by this Contract; and  

iv. have undergone adequate training in the use, care, protection and handling 
of Personal Data; and  

(c) not transfer Personal Data outside of the EU unless the prior written consent of 
the Controller has been obtained and the following conditions are fulfilled:  

i. the Controller or the Processor has provided appropriate safeguards in 
relation to the transfer (whether in accordance with GDPR Article 46 or LED 
Article 37) as determined by the Controller;  

ii. the Data Subject has enforceable rights and effective legal remedies;  

iii. the Processor complies with its obligations under the Data Protection 
Legislation by providing an adequate level of protection to any Personal 
Data that is transferred (or, if it is not so bound, uses its best endeavours to 
assist the Controller in meeting its obligations); and  

iv. the Processor complies with any reasonable instructions notified to it in 
advance by the Controller with respect to the processing of the Personal 
Data;  

(d) at the written direction of the Controller, delete or return Personal Data (and any 
copies of it) to the Controller on termination of the Contract unless the Processor 
is required by Law to retain the Personal Data.   

1.5 Subject to clause 1.6 of this Schedule, the Processor shall notify the Controller immediately if it:  

1.5.1 receives a Data Subject Request (or purported Data Subject Request);  

1.5.2 receives a request to rectify, block or erase any Personal Data;   

1.5.3 receives any other request, complaint or communication relating to either Party's 
obligations under the Data Protection Legislation;   

1.5.4 receives any communication from the Information Commissioner or any other 
regulatory authority in connection with Personal Data processed under this Contract;   

1.5.5 receives a request from any third Party for disclosure of Personal Data where 
compliance with such request is required or purported to be required by Law; or  

1.5.6 becomes aware of a Data Loss Event.  

1.6 The Processor’s obligation to notify under clause 1.5 of this Schedule shall include the provision 
of further information to the Controller in phases, as details become available.   

1.7 Taking into account the nature of the processing, the Processor shall provide the Controller with 
full assistance in relation to either Party's obligations under Data Protection Legislation and any 
complaint, communication or request made under clause 1.5 of this Schedule (and insofar as 
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possible within the timescales reasonably required by the Controller) including by promptly 
providing:  

1.7.1 the Controller with full details and copies of the complaint, communication or request;  

1.7.2 such assistance as is reasonably requested by the Controller to enable the Controller 
to comply with a Data Subject Request within the relevant timescales set out in the 
Data Protection Legislation;   

1.7.3 the Controller, at its request, with any Personal Data it holds in relation to a Data 
Subject;   

1.7.4 assistance as requested by the Controller following any Data Loss Event;   

1.7.5 assistance as requested by the Controller with respect to any request from the 
Information Commissioner’s Office, or any consultation by the Controller with the 
Information Commissioner's Office.  

1.8 The Processor shall maintain complete and accurate records and information to demonstrate its 
compliance with this clause. This requirement does not apply where the Processor employs 
fewer than 250 staff, unless:  

1.8.1 the Controller determines that the processing is not occasional;  

1.8.2 the Controller determines the processing includes special categories of data as 
referred to in Article 9(1) of the GDPR or Personal Data relating to criminal convictions 
and offences referred to in Article 10 of the GDPR; and   

1.8.3 the Controller determines that the processing is likely to result in a risk to the rights and 
freedoms of Data Subjects.  

1.9 The Processor shall allow for audits of its Data Processing activity by the Controller or the 
Controller’s designated auditor.  

1.10 Each Party shall designate its own data protection officer if required by the Data Protection 
Legislation.   

1.11 Before allowing any Sub-processor to process any Personal Data related to this Contract, the 
Processor must:  

1.11.1 notify the Controller in writing of the intended Sub-processor and processing;  

1.11.2 obtain the written consent of the Controller;   

1.11.3 enter into a written agreement with the Sub-processor which give effect to the terms 
set out in this clause 1 of this Schedule such that they apply to the Sub-processor; and  

1.11.4 provide the Controller with such information regarding the Sub-processor as the 
Controller may reasonably require.  

1.12 The Processor shall remain fully liable for all acts or omissions of any Sub-processor.  

1.13 The Controller may, at any time on not less than 30 Business Days’ notice, revise this clause by 
replacing it with any applicable controller to processor standard clauses or similar terms forming 
part of an applicable certification scheme (which shall apply when incorporated by attachment to 
this Contract).  

1.14 The Parties agree to take account of any guidance issued by the Information Commissioner’s 
Office. The Controller may on not less than 30 Business Days’ notice to the Processor amend 
this Contract to ensure that it complies with any guidance issued by the Information 
Commissioner’s Office.   
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APPENDIX 1TO SCHEDULE 8 

DfE Security Standards 

BPSS 

Baseline Personnel Security Standard 

a level of security clearance described as pre-
employment checks in the National Vetting Policy. 
Further information can be found at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-
baseline-personnel-security-standard 

CCSC 

Certified Cyber Security Consultancy 

is NCSC's approach to assessing the services provided 
by consultancies and confirming that they meet NCSC's 
standards. This approach builds on the strength of CLAS 
and certifies the competence of suppliers to deliver a 
wide and complex range of cyber security consultancy 
services to both the public and private sectors. See 
website: 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/scheme/certified-cyber-
consultancy  

CCP 

Certified Professional 

is a NCSC scheme in consultation with government, 
industry and academia to address the growing need for 
specialists in the cyber security profession and are 
building a community of recognised professionals in both 
the UK public and private sectors. See website: 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/scheme/certified-professional  

CC 

Common Criteria 

the Common Criteria scheme provides assurance that a 
developer’s claims about the security features of their 
product are valid and have been independently tested 
against recognised criteria.  

CPA 

Commercial Product Assurance 

[formerly called “CESG Product Assurance”] 

is an ‘information assurance scheme’ which evaluates 
commercial off the shelf (COTS) products and their 
developers against published security and development 
standards. These CPA certified products can be used by 
government, the wider public sector and industry. See 
website: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/scheme/commercial-
product-assurance-cpa  

Cyber Essentials 

Cyber Essentials Plus 

Cyber Essentials is the government backed, industry 
supported scheme to help organisations protect 
themselves against common cyber-attacks. Cyber 
Essentials and Cyber Essentials Plus are levels within 
the scheme.  

There are a number of certification bodies that can be 
approached for further advice on the scheme; the link 
below points to one of these providers: 
https://www.iasme.co.uk/apply-for-self-assessment/  

Department’s Data 

Department’s Information 

is any data or information owned or retained in order to 
meet departmental business objectives and tasks, 
including: 

(a) any data, text, drawings, diagrams, images or 
sounds (together with any repository or database 
made up of any of these components) which are 
embodied in any electronic, magnetic, optical or 
tangible media, and which are: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-baseline-personnel-security-standard
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-baseline-personnel-security-standard
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/scheme/certified-cyber-consultancy
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/scheme/certified-cyber-consultancy
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/scheme/certified-professional
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/scheme/commercial-product-assurance-cpa
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/scheme/commercial-product-assurance-cpa
https://www.iasme.co.uk/apply-for-self-assessment/
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(i) supplied to the Supplier by or on behalf of the 
Department; or  

(ii) which the Supplier is required to generate, 
process, store or transmit pursuant to this 
Contract; or 

(b) any Personal Data for which the Department is the 
Data Controller; 

DfE 

Department 

means the Department for Education 

Departmental Security Standards means the Department’s security policy or any standards, 
procedures, process or specification for security that the 
Supplier is required to deliver. 

Digital Marketplace / GCloud the Digital Marketplace is the online framework for 
identifying and procuring cloud technology and people for 
digital projects. Cloud services (e.g. web hosting or IT 
health checks) are on the G-Cloud framework. 

FIPS 140-2 this is the Federal Information Processing Standard 
(FIPS) Publication 140-2, (FIPS PUB 140-2), entitled 
‘Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules’.  This 
document is the de facto security standard used for the 
accreditation of cryptographic modules. 

Good Industry Practice 

Industry Good Practice 

means the exercise of that degree of skill, care, 
prudence, efficiency, foresight and timeliness as would 
be expected from a leading company within the relevant 
industry or business sector. 

Good Industry Standard 

Industry Good Standard 

means the implementation of products and solutions, and 
the exercise of that degree of skill, care, prudence, 
efficiency, foresight and timeliness as would be expected 
from a leading company within the relevant industry or 
business sector. 

GSC 

GSCP 

means the Government Security Classification Policy 
which establishes the rules for classifying HMG 
information. The policy is available at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-
security-classifications  

HMG means Her Majesty’s Government 

ICT means Information and Communications Technology 
(ICT) is used as an extended synonym for information 
technology (IT), used to describe the bringing together of 
enabling technologies used to deliver the end-to-end 
solution 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-security-classifications
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-security-classifications
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ISO/IEC 27001 / ISO 27001 is the International Standard for Information Security 
Management Systems Requirements 

ISO/IEC 27002 / ISO 27002 is the International Standard describing the Code of 
Practice for Information Security Controls. 

ISO 22301 is the International Standard describing for Business 
Continuity 

IT Security Health Check (ITSHC) 

IT Health Check (ITHC) 

Penetration Testing 

means an assessment to identify risks and vulnerabilities 
in systems, applications and networks which may 
compromise the confidentiality, integrity or availability of 
information held on that IT system. 

Need-to-Know the Need-to-Know principle is employed within HMG to 
limit the distribution of classified information to those 
people with a clear ‘need to know’ in order to carry out 
their duties. 

NCSC The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) formerly 
CESG is the UK government’s National Technical 
Authority for Information Assurance. The NCSC website 
is https://www.ncsc.gov.uk  

OFFICIAL 

OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE 

the term ‘OFFICIAL’ is used to describe the baseline level 
of ‘security classification’ described within the 
Government Security Classification Policy (GSCP) which 
details the level of protection to be afforded to information 
by HMG, for all routine public sector business, operations 
and services.  

the ‘OFFICIAL–SENSITIVE’ caveat is used to identify a 
limited subset of OFFICIAL information that could have 
more damaging consequences (for individuals, an 
organisation or government generally) if it were lost, 
stolen or published in the media, as described in the 
Government Security Classification Policy. 

Secure Sanitisation Secure sanitisation is the process of treating data held on 
storage media to reduce the likelihood of retrieval and 
reconstruction to an acceptable level. Some forms of 
sanitisation will allow you to re-use the media, while 
others are destructive in nature and render the media 
unusable. Secure sanitisation was previously covered by 
“Information Assurance Standard No. 5 - Secure 
Sanitisation” (“IS5”) issued by the former CESG. 
Guidance can now be found at: 
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/secure-sanitisation-
storage-media  

 

The disposal of physical documents and hardcopy 
materials advice can be found at: 
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/secure-destruction 

Security and Information Risk Advisor 

CCP SIRA 

SIRA 

the Security and Information Risk Advisor (SIRA) is a role 
defined under the NCSC Certified Professional (CCP) 
Scheme.  See also: 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/articles/about-certified-
professional-scheme  

SPF 

HMG Security Policy Framework 

This is the definitive HMG Security Policy which 
describes the expectations of the Cabinet Secretary and 
Government’s Official Committee on Security on how 
HMG organisations and third parties handling HMG 
information and other assets will apply protective security 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/secure-sanitisation-storage-media
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/secure-sanitisation-storage-media
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/secure-destruction
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/articles/about-certified-professional-scheme
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/articles/about-certified-professional-scheme
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to ensure HMG can function effectively, efficiently and 
securely. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/security-
policy-framework  

Tailored Assurance 

[formerly called CTAS, or, 

CESG Tailored Assurance] 

 

is an ‘information assurance scheme’ which provides 
assurance for a wide range of HMG, MOD, Critical 
National Infrastructure (CNI) and public sector customers 
procuring IT systems, products and services, ranging 
from simple software components to national 
infrastructure networks. 
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/documents/ctas-principles-and-
methodology  

 

1.1 The Supplier shall comply with Departmental Security Standards for Contractors which include 
but are not constrained to the following clauses.  

1.2 Where the Supplier will provide ICT products or services or otherwise handle information at 
OFFICIAL on behalf of the Department, the requirements under Cabinet Office Procurement 
Policy Note – Use of Cyber Essentials Scheme certification - Action Note 09/14 25 May 2016, or 
any subsequent updated document, are mandated; that “contractors supplying products or 
services to HMG shall have achieved, and retain certification at the appropriate level, under the 
HMG Cyber Essentials Scheme”.  The certification scope must be relevant to the services 
supplied to, or on behalf of, the Department. 

1.3 The Supplier shall be able to demonstrate conformance to, and show evidence of such 
conformance to the ISO/IEC 27001 (Information Security Management Systems Requirements) 
standard, including the application of controls from ISO/IEC 27002 (Code of Practice for 
Information Security Controls). 

1.4 The Supplier shall follow the UK Government Security Classification Policy (GSCP) in respect of 
any Departmental Data being handled in the course of providing this service, and will handle this 
data in accordance with its security classification. (In the event where the Supplier has an 
existing Protective Marking Scheme then the Supplier may continue to use this but must map the 
HMG security classifications against it to ensure the correct controls are applied to the 
Departmental Data).  

1.5 Departmental Data being handled in the course of providing an ICT solution or service must be 
segregated from all other data on the Supplier’s or sub-contractor’s own IT equipment to protect 
the Departmental Data and enable the data to be identified and securely deleted when required. 
In the event that it is not possible to segregate any Departmental Data then the Supplier and any 
sub-contractor shall be required to ensure that it is stored in such a way that it is possible to 
securely delete the data in line with clause 1.14 of this Schedule. 

1.6 The Supplier shall have in place and maintain physical security, in line with those outlined in 
ISO/IEC 27002 including, but not limited to, entry control mechanisms (e.g. door access) to 
premises and sensitive areas  

1.7 The Supplier shall have in place and maintain an access control policy and process for the logical 
access (e.g. identification and authentication) to ICT systems to ensure only authorised 
personnel have access to Departmental Data. 

1.8 The Supplier shall have in place and shall maintain procedural, personnel, physical and technical 
safeguards to protect Departmental Data, including but not limited to: physical security controls; 
good industry standard policies and process; anti-virus and firewalls; security updates and up-to-
date patching regimes for anti-virus solutions; operating systems, network devices, and 
application software, user access controls and the creation and retention of audit logs of system 
use. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/security-policy-framework
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/security-policy-framework
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/documents/ctas-principles-and-methodology
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/documents/ctas-principles-and-methodology
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/procurement-policy-note-0914-cyber-essentials-scheme-certification
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1.9 Any data in transit using either physical or electronic transfer methods across public space or 
cyberspace, including mail and couriers systems, or third party provider networks must be 
protected via encryption which has been certified to FIPS 140-2 standard or a similar method 
approved by the Department prior to being used for the transfer of any Departmental Data. 

1.10 Storage of Departmental Data on any portable devices or media shall be limited to the absolute 
minimum required to deliver the stated business requirement and shall be subject to Clause 1.11 
and 1.12 below. 

1.11 Any portable removable media (including but not constrained to pen drives, flash drives, memory 
sticks, CDs, DVDs, or other devices) which handle, store or process Departmental Data to deliver 
and support the service, shall be under the control and configuration management of the 
contractor or (sub-)contractors providing the service, shall be both necessary to deliver the 
service and shall be encrypted using a product which has been certified to FIPS140-2 standard 
or another encryption standard that is acceptable to the Department. 

1.12 All portable ICT devices, including but not limited to laptops, tablets, smartphones or other 
devices, such as smart watches, which handle, store or process Departmental Data to deliver 
and support the service, shall be under the control and configuration management of the 
contractor or sub-contractors providing the service, and shall be necessary to deliver the service. 
These devices shall be full-disk encrypted using a product which has been certified to FIPS140-2 
standard or another encryption standard that is acceptable to the Department. 

1.13 Whilst in the Supplier’s care all removable media and hardcopy paper documents containing 
Departmental Data must be handled securely and secured under lock and key when not in use 
and shall be securely destroyed when no longer required, using either a cross-cut shredder or a 
professional secure disposal organisation. 

1.14 When necessary to hand carry removable media and/or hardcopy paper documents containing 
Departmental Data, the media or documents being carried shall be kept under cover and 
transported in such a way as to ensure that no unauthorised person has either visual or physical 
access to the material being carried. This clause shall apply equally regardless of whether the 
material is being carried inside or outside of company premises. 

1.15 At the end of the contract or in the event of equipment failure or obsolescence, all Departmental 
information and data, in either hardcopy or electronic format, that is physically held or logically 
stored on the Supplier’s ICT infrastructure must be securely sanitised or destroyed and 
accounted for in accordance with the current HMG policy using a NCSC approved product or 
method. Where sanitisation or destruction is not possible for legal, regulatory or technical 
reasons, such as a Storage Area Network (SAN) or shared backup tapes, then the Supplier or 
sub-contractor shall protect the Department’s information and data until the time, which may be 
long after the end of the contract, when it can be securely cleansed or destroyed.  

1.16 Access by Supplier or sub-contractor staff to Departmental Data shall be confined to those 
individuals who have a “need-to-know” in order to carry out their role; and have undergone 
mandatory pre-employment screening, to a minimum of HMG Baseline Personnel Security 
Standard (BPSS); or hold an appropriate National Security Vetting clearance as required by the 
Department. All Supplier or sub-contractor staff must complete this process before access to 
Departmental Data is permitted. 

1.17 All Supplier or sub-contractor employees who handle Departmental Data must have annual 
awareness training in protecting information. 

1.18 The Supplier shall, as a minimum, have in place robust Business Continuity arrangements and 
processes including IT disaster recovery plans and procedures that conform to ISO 22301 to 
ensure that the delivery of the contract is not adversely affected in the event of an incident. An 
incident shall be defined as any situation that might, or could lead to, a disruption, loss, 
emergency or crisis to the services delivered. If a ISO 22301 certificate is not available the 
supplier will provide evidence of the effectiveness of their ISO 22301 conformant Business 
Continuity arrangements and processes including IT disaster recovery plans and procedures. 
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This should include evidence that the Supplier has tested or exercised these plans within the last 
12 months and produced a written report of the outcome, including required actions.  

1.19 Any suspected or actual breach of the confidentiality, integrity or availability of Departmental Data 
being handled in the course of providing this service, or any non-compliance with these 
Departmental Security Standards for Contractors, or other Security Standards pertaining to the 
solution, shall be investigated immediately and escalated to the Department by a method agreed 
by both parties. 

1.20 The Supplier shall ensure that any IT systems and hosting environments that are used to handle, 
store or process Departmental Data shall be subject to independent IT Health Checks (ITHC) 
using a NCSC approved ITHC provider before go-live and periodically (at least annually) 
thereafter. The findings of the ITHC relevant to the service being provided are to be shared with 
the Department and all necessary remedial work carried out. In the event of significant security 
issues being identified, a follow up remediation test may be required. 

1.21 The Supplier or sub-contractors providing the service will provide the Department with full details 
of any storage of Departmental Data outside of the UK or any future intention to host 
Departmental Data outside the UK or to perform any form of ICT management, support or 
development function from outside the UK. The Supplier or sub-contractor will not go ahead with 
any such proposal without the prior written agreement from the Department. 

1.22 The Department reserves the right to audit the Supplier or sub-contractors providing the service 
within a mutually agreed timeframe but always within seven days of notice of a request to audit 
being given. The audit shall cover the overall scope of the service being supplied and the 
Supplier’s, and any sub-contractors, compliance with the clauses contained in this Section. 

1.23 The Supplier shall contractually enforce all these Departmental Security Standards for 
Contractors onto any third-party suppliers, sub-contractors or partners who could potentially 
access Departmental Data in the course of providing this service. 

1.24 The Supplier and sub-contractors shall undergo appropriate security assurance activities as 
determined by the Department. Supplier and sub-contractors shall support the provision of 
appropriate evidence of assurance and the production of the necessary security documentation 
such as completing DfE Security Assurance Model (DSAM) process or the Business Service 
Assurance Model (BSAM). This will include obtaining any necessary professional security 
resources required to support the Supplier’s and sub-contractor’s security assurance activities 
such as: a NCSC Certified Cyber Security Consultancy (CCSC) or NCSC Certified Professional 
(CCP) Security and Information Risk Advisor (SIRA)  
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APPENDIX 2 TO SCHEDULE 8 

Processing, Personal Data and Data Subjects 

This Schedule shall be completed by the Controller, who may take account of the view of the Processors, 
however the final decision as to the content of this Schedule shall be with the Controller at its absolute 
discretion.   

1. The contact details of the Controller’s Data Protection Officer are: Louise Baker, Level 1, 
Sanctuary Buildings, Great Smith Street, London, SW1P 3BT. Tel: 020 7783 8656  

2. The contact details of the Processor’s Data Protection Officer are: David Finlayson, Personnel 
Hygiene Services Limited, Block B, Western Industrial Estate, Caerphilly, CF83 1XH, Tel: 029 
2080 9197.  

3. The Processor shall comply with any further written instructions with respect to processing by the 
Controller. 

4. Any such further instructions shall be incorporated into this Schedule.  

Description Details 

Identity of the Controller and 
Processor 

The Parties acknowledge that for the purposes of the Data Protection 
Legislation, the Customer is the Controller and the Supplier is the 
Processor in accordance with clause 1 of this Schedule 8. 

Subject matter of the 
processing  

Identifying information of the employees at each of the Customer’s 
network of schools and institutions providing 16 – 19 education to which 
the Supplier shall be delivering products and services (each a “School” for 
the purposes of this Appendix 2).  

Duration of the processing  The duration of the processing is the duration of the Agreement. 

Nature and purposes of the 
processing  

The nature of the processing is the collection, storage, retrieval, use and 
up to date maintenance during the lifetime of the Agreement and 
anonymisation and encryption following expiry of the Agreement. 

Type of Personal Data  School contact name, title, telephone number, business address and 
email address. 

Categories of Data Subject  School employees. 

Plan for return and destruction 
of the data  

once the processing is 
complete UNLESS 
requirement under union or 
member state law to preserve 
that type of data  

The data shall be anonymised, encrypted and put beyond use following 
expiry of the Agreement so that the data subjects are no longer 
identifiable. 
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SCHEDULE 9 

Commercially Sensitive Information  

1. Any information provided to the DfE by the supplier, which if disclosed to a third party is likely to 
prejudice the supplier’s commercial interests, specifically: 

2.  unit prices contained in the Tables within Schedule 3 

3. Supplier and third party owned IP  

4.  Supplier operations and logistics processes,  

5. Supplier IT systems, business plans,  
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SCHEDULE 10 

The Supplier's Solution 

2.1 Sourcing Products  

The range of products that you will make available to institutions and how these meet the needs 

of the learners in scope. 

The quality of the products provided, including any associated laboratory/ user testing results. 

How you will ensure sufficient volumes of products are available from January 2020 

The ability to manage fluctuating demand in terms of volumes and product types 

Flexibility of the sourcing process to allow for the introduction of new products, if requested by 

the Department, during the term. 

 

We are flexible and recognise that this type and scale of project is new and that the schools, DfE and phs 

will need to understand more about demand from the learners as the programme progresses.  We have 

made our selection based on i) our solid understanding of the Period Product market for learners ii) close 

collaboration with manufacturers to understand customer need; iii) xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx, iv) options for environmental 

consideration 

Product range 

Our range has been selected to include product type, absorbency, size and environmental credentials.  

10 core products: 

 Sanitary towels – two absorbencies 

 Applicator tampons – three absorbencies 

 Non-applicator tampons- three absorbencies 

 Environmentally friendly sanitary towels – two absorbencies 
 

Always & Tampax Products: 

Sanitary towel pads:  

These are the most chosen format in Great Britain particularly for the age group in this tender.  

Always Ultra Sanitary Towels have Secureguard contours and Super absorbent core with liquid-

locking gel that can't leak.  Always Ultra also have Odour Neutralising Technology which locks 

odours and doesn’t just mask them.  Always Ultra sanitary towels are just 3mm thin, with a 

comfortable top sheet and Dermatologically tested to be gentle on skin. We know that a girl’s 

confidence plummets during puberty and during this stage in a learner’s development their 

confidence can be severely impacted further through inexperience. The Always Brand will bring 

reassurance through the technology within the product, and also the confidence of using the 

Number 1 Brand in the Femcare category, reassuring end users during this key time. 

Applicator tampons – Tampax Compak 

Plastic applicator tampons are the most used format out of the tampon category within this target age 

group.  Tampax Compak offers protection and discretion (the tampon is small in size for protection on the 

go - retractable plastic applicator).  With absorption channels to absorb directly to the core and a protective 

skirt to help prevent leaks for a worry-free period.  Trusted leak free protection to let you do whatever you 

like. Once again gives confidence at a difficult time of the month for this target age group.   

Lil-lets Non Applicator Tampons: 
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Lil-Lets non-applicator tampons contain up to 97% less plastic than their plastic applicator equivalent and 

make sense from an environmental choice. Lil-Lets non-applicator tampons expand all the way round for 

amazing comfort and protection against leaks allowing for a worry free experience from users. Free from 

fragrance and chlorine bleach for safety reasons. Less complicated for learners use. 

Lil-lets Environmentally Friendly Pads: 

Made from an organic cotton top sheet with a biodegradable back sheet made from corn starch and the 

individual wrapping also made from corn starch. Certified by GOTS (the organic content standard). This 

gives learners the same comfort and protection whilst also allowing them to make a difference to the 

environment. 

15 additional products: 

 Applicator Tampons with cardboard applicators -  three absorbencies and strong environmental 

consideration 

 Organic non applicator tampons – three absorbencies 

 Teen Pads – day and night 

 Reusable Towels and bag – for strong environmental consideration 

 Menstrual Cups – cuts down on repeat orders of throw away products for environmental 

consideration 
 

Applicator Tampons with a cardboard Applicator: 

Tampax Blue offers a widthways expanding tampon with a cardboard applicator. A protective skirt to 

avoid leaks and an anti slip grip for ease of use. The cardboard applicator allows users a more 

environmentally friendly option, reducing plastic waste. 

Organic Non Applicator Tampons: 

Providing a choice for consumers who wish to use an organic tampon. 

Lil-Lets Organic tampons are made from 100% Organic cotton no fragrance, dyes or chlorine bleach 

Teen Pads: 

Designed smaller for the perfect fit for teenage bodies, and as absorbent as an adult pad. These are 

provided folded and wrapped for discretion and have stay put wings for protection. In primary education, 

pre-teens may not yet understand their flow and may be unable to understand the correct absorbency 

tampon for any one particular day making towels an easier option. Wrexham and Flintshire County 

Council chose these as their preferred option for phs to service their primary and secondary schools. 

Bloom & Nora Reusable Pads: 

Ethically made in a UK factory to Oeko-Tex standards these colourful pads bring a fun element to  

users allowing them both comfort and style. There are no harmful chemicals or dyes and the reusable 

element means that plastics are drastically reduced. They have a contoured fit and popper pads to 

ensure the towel stays in place and can be washed at 40 degrees. Pads for two flows are  

indicated but there are two additional pads available for heavier flows. 

Menstrual Cups: 

Hold up to 3 x more than a regular tampon this is an environmentally friendly option eliminating the  

use of tampons and towels that do not biodegrade. It is made from soft, medical grade silicone and  

are comfortable for learners to use and be worry free. 
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Product packaging  

 All individual products will be wrapped individually for hygiene reasons.  

 Products will be supplied with instructions for use and warnings on potential risks, including 

Toxic Shock Syndrome.  We will make additional product information available in electronic 

format should Institutions want additional copies.  We recommend that Tampons are provided in 

their original packaging with the instructions leaflet so that important usage advice is available. 

 Tampons will be within 2 years of their expiry date when delivered to the Institution and the 

expiry date will be clearly displayed on the outer packaging.   
Products will conform with: 

i) Legislation:  

 General Product Safety Regulations 2005 

 Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning 

registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals  

 Regulation (EC) No 528/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the 

making available on the market and use of biocidal products 
ii) National: 

 BS EN 12704:2016- Adhesive for paper and board, packaging and disposal sanitary products 
iii) Voluntary Standards 

 UK Code of Practice for Tampon Manufacturers and Distributors 
 

The two suppliers we have chosen to partner with are both brand leaders in their field and follow strict 

quality standards. 

P&G 

Procter & Gamble has a rigorous global Quality Assurance program comprising regular QA and GMP 

audits, together with stringent follow up requirements, at all production sites. The program is based on 

detailed and strict Procter & Gamble QA requirements. These requirements are consistent with ISO 

standards 9001, ISO standards 22716 and, where appropriate, with the GMP guidelines currently in force 

for Drug and Cosmetic products in the United States of America and the European Union. To ensure that 

this high standard is not only maintained but continuously improved, a Self Improvement Program exists 

at every site. In addition, regular audits on a regular basis will continue to be conducted in the future by 

Worldwide and/or Regional Quality Assurance.  

Procter & Gamble applies the highest standards to ensure the safety of our products.  

The pre market safety assessment of the hygiene products is a systematic, stepwise process that 

includes toxicological evaluation of the raw materials. Confirmatory skin compatibility testing or 

prospective, controlled clinical trials to assess product safety-in-use are conducted as needed especially 

for innovative products. A broad clinical database developed over the past 20 years indicates that 

modern hygiene products are not associated with significant dermatologic, or microbiologic effects. 

Postmarket surveillance provides further reassurance that these products are acceptable to consumers 

worldwide. 

Lil-Lets  

 All factories manufacturing Lil-Lets products are ISO 9001 certified.. Although feminine hygiene products 

are not regulated as medical devices within the UK and EU, the factories follow the hygiene guidelines 

recommended under GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice). Two factories have full GMP certification and 

one has ISO 13485, the quality standard for the manufacture of medical devices. The latter also has IFS-

HPC for Personal Hygiene products as well as being FDA approved for tampon production. Lil-Lets 

Organic cotton tampons are certified by the UK Soil Association as meeting the Global Organic Textile 

Standard (GOTS). 
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Lil-Lets performs user testing to benchmark its products and when introducing new products or new 

product features. A recent example would be Lil-Lets Organic non-applicator tampons which were 

benchmarked against Lil-Lets non-applicator tampons and against a leading brand of Organic tampons.  

Lil-Lets adheres strictly to the UK Code of Practice for Tampon manufacturers and distributors and are 

active members of the Absorbent Hygiene Product Manufacturers Association (AHPMA). AHPMA is 

affiliated to EDANA (European Association representing non-wovens and related products, including the 

absorbent hygiene products industry) in Brussels and is an active participant within its European 

communications arm, HAPCO.  Dr Caroline Bradley, Lil-Lets’ Group Quality and Technical Manager 

plays an active role in the AHPMA tampon working group, which sets rigorous quality standards for the 

UK. 

phs have a recall process in the unlikely event of any product quality or safety issues that would include 

the quarantine of products at our distribution centre and the location and collection of any product that 

had been distributed to Institutions. 

We recognise that this is a large-scale project, however we have i) a solid track record in managing 

multisite contracts; ii) understanding of the Period Poverty agenda through contracts we are already 

supplying; iii) robust forecasting and planning tools.  

We will start forecasting products in September 2019, using the data supplied to us by DfE. We will send 

an introductory email to all schools in September/October to introduce ourselves and gauge initial 

interest.  

We will share forecasts with our supply chain and placing orders in September/October.  We have 

contingency, second tier suppliers available if we need.   

xx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxx xx xxx xxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxx xx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xx xxxx xxxxxx xx xxx xxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx     

xx xxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxx xx xxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx   

Changing demand 

Most importantly we are committed to providing a service that is demand led and responsive  

to the needs of learners.  We will gather feedback on volumes and products types through consulting 

directly with Institutions.   

On a monthly basis, we will analyse our stock levels ad take-up by institutions and change our ordering 

profiles accordingly.  

We propose monthly meetings with the DFE to talk about demand and product preferences.  

Diverse base of Institutions 

We recognise that there are a range of different Institutions that will be accessing project e.g. Differing 

ages of pupils, differing socio economic backgrounds of pupils.  We also note that the requirements of a 

village primary school may be very different to a large inner city secondary school.  This will be evident 

through the number and type of products ordered. We also expect Institutions to have varying levels of 

storage for the products.   

Responsive supply 

We will establish SLAs on delivery with suppliers, with delivery of new products expected to be within 5 

working days of receipt of order.  

We maintain positive relationships with our suppliers, meeting with them regularly and will work with 

them as and when new products need to be added to the portfolio.   

Whilst we do have preferred suppliers we have hundreds of suppliers in our supply chain that we could 

utilise to facilitate new products.   

Flexibility of introducing new products.   
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We have a comprehensive yet quick new product onboarding process that comprises an initial review of 

product, specification review, user and/or QA testing.  If required, we can add an additional product into 

the portfolio within a very short period of time.  

Phs could consider trialling new products potentially with selected schools to assess their suitability. 

 

2.2 Ordering Process 

 The utilisation of reliable and user friendly interface channel(s). 

 Dedicated customer support to be provided to customers. 

 All aspects of the service are fully accessible in line with Departmental guidelines 

 Appropriate contingency arrangements proposed in the event primary interface(s) are 

unavailable for any period of time 

 A suitably robust verification process proposed which integrates with the ordering process 

whilst remaining easy for institutions to use 

 The ability to ensure that institutions do not exceed their upper spend limit 

 An acceptable frequency and duration of the ordering windows per annum proposed, taking 

into account academic term times. 

 Where appropriate, the interface(s) will comply with General Data Protection Regulations, 

specified Government Digital Standards and the Cyber Essentials Plus scheme. 

 Systems and processes are accessible to all. 

 Plans for any communication or marketing activity to support this scheme 

 

As per the specified contract terms, we will be able to receive orders from institutions from January 2020, 

delivering sanitary goods across England, within the agreed timescale of 5 working days from receipt of 

order. However, despite the 5 day requested delivery lead time we will always aim to deliver the goods 

out to each institution as soon as possible. xxx xxxxxx xxxx x xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx 

xxxxx xx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xx xxxxx 

The contract would be managed by our xxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxx xx 

xxx xxxxxxxxx  

Ordering Interface Channels 

We will provide three user interface channels to enable the institutions to order the goods: 

1) Telephone Line 
Our main telephone line is accessible between the hours of 8:30am and 5:00pm Monday to Friday 

excluding Bank Holidays. We have an answerphone facility in place for any calls received out of these 

hours. The answerphone system is monitored by our Customer Care Team, who retrieve any out of 

hours messages and communicate them to the relevant area within the company. Calls to our telephone 

line are at a local low rate call charge.  

2) Email Ordering Process 
xx xxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 

xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xx xxxx xxxx xx xxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx  

3) Online Ordering Platform 
Our Online ordering platform is designed to be extremely user friendly, intuitive and simple to use. The 

system compliments the fast-changing environment that our customers require of us. The system is 

available for orders to be placed 365 days per annum at any time. The system allows the user to access 

their designated sites on a national level with site specific product history and order volumes. Site 

specific order placements are made by the user who has access to budgetary controls (month spend 
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versus budget) and offers a unique product lockdown system, where the management team can restrict 

or approve purchase of goods in line with their contractual obligations. Once accessing the site via 

secure log in details, the site will be bespoke to the institution, and will also feature DfE branding if 

required. The exact specification of the site will be discussed and agreed with the DfE prior to contract 

launch. The site will include a chat function, operating between the hours of 8:30am and 5:00pm. Out of 

these hours there will be the facility to send a message which will be responded to the following working 

day.  

The portal will comply with Government Digital Standards specifically by being simple to use; available to 

all eligible users; secure, and therefore protecting users’ privacy; and reliable. We will also ensure that all 

processing of data should be undertaken in compliance with General Data Protection Regulations where 

applicable.  

xx xxx xxxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxx xxx xx xx xxxxxxx xxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx   xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxx xxxxxxx  

xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xx 

xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xx xxxxxxx 

xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx x xxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx  

xxx xxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx x xxxxxx xx 

xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx  

Ordering Platform Accessibility 

It is our aim to assist the DfE and all institutions to the best of our ability, and we are happy to spend time 

assisting institutions with any queries they may have. We will provide comprehensive guides on the 

ordering process, including processes for all ordering platforms available. We will provide instructions 

and demos for online platform users, including videos and/or screen shots to explain the process. This 

will be made available to all institutions as part of their initial Welcome Pack.   

Contingency Arrangements 

We have three ordering platforms in place, all of which has been tested with its own contingency 

arrangements in place.  

We do not manage our telephone lines and computer networks from the same location, which ensures 

that in the event of an issue with either system, we are still able to connect with our customers via other 

means. 

In the event of the online ordering platform being unavailable for any period of time, we are able to 

communicate with institutions via telephone or email and can accept orders via these alternative 

methods.  If we have issues with our telephone lines, we are still able to accept orders via the online 

system and email and can redirect our telephone calls through to our secondary premises in Glasgow, 

ensuring that no product orders will be affected by such an outage.  

We have a business continuity plan in place which states that in the event of a disaster of any kind at our 

premises in the Midlands, our premises in Glasgow will assist with providing our customers with the 

same service they would expect of our Midlands branch.   

Contract Implementation 

When a new institution joins phs, we will create an account number on our internal system which is 

unique to that individual delivery location. By creating a unique account number, we can assign delivery 

instructions and/or restrictions on a site by site basis. We will set access levels if required, in the event of 

an area manager requiring the ability to place orders on behalf of multiple institutions.  
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At the point of contract implementation, we will look to seek information from each institution on their 

term dates and access times. We will also discuss ordering methods with each institution, and answer 

any questions arising from this. We can accept telephone orders between the hours of 8:30am and 

5:00pm, however we will make it clear to institutions that they can place orders out of these hours via 

email or online.  

Our internal systems communicate between one another to ensure an order request is transferred to our 

delivery partner via our stock management system.   

After the first academic term, we may look to implement a staggered ordering schedule however we will 

assess need and demand for this and obtain agreement on this prior to commencement.   

Customer Care 

Whilst we may receive orders we will also respond to enquiries regarding the process, verification, 

delivery times and dates, how to use the portal, returns, redeliver and product related issues.  When the 

query relates to a policy issue we will escalate to our contact at DfE.  

Phs will enable Institutions to request that we call them at set frequencies e.g. termly to review their 

required products. We will establish their desired contact frequencies as part of the initial contract set up.   

xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xx xxxx xxx xx x xxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxx xx xx xxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xx xxx x xxxxxx xx x xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx  

PHS is committed to providing the highest levels of customer services and continually strives to meet 

and exceed the expectations of its customers. However, we recognise that there may be times when we 

don’t get it right and our customers wish to make a complaint. We embrace the philosophy of continuous 

improvement in all aspects of our service delivery and view complaints as a valuable opportunity to 

improve our performance and ensure that we learn from our mistakes. It is our intention to provide our 

customers with access to a customer-focused complaints handling process that is open, responsive and 

fair.  

We have a highly competent Customer Care Team who are easily contactable via telephone, post, email 

and via our company website. All staff have been trained to handle customer complaints and will respond 

quickly and courteously while ensuring the details are logged accurately and the best remedy offered for 

the issue. All written complaints received via post, email and the company website will be acknowledged 

in writing within 24 hours of receipt. We aim to respond to all written correspondence within 48 hours of 

receipt. In the first instance, we would attempt to contact the correspondent via telephone, and if 

unsuccessful we would leave a message. For the complaint to be tracked at any time, each complaint 

received is allocated a unique reference number. This number is quoted on any correspondence relating 

to the complaint.  

It is our aim to resolve all complaints to our customer’s satisfaction, we will therefore monitor the speed 

and quality of our responses to verify that all complaints receive a response/resolution within agreed 

timescales, are fully and fairly investigated and offer an equitable remedy.  

While we aim to agree a remedy with our customers, any eligible complaint relating to consumer credit 

activities that has not been resolved within 8 weeks can be referred to the Financial Ombudsman Service 

who will make an independent and impartial final decision.  

 

Verification Process 

We will utilise the contact details provided by DfE to verify all Institutions at the outset.  Between 

September and December, we will set each individual school up on our internal computer system. Phs 

will work with DfE on a ‘terms of use’ policy that will be issued to all registering Institutions and the signed 

return of the document will be a prerequisite for order.   

There are no minimum order values or quantities for Institutions making orders, however there will be a 

maximum order limit per Institution per academic year.  We will design a verification process, that will be 

approved by DfE which will involve checks at the point of order.  Before any order is approved, we will 
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check that the institution is eligible (postcode search based on an institution list supplied by DfE) and that 

order levels are within the maximum allocation to date.  If the maximum order levels have been reached, 

there will a system block placed against the institution making any additional orders.   

Institutions will be able to log in (or call) and see what they have ordered to date and their budget 

remaining for the financial year. Pending orders will also be highlighted.   

After each order is fulfilled, phs will notify the Institution of their remaining Order Limit. We will notify all 

Institutions of their annual order limit prior to the start of the academic year. Institutions will also be able 

to view this information via the online ordering system. To prevent any misuse or fraudulent use, we will 

investigate any requests for changes to key account information e.g. address or primary point of contact. 

This is not something the Institution will have access to alter and we would be responsible for auditing 

this – this way it cannot be altered unnecessarily.  

Communication and Marketing 

Approach  

We will establish an engagement strategy for Institutions at the outset. We will design our strategy with 

the DfE, reviewing it periodically to ensure it is fit for purpose and is reaching the intended audience. We 

recognise that there is a diverse range of Institutions and learners and that the strategy needs to reflect 

this.   

We also recognise that the strategy needs to be impactful and designed to maximise participation in the 

programme. We understand the budgetary limit for this part of the programme, and will discuss this in 

depth with the DfE.  

xx xxxx xxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx  

We have worked hard to provide the Councils with appropriate products for their pupils. It has been a 

learning opportunity for both ourselves and the Councils, with the Period Poverty Campaign being a 

reasonably new exercise. An important aspect of the campaign is the need for a diverse range of 

products, as there is a wide range of requirements, differing from pupil to pupil, institution to institution.   

User Input  

We propose establishing a user group, which will be a selection of institutions that we will consult with on 

a six-monthly basis primarily on the process and individual product selection. The user group will also 

advise on other activities that may be appropriate for institutions.  

We have an experienced and highly skilled marketing team based at our Head Office that we will utilise 

for any required marketing activity. 

Support for Institutions 

All Institutions will be issued with a pack/guidelines at the outset that will cover: 

 the ordering process and the various ways to access service;  

 storage of products 

 safety advice on products (for example Toxic Shock Syndrome Awareness) 

 briefing documents for Institutions to share with their learners to help them tackle Period Poverty 

sensitively  

 Practical resources for use designed to raise awareness e.g. posters and leaflets.   
 

Working in Partnership 

We understand that some Local Authorities are more proactive in terms of the Period Poverty agenda 

and we will work with such local contacts to raise the profile of the programme.    

We will also join in with initiatives such as Menstrual Health Day on 26th May and the wider period 

poverty calendar, including activities launched by the DfE Period Poverty taskforce.  
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Branding 

All documentation issued to Institutions will be branded in accordance with DfE Branding and Style 

guidelines. 

 

2.3 Delivery & Logistics 

Approach takes into account academic term times and institution opening times 

The service provides appropriate communications to customers from order placement through to  

completion of delivery 

An appropriate re-delivery and returns procedure. 

 

Delivery Approach 

Our priority is to get products to Institutions on time and in full.  

phs are familiar with working in accordance with academic term times, and xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx Upon registering each location on our system, we 

will ensure to consolidate contact information and other site specific information such as delivery 

instructions and/or restrictions. We will capture access times of Institutions at contract outset, which will 

be recorded on our system and then shared with our carrier.  Any other specific access information 

shared with us by Institutions will also be shared with the carrier.  

xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xx xxxx xxx xxxxxxx x xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xx xxx xxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxx xx xxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xx xxxxx x xxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxxx 

xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxx xxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx  

xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxx xxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxx x xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxxxxx 

xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxx  

If orders are placed via the online portal, Institutions can track their order status including expected and 

actual date of delivery. If an order is made via phone or email the Institution will receive an 

acknowledgement of order by email once it has been processed and verified.  They will all receive an 

expected delivery date for the order. Our carrier will request a signature on delivery and we can request 

a signed proof of delivery if required.  

After the first order is made, phs will contact each Institution 2-3 days after delivery to check they are 

happy with the order and gain feedback on the process.  

At the end of year 1, phs will attempt to contact all Institutions schools to check on their current levels of 

products.  This will enable them to plan for the next academic year and will assist with the forecasting 

process, ensuring there is sufficient product for the following year.  

We have a clear Quality Assurance process when picking and packing an order, however in the unlikely 

event that the full order is not received by the customer we ask that the institution notifies us within seven 

working days so we can investigate fully.  

Re-delivery: 
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We would hope this will be minimal as we will have created individual files for Institutions on our system 

and all access times and instructions will be consolidated, however if there is nobody available on site to 

receive the delivery our carrier would look to redeliver the next working day. This is something they 

would communicate to phs so that our Customer Care Team can update the institute of the rearranged 

delivery date. We would also ensure that the institute receives communication as soon as possible to 

advise of the delivery failure. We would hope that we have captured all delivery instructions/restrictions 

to avoid times or days when delivery is not possible, however if this is not the case we will ensure to 

update our records as soon as we are aware of a delivery restriction we did not have captured initially.  

Returns:  

Phs will have a documented returns policy available to all Institutions and contained within the welcome 

pack.  

We recognise that there may be a requirement to return goods to phs. At PHS we are committed to 

setting and maintaining standards to our customers. We strive to provide an effective and consistent 

service to all customers, providing our customers with the highest quality goods possible. However, we 

understand that on rare occasions products we supply may be found to be faulty or defective.  

We currently hold the ISO9001 accreditation, with our Product and Supply Manager being responsible for 

ensuring we are providing the highest quality possible to our customers. The Product and Supply 

Manager has almost 20 years experience of working within the consumables industry and interacting 

with a wide range of product suppliers. Any quality failures are quarantined in our warehouse and sent 

back to our supplier for a credit or replacement. If we find an issue with a product which has not been 

picked up by the quality checks at a manufacturing level, we ensure that the goods are not dispatched 

out to our customers, and we discuss potential alternative products if we feel there may be a delay in 

delivering the goods to the customer. 

Institutions can return goods at any stage in the contract, however due to the shelf life of products we will 

not accept products that have been with the Institution for more than 60 days.  Returns need to be in a 

sealed, unopened box, and therefore for hygiene purposes we cannot accept the return of individual 

products.   

To return stock to phs, the Institution would need to contact us via telephone or email requesting a return 

of goods. Our Customer Care Team would then discuss the process for returns, advising that we will 

arrange for the goods to be collected from the delivery location. Once back in phs premises, the product 

would then be checked and booked back into the stock system and the order history of the institution 

would be updated to reflect the return. If there are faulty goods to be returned to us, we will arrange for 

the goods to be collected the following working day (or a day at the convenience of the institute), whilst 

also arranging for a new delivery of replacement goods.  

We aim to reduce the likelihood of returns if there is a robust forecasting process in place. We 

understand that due to the Period Poverty Campaign being in its early stages, many institutions may not 

have a clear understanding of the volume of product required. We will therefore discuss in depth our plan 

for dispatching goods to each site within the agreed timescales, whilst also ensuring enough of each 

product is provided for the number of female users in the institution. We feel that if we can forecast the 

volume of product required per pupil, we will be able to put together a comprehensive plan for the size of 

orders to be dispatched to each institute. xx xxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxx We spent a substantial amount of time discussing requirements with 

the Councils for each of their delivery locations, and therefore we will be able to use this experience to 

aid us in our estimations of product usage for each DfE location. We will look at female pupil numbers for 

each location, and cross reference this against the sanitary product usage per pupil, calculated using our 

management information reporting for xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx councils.  

 

2.4 Track Record 

Your organisation’s experience in delivering large goods and services contracts across sectors. 

An ability to successfully deliver similar requirements including customer service 
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Clear links demonstrated between these experiences and this project 

phs are market leaders and the largest supplier of hygiene services within the UK, ROI and Spain.  Our 

team has almost 30 years’ experience in providing customers with consistent, high quality consumables 

from one large, centrally located warehouse, providing a fast service and delivery.  Rather than being 

tied to one supplier, phs source our products from across the market to offer a wide selection of supplies 

at the best possible prices. 

We are highly experienced in serevicing the education sector.  xx xxxxx xxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 

xxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx  xx xxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx  

Delivering for Multisite customers and accounts 

phs is experienced in working alongside large multi-site organisations to meet requirements.  Our Team 

currently have several large customers on their portfolio, each with their own requirements. 

We conduct site surveys and validate details at the outset to ensure that we have the correct delivery 

instructions, noting different access times and ensuring that we label parcels correctly.   

Understanding our customers 

Customer service is central to phs, which is why we make a commitment to fully understand our 

customers’ requirements.  Our team create a customer profile, detailing products taken, pricing, delivery 

instructions/restrictions and other significant information. Having profiles in place means our support 

network can easily assist DfE and quickly respond to queries. 

phs have an excellent communication and customer service record, which is reflected in our delivery 

approach. Each new account is created on our system with a unique account number.  We ensure that 

delivery information is correct, mindful of the different delivery instructions linked to each account and 

where customers share their address with other institutions. By validating delivery information, we reduce 

the possibility of incorrect deliveries taking place. 

We are highly skilled and experienced in providing contract implementation on a large scale. We have 

worked with multi-location contracts and have maintained their business for many years due in part to the 

fact that we have a highly competent team who understand the complexities of each customer. Having 

such a varied customer base means that no two customers are the same and that each has their own 

requirements and expectations from the contract outset. With all new customers, we make it a priority to 

learn as much as we can about the contract expectancies, to ensure that all areas are covered in the 

contract mobilisation.  

xx xxxxx xxxx xxxx x xxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxx We have worked with them to continually develop 

and improve the contract service, which has encouraged them to extend the contract multiple times. Our 

Procurement and Account Management teams work together to introduce innovative solutions to assist 

with requirements. We have an excellent working relationship with the sites and managers, which is 

partly why we have maintained the business successfully for over a decade. 

We take a very similar approach with all new Key Account customers, as we are confident that our 

implementation process has proven successful with our larger multi location customers. 

Experience working on period poverty projects 

phs has conducted research into the impact that period poverty is having on young women across the 

UK, and our white paper is available to read and download on our website.  

xxx xxxx xxxxxxx x xxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx This has seen us provide sanitaryware to 

82 education locations to date. We have worked closely with each council, to ensure that we understand 

the requirements of each institution. This has taken careful planning and understanding of products 

required by each site, along with order frequencies, access restrictions, and usages. The institutions 

were unable to provide us with usage requirements, and therefore we worked closely with them to not 

only calculate initial order requirements, but also gain feedback from sites regarding the products and 

quantities supplied. 
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 xxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xx 

xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxx 
xxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xx xxx xxxxx xxxx xxx x xx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxx 
xxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 

xx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx In addition, sanitary products have also 

been provided to primary schools and will be dispensed by teaching staff, as part of a drive to tackle the 

issue of period poverty across Wales following a grant from the Welsh Government. xx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx   xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxx 

xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxr xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxx x xxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxx xxx xx xxxxx xx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

We have gained experience on several period poverty projects including those outlined above that we 

will bring to DfE.  

This includes: 

 Our proactive approach to maximise take up has involved us contacting institutions and working 

with local education authorities to target the hardest to reach 

 Our experience in working with institutions has shown us the importance of having accurate 

access times/delivery schedules.  Our experiences have highlighted that there is varying levels 

of understanding on period poverty from learners and institutions.  We have realised that there is 

a requirement to educate to minimise the stigma and maximise take up.  Our marketing support 

which includes video, media, social media and poster campaigns has been important on 

previous contracts and we would bring this experience to the DfE. 

 

2.5 Management and governance 

The leadership, governance and partnership arrangements in place to manage the project 

The quality assessments that will be undertaken to ensure an effective and reliable service 

throughout the duration of the contract. 

Commitment to gathering feedback from participating institutions 

How you plan to meet the Department’s requirements for regular management information, and 

how you will use this to promote continuous improvement in contract delivery. 

 

We will have a clear and documented governance structure for the contract, that will be supported by 

robust risk management.   

Contract Management  

Phs shall provide to DfE a contract management plan for approval by the beginning of October 2019.   

We shall attend quarterly review and monthly progress meetings with DfE.  We will work with DfE to 

agree an agenda for these meetings however we expect it to include as a minimum: 

 Engagement/take-up at a regional and national level 

 Forecasting for next month and remainder of the year 

 Feedback from Institutions including survey results and any complaints received 
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 Issues 

 Risk register 

 Engagement strategy update 

 Contribution to the Civil Society strategy regarding the environment 
 

We will provide management information on a monthly basis as requested, reporting on expenditure at 

an institute level for both the last full month and the financial year to date.   

We will also provide reporting on a national level, including data on total expenditure to date, a 

breakdown of spend per institution, and how this reflects against budget. Using our Management 

Information data we will be able to highlight any institutions with a low/zero take-up, and focus our 

attention on improving engagement with these institutes. 

Our Leadership Team 

xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx  

xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx   

xxxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx  

On a day to day basis Adam will liaise with the Senior Executive Officer in the School Fund and Pupil 

Premium Division.   

The contract will be managed by a member of our Key Accounts Team. The team have taken a lead role 

in our current Period Poverty contracts and will provide strategic input.  

All members of the Key Accounts Team are trained appropriately for them to provide an excellent service 

to all phs customers. We allocated a dedicated Account Manager as this helps to create familiarity and 

continuity with the contract; however, by ensuring all team members are also trained appropriately, 

alternative Account Managers can assist with the DfE contract in the absence of their dedicated Account 

Manager. 

Partnership arrangements 

We have partnership arrangements in place with our product suppliers and couriers. These 

arrangements include detailed SLAs and KPIs governing the management of the contract.   

In order to work alongside phs, our suppliers must complete a detailed Pre Qualification Questionnaire 

process, with all suppliers of phs being required to meet a certain level before we can trade with them. 

We will work together with our suppliers on areas they need to improve on, in order to bring them up to 

the satisfactory level of requirement. 

Feedback on service 

We will seek feedback from Institutions on the provision of the scheme and make service improvements 

where necessary. We will make proactive contact with each institution to establish if they require 

additional products or further assistance. Particular emphasis will be placed on contacting institutions 

with low or zero take-up, to see if we can improve engagement. 

For Institutions, we will have a documented complaints process in place, with defined response times 

and channels of escalation.    

Quality assurance is very important to us.   PHS is committed to setting and maintaining standards to our 

customers. We strive to provide an effective and consistent service to all customers, providing our 

customers with the highest quality products and service. We currently hold the ISO9001 accreditation.  

We will ensure that our service is effective and reliable through the following measures: 

 Online survey issued to all of Institutions in June 2020. With a list of questions to be agreed with 

DfE, we shall seek to obtain feedback on product, process and communication.  It will be a 

simple survey taking no more than 5 minutes to complete. 
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 Work with the Project User group, a selection of schools who are consulted twice yearly.  We will 

consult with them on the process, products, communication and any developments around the 

Period Poverty agenda.  

 Phs team will meet weekly to review take-up, issues, planning.  We will utilise the Management 

Information created and look for trends and patterns in data.   

 Every month we will complete 2 mystery shopping exercises to review the customer experience.  

The feedback from this process will be made available to DfE. 

 

2.6 Resource Plan 

A clear breakdown of the project resource across the entire service delivery. 

Suitable and proportionate resource structure identified 

Plan provides flexibility to scale resource in line with demand 

Clear contingency plans in place to ensure service delivery 

 

Phs will have appropriate and resources in place for the set-up of the scheme to take place between 

October and December 2019, ready for a launch on 2nd January 2020.  

xxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx 

xxx xx xxx xxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx  

xxxx xxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxx xxxxx xx xxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxx xx xxxx xx 

xxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx  

The Key Account Team are supported by other departments within the company, in areas such as 

Distribution, Stock Control and Purchasing.  

xx xxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx x x xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx 

At PHS we work on continual analysis, forecasting and monitoring of customer stock requirements. Our 

Stock Control Team also forecast product requirements for each of our suppliers, constantly looking at 

average weekly demand, fluctuations in supply and trends. With the Stock Control Team and distribution 

network working hand in hand through a 24-hour operation, we aim for all delivery requirements to be 

met.  

Xxx xxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xx xx xx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx x xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxx xx xxxx xx xxx xxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xx xxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxx xx xxxxx x xxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxx 

xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx x xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxx xxxx xxx xx xxxx xxxx x xxxxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx  

Our IT Department are highly skilled in a variety of areas, and are readily available to assist us with any 

support required for any of our three ordering platforms, and management information needs.  

We have an experienced and skilled marketing team based at our Head Office that we will be able to 

utilise for any required marketing activity. 
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2.7 Risk Register 

Your approach to risk management and details of how this is sensible and proportionate. 

Clear mitigations identified. 

 

xxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 

1. xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx 

2. xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx 
xx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx  

 xxxxxx x xx xxx xxxx xxxx xx xxxxx xxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxx 

 xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxxx 

xxxx xxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxxx 
3. xxxx xxxxxxxxxx x xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx  xx 

xxx xx xxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxx xxxx 

xxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx   xxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx xx xxx 

xxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xx x xxxxxx xx xxxxxx    
4. xxxx xxxxxxxx x xxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx 

xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xx x xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxx xx xxx 

xxxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxx   

 

xxx xxxx xxxxxxx x xxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx  xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxx xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xx x xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx  x xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxx xxxxx  xxxx xxxx xx 

xxxxxxxx xx xxxxx xxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxx 

xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx   

xx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xx xxxx xxxxx xxx xxxx 

xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxx  

xx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxx 

1. xxxx x xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx   

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxx xxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx 

xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx    

2. xxxx x xxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 

xx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 
xxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxx  
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xxxxxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxx xxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxx x xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx x xxxxxxxxx xx 

xxxxxx   

3. xxxx x xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx  
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 

xxxxxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx  xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxx 

xxxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxx 

xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxx  xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxx xxxxxx   

4. xxxx x xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx  

xxxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 

xxxxxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx   

xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx   

xxxxxx xxxxx  

xx xxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxx xx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxx 

xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxx xx xxxxxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 

 

3.1 Impact on the Environment 

How will you reduce the impact this contract has on the environment throughout its term? 

Clear strategy for managing and reducing impact on the environment. 

Proposal contains clear environmental considerations across the entire service offering, including but not 

limited to product provision, packaging, delivery etc. 

We recognise the Civil Society Strategy and are committed to improving the environment in the long term 

to support a country that works for everyone.  

Protecting the environment is a key consideration at phs.  This includes reducing the environmental impact 

of our operations and considering the environment in our product design and selection.  

To ensure transparency and continuous improvement throughout the development of this contract, 

environmental impact will be a regular item both in internal and DFE meetings 
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We are committed to reducing our environmental impact through our service provision 

Approach 

xxx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx 

xxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx x xxx xxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxx xx x xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxx xxxxxx xx xxxx xx xxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xx 

xxxx xx xxx  

xx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxx  xx xxxxxxx xxxxx xx 

xxxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx 

lxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

xxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx  

Product provision 

At phs we don’t stand still, we are innovative in our approach and seek the most environmentally 

products and will continue to offer new sustainable products to DfE as they become available.  Our 

current product offering includes menstrual cups and Lil-let tampons which contain no harmful chemicals. 

Product disposal 

On average, it’s estimated that we flush 2.5 million tampons, 1.4 million sanitary towels and 700,000 

panty liners down our toilets, daily. Ultimately, if not caught up in a blockage, these sanitary products will 

end up washed up on our beaches or in our rivers and seas, where they take hundreds of years to break 

down. As market leaders and experts in sanitary disposal, phs would be delighted to offer institutions 

guidance and marketing materials highlighting the need to ‘be a binner not a flusher’  

State-of-the-art warehouse and distribution 

xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxx xx xxxx xxxxxx  xxx 

xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xx x xxxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xx xxx 

xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx x xxxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxx xxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxx xxx xxxx xx xx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxxxxxxxxx  

xxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxx xxx 

xxxx xx xx x xxxxxxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx 

xxx xxxxxx xx xxxx xx xxx xxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx  

Packaging 

All packaging used will be baled and then sent to a recycling facility. The sanitary products we will be 

providing to institutes will be packaged in recyclable cardboard boxes. 

xxx xxxxxxxx xxx 

xxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxx xxx xxxx xx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx  xxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxx xx xxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xx xxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx xx xxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxx x xxxxxx xxxxxxx 

xxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx xxx 

xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx x xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx  
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xxx xxxxx xxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xx x 

xxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxx xx xx xxx xxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxx x xxx 
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SCHEDULE 11 

Special Clauses 

Financial Reports and Audit Rights 

Definitions 

In this Schedule, the following definitions shall apply: 

Annual Contract Report the annual contract report to be provided by the Supplier to the 
Authority pursuant to Paragraph 1 of Part B; 

Audit Agents (a) DfE’s internal and external auditors;  

(b) DfE’s statutory or regulatory auditors;  

(c) the Comptroller and Auditor General, their staff and/or any 
appointed representatives of the National Audit Office;  

(d) HM Treasury or the Cabinet Office; 

(e) any party formally appointed by DfE to carry out audit or similar 
review functions; and 

(f) successors or assigns of any of the above;  

Contract Amendment 
Report 

the contract amendment report to be provided by the Supplier to DfE 
pursuant to Paragraph 1 of Part B; 

Final Reconciliation 
Report 

the final reconciliation report to be provided by the Supplier to DfE 
pursuant to Paragraph 1 of Part B; 

Financial Model the Contract Inception Report, the latest Annual Contract Report or 
the latest Contract Amendment  Report, whichever has been most 
recently approved by DfE in accordance with Paragraph 2 of Part B;  

Financial Reports the Contract Inception Report and the reports listed in the table in 
Paragraph 1 of Part B; 

Financial Representative a reasonably skilled and experienced member of the Supplier’s staff 
who has specific responsibility for preparing, maintaining, facilitating 
access to, discussing and explaining the Open Book Data and 
Financial Reports; 

Financial Transparency 
Objectives 

has the meaning given in Paragraph 1 of Part A; 

Material Change a Change which: 

(a) materially changes the profile of the Charges; or 

(b) varies the total Charges payable during the Term (as forecast 
in the latest Financial Model) by: 

(i) 5% or more; or 

(ii) £1m or more; 

Open Book Data complete and accurate financial and non-financial information which 
is sufficient to enable DfE to verify the Charges already paid or 
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payable and Charges forecast to be paid during the remainder of the 
Term, including details and all assumptions relating to: 

(a) the Supplier’s Costs broken down against each Service and/or 
Deliverable, including actual capital expenditure (including 
capital replacement costs) and the unit cost and total actual 
costs of all hardware and software;  

(b) operating expenditure relating to the provision of the Services 
including an analysis showing: 

(i) the unit costs and quantity of consumables and bought-in 
services;  

(ii) manpower resources broken down into the number and 
grade/role of all Supplier Personnel (free of any 
contingency) together with a list of agreed rates against 
each manpower grade;  

(iii) a list of Costs underpinning those rates for each 
manpower grade, being the agreed rate less the 
Supplier’s Profit Margin; and 

(iv) Reimbursable Expenses;  

(c) Overheads; 

(d) all interest, expenses and any other third party financing costs 
incurred in relation to the provision of the Services; 

(e) the Supplier Profit achieved over the Term and on an annual 
basis; 

(f) confirmation that all methods of Cost apportionment and 
Overhead allocation are consistent with and not more onerous 
than such methods applied generally by the Supplier; 

(g) an explanation of the type and value of risk and contingencies 
associated with the provision of the Services, including the 
amount of money attributed to each risk and/or contingency; 
and  

(h) the actual Costs profile for each Service Period.  

 

PART A: Financial Transparency Objectives and Open Book Data 

1. FINANCIAL TRANSPARENCY OBJECTIVES 

1.1 The Supplier acknowledges that the provisions of this Schedule are designed (inter alia) to 
facilitate, and the Supplier shall co-operate with DfE in order to achieve, the following objectives:  

1.1.1 Understanding the Charges 

(a) for DfE to understand any payment sought from it by the Supplier including an 
analysis of the Costs, Overhead recoveries (where relevant), time spent by 
Supplier Personnel in providing the Services and the Supplier Profit Margin;  
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(b) for both Parties to be able to understand the Financial Model and Cost forecasts 
and to have confidence that these are based on justifiable numbers and 
appropriate forecasting techniques;  

1.1.2 Agreeing the impact of Change 

(a) for both Parties to agree the quantitative impact of any Changes that affect 
ongoing costs and to identify how these could be mitigated and/or reflected in the 
Supplier’s Charges; 

(b) for both Parties to be able to review, address issues with and re-forecast progress 
in relation to the provision of the Services;  

1.1.3 Continuous improvement 

(a) for the Parties to challenge each other with ideas for efficiency and 
improvements; and 

(b) to enable DfE to demonstrate that it is achieving value for money for the tax payer 
relative to current market prices, 

(together the “Financial Transparency Objectives”). 

2. OPEN BOOK DATA 

2.1 The Supplier acknowledges the importance to DfE of the Financial Transparency Objectives and 
DfE’s need for complete transparency in the way in which the Charges are calculated. 

2.2 During the Term, and for a period of 7  years following the end of the Term, the Supplier shall: 

2.2.1 maintain and retain the Open Book Data; and 

2.2.2 disclose and allow DfE and/or the Audit Agents access to the Open Book Data. 
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PART B: Financial Reports 

1. PROVISION OF THE FINANCIAL REPORTS 

1.1 The Supplier shall provide the Contract Inception Report on or before the Effective Date; and 
during the Term the following financial reports to DfE, in the frequency specified below: 

Financial Report  When to be provided 

Contract Amendment Report  Within 1 month of a Material Change being 
agreed between the Supplier and the 
Authority  

Quarterly Contract Report  Within 1 month of the end of each Quarter  

Annual Contract Report Within 1 month of the end of the Contract 
Year to which that report relates 

Final Reconciliation Report Within 6 months after the end of the Term 

 

1.2 The Supplier shall provide to DfE the Financial Reports in the same software package (Microsoft 
Excel or Microsoft Word), layout and format as the blank templates which have been issued by 
DfE to the Supplier on or before the Effective Date for the purposes of this Contract. DfE shall be 
entitled to modify the template for any Financial Report by giving written notice to the Supplier, 
including a copy of the updated template. 

1.3 A copy of each Financial Report shall be held by both DfE and the Supplier. If there is a Dispute 
regarding a Financial Report, DfE’s copy of the relevant Financial Report shall be authoritative. 
Each Financial Report shall:  

1.3.1 be completed by the Supplier using reasonable skill and care; 

1.3.2 incorporate and use the same defined terms as are used in this Contract; 

1.3.3 quote all monetary values in pounds sterling; 

1.3.4 quote all Costs as exclusive of any VAT; andquote all Costs and Charges based on 
current prices. 

1.3.5 Each Annual Contract Report and the Final Reconciliation Report shall be certified by 
the Supplier’s Chief Financial Officer or Director of Finance (or equivalent as agreed in 
writing by DfE in advance of issue of the relevant Financial Report), acting with 
express authority, as: 

(a) being accurate and not misleading;  

(b) having been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
within the United Kingdom;  

(c) being a true and fair reflection of the information included within the Supplier’s 
management and statutory accounts; and 

(d) compliant with the requirements of Paragraph 1.3.6. 

1.3.6 The Supplier shall: 
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(a) prepare each Financial Report using the same methodology as that used for the 
Contract Inception Report; 

(b) ensure that each Annual Contract Report and each Contract Amendment Report 
(if any) is a true and fair reflection of the Costs and Supplier Profit Margin forecast 
by the Supplier; 

(c) the Final Reconciliation Report is a true and fair reflection of the Costs; and 

(d) not have any other internal financial model in relation to the Services inconsistent 
with the Financial Model. 

1.3.7 During the Term, and for a period of 18 months following the end of the Term, the 
Supplier shall make available the Financial Representative at reasonable times and on 
reasonable notice to answer any queries that the Authority may have on any of the 
Financial Reports and/or Open Book Data.  

1.3.8 If the Supplier becomes aware of the occurrence, or the likelihood of the future 
occurrence, of an event which will or may have a material effect on the following: 

(a) the Costs incurred (or those forecast to be incurred) by the Supplier; and/or 

(b) the forecast Charges for the remainder of the Term,  

(c) the Supplier shall, as soon as practicable, notify DfE in writing of the event in 
question detailing the actual or anticipated effect. For the avoidance of doubt, 
notifications provided in accordance with this Paragraph 1.3.8 shall not have the 
effect of amending any provisions of this Contract.  

2. FINANCIAL MODEL 

2.1 Following the delivery by the Supplier of each Annual Contract Report and any Contract 
Amendment Report: 

2.1.1 the Parties shall meet to discuss its contents within 10 Business Days of receipt (or 
such other period as the Parties shall agree). The Financial Representative shall 
attend the meeting;  

2.1.2 the Supplier shall make appropriate Supplier Personnel and advisers available to 
discuss any variations between the relevant Financial Report and the Contract 
Inception Report or immediately preceding Annual Contract Report or Contract 
Amendment Report (as the case may be) and to explain such variations (with 
reference to supporting evidence) to the satisfaction of DfE; and  

2.1.3 DfE shall either within 10 Business Days of the meeting referred to in Paragraph 2.1.1 
notify the Supplier that: 

(a) the relevant Financial Report contains errors or omissions or that further 
explanations or supporting information is required, in which event the Supplier 
shall make any necessary modifications to the Financial Report and/or supply DfE 
with such supporting evidence as is required to address DfE’s concerns within 10 
Business Days of such notification and DfE shall following receipt of such 
amended Financial Report and/or supporting information, approve or reject such 
Financial Report; or 

(b) DfE has approved the relevant Financial Report. 

2.1.4 Following approval by DfE of the relevant Financial Report in accordance with 
Paragraph 2.1.3, that version shall become, with effect from the date of such approval, 
the current approved version of the Financial Model for the purposes of this Contract, a 
version of which shall be held by both DfE and the Supplier. If there is a Dispute 
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regarding a Financial Report, DfE’s copy of the relevant Financial Report shall be 
authoritative. 

2.1.5 If the Parties are unable to reach agreement on any Financial Report within 30 
Business Days of its receipt by DfE, the matter shall be referred for determination in 
accordance with Clause 36 of Schedule 1 (Dispute Resolution Procedure). 

2.2 Discussion of Quarterly Contract Reports and FINAL RECONCILIATION REPORT 

2.2.1 Following the delivery by the Supplier of each Quarterly Contract Report, the Parties 
shall meet to discuss its contents within 10 Business Days of receipt (or such other 
period as the Parties shall agree). The Financial Representative shall attend the 
meeting. 

2.2.2 Following the delivery by the Supplier of the Final Reconciliation Report, the Parties 
shall meet to discuss its contents within 10 Business Days of receipt (or such other 
period as the Parties shall agree). The Financial Representative shall attend the 
meeting. 

2.3 Key Sub-contractors 

2.3.1 The Supplier shall, if requested by DfE, provide (or procure the provision of) a report or 
reports including the level of information set out in the Financial Reports in relation to 
the costs and expenses to be incurred by any of its Key Sub-contractors.  

2.3.2 Without prejudice to Paragraph 1.1 of Part C, the Supplier shall: 

(a) be responsible for auditing the financial models/reports of its Key Sub-contractors 
and for any associated costs and expenses incurred or forecast to be incurred; 
and 

(b) on written request by DfE, provide DfE or procure that DfE is provided with: 

(c) full copies of audit reports for the Key Sub-contractors. DfE shall be entitled to 
rely on such audit reports; and 

(i) further explanation of, and supporting information in relation to, any audit 
reports provided.  
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PART C: Audit Rights 

1. AUDIT RIGHTS 

1.1 DfE, acting by itself or through its Audit Agents, shall have the right during the Term and for a 
period of 18 months thereafter, to assess compliance by the Supplier and/or its Key Sub-
contractors of the Supplier’s obligations under this Contract, including for the following purposes:  

1.1.1 to verify the integrity and content of any Financial Report; 

1.1.2 to verify the accuracy of the Charges and any other amounts payable by DfE under this 
Contract (and proposed or actual variations to such Charges and payments); 

1.1.3 to verify the Costs (including the amounts paid to all Sub-contractors and any third 
party suppliers); 

1.1.4 to verify the Certificate of Costs and/or the Open Book Data;  

1.1.5 to verify the Supplier’s and each Key Sub-contractor’s compliance with this Contract 
and applicable Law;  

1.1.6 to identify or investigate actual or suspected fraud, impropriety or accounting mistakes 
or any breach or threatened breach of security and in these circumstances DfE shall 
have no obligation to inform the Supplier of the purpose or objective of its 
investigations;  

1.1.7 to identify or investigate any circumstances which may impact upon the financial 
stability of the Supplier, the Guarantor and/or any Key Sub-contractors or their ability to 
perform the Services;  

1.1.8 to obtain such information as is necessary to fulfil DfE’s obligations to supply 
information for parliamentary, ministerial, judicial or administrative purposes including 
the supply of information to the Comptroller and Auditor General;  

1.1.9 to review any books of account and the internal contract management accounts kept 
by the Supplier in connection with this Contract; 

1.1.10 to carry out DfE’s internal and statutory audits and to prepare, examine and/or certify 
DfE's annual and interim reports and accounts; 

1.1.11 to enable the National Audit Office to carry out an examination pursuant to Section 6(1) 
of the National Audit Act 1983 of the economy, efficiency and effectiveness with which 
DfE has used its resources; 

1.1.12 to verify the accuracy and completeness of any Management Information delivered or 
required by this Contract;  

1.1.13 to review any Performance Monitoring Reports and/or other records relating to the 
Supplier’s performance of the Services and to verify that these reflect the Supplier’s 
own internal reports and records;  

1.1.14 to inspect the IT Environment (or any part of it) and the wider service delivery 
environment (or any part of it);  

1.1.15 to review the accuracy and completeness of the Registers; 

1.1.16 to review any records created during the design and development of the Supplier 
System and pre-operational environment such as information relating to Testing;  

1.1.17 to review the Supplier’s quality management systems (including all relevant Quality 
Plans and any quality manuals and procedures); 
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1.1.18 to review the Supplier’s compliance with the Standards;  

1.1.19 to inspect DfE Assets, including DfE's IPRs, equipment and facilities, for the purposes 
of ensuring that DfE Assets are secure and that any register of assets is up to date; 
and/or 

1.1.20 to review the integrity, confidentiality and security of DfE Data. 

1.2 Except where an audit is imposed on DfE by a regulatory body or where DfE has reasonable 
grounds for believing that the Supplier has not complied with its obligations under this Contract, 
DfE may not conduct an audit of the Supplier or of the same Key Sub-contractor more than twice 
in any Contract Year. 

1.3 Nothing in this Contract shall prevent or restrict the rights of the Comptroller and/or Auditor 
General and/or their representatives from carrying out an audit, examination or investigation of 
the Supplier and/or any of the Key Sub-contractors for the purposes of and pursuant to applicable 
Law.  

2. CONDUCT OF AUDITS 

2.1 DfE shall during each audit comply with those security, sites, systems and facilities operating 
procedures of the Supplier that DfE deems reasonable and use its reasonable endeavours to 
ensure that the conduct of each audit does not unreasonably disrupt the Supplier or delay the 
provision of the Services. 

2.2 Subject to DfE’s obligations of confidentiality, the Supplier shall on demand provide DfE and the 
Audit Agents with all reasonable co-operation and assistance (and shall procure such co-
operation and assistance from its Sub-contractors) in relation to each audit, including: 

2.2.1 all information requested by DfE within the permitted scope of the audit; 

2.2.2 reasonable access to any Sites and to any equipment used (whether exclusively or 
non-exclusively) in the performance of the Services;  

2.2.3 access to the Supplier System; and  

2.2.4 access to Supplier Personnel. 

2.3 The Supplier shall implement all measurement and monitoring tools and procedures necessary to 
measure and report on the Supplier's performance of the Services against the applicable 
Performance Indicators at a level of detail sufficient to verify compliance with the Performance 
Indicators.   

2.4 DfE shall endeavour to (but is not obliged to) provide at least 15 Business Days’ notice of its 
intention to conduct an audit.  

2.5 The Parties agree that they shall bear their own respective costs and expenses incurred in 
respect of compliance with their obligations under this Paragraph 2, unless the audit identifies a 
material Default by the Supplier in which case the Supplier shall reimburse DfE for all DfE's 
reasonable costs incurred in connection with the audit. 

3. USE OF SUPPLIER’S INTERNAL AUDIT TEAM 

3.1 As an alternative to DfE’s right pursuant to Paragraph 1.1 to exercise an audit either itself or 
through its Audit Agents, DfE may require in writing that an audit is undertaken by the Supplier’s 
own internal audit function for any of the purposes set out in Paragraph 1.1.  

3.2 Following the receipt of a request from DfE under Paragraph 3.1 above, the Supplier shall 
procure that the relevant audit is undertaken as soon as reasonably practicable and that DfE has 
unfettered access to: 
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3.2.1 the resultant audit reports; and  

3.2.2 all relevant members of the Supplier’s internal audit team for the purpose of 
understanding such audit reports. 

4. RESPONSE TO AUDITS 

4.1 If an audit undertaken pursuant to Paragraphs 1 or 3 identifies that:  

4.1.1 the Supplier has committed a Default, DfE may (without prejudice to any rights and 
remedies DfE may have) require the Supplier to correct such Default as soon as 
reasonably practicable and, if such Default constitutes a Notifiable Default, to comply 
with the Rectification Plan Process;   

4.1.2 there is an error in a Financial Report, the Supplier shall promptly rectify the error; 

4.1.3 DfE has overpaid any Charges, the Supplier shall pay to DfE: 

(a) the amount overpaid; 

(b) interest on the amount overpaid at the applicable rate under the Late Payment of 
Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998, accruing on a daily basis from the date of 
overpayment by DfE up to the date of repayment by the Supplier; and 

(c) the reasonable costs incurred by DfE in undertaking the audit, 

(d) DfE may exercise its right to deduct such amount from the Charges if it prefers; 
and 

4.1.4 DfE has underpaid any Charges, the Supplier shall not be entitled to increase the 
Charges paid or payable by DfE.  


